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Applications accepted for registration

NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the Industrial
Property advertised herein according to these classes may within 60 days make his /her opposition from 10th
February, 2020 to 9th April, 2020.

CODES FOR MARKS

Code

Interpretation

310

Filing number

320

Filing date

750

Applicant

731

Applicant’s address

740

Representative address

510

List of goods and services (Nice class)

540

Description of mark
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CODES FOR REGISTERED TRADEMARKS

Code

Interpretation

111

Registration number

151

Registration date

750

Applicant

731

Applicant’s address

740

Representative address

510

Nice Classification

540

Description of mark

I. NEW TRADEMARKS ACCEPTED
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2019/284
(320)
14/05/2019
NEDBANK LIMITED
NEDBANK LIMITED, Republic of South Africa
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(36) Insurance services; financial and monetary affairs; banking services; real estate affairs.
NEDBANK MOBIMONEY Disclaim the word "MOBIMONEY" separately and apart of the mark
as a whole
-------------------------------------RW/T/2019/414
(320)
02/07/2019
CRITICAL IDEAS, INC.
814 Mission Street, 6th Floor, San Francisco, California 94103, U.S.A.
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(9) Downloadable computer software and a mobile application for enabling the electronic transfer of
money between users, merchant to customer, customer to financial institution, and from mobile money
account to mobile money account; downloadable software and a mobile application for enabling
processing of electronic funds transfers and payments made via debit card, electronic check and
electronic, mobile and online payments. and (36) Electronic transfer of money for others; electronic
transfer of money from peer to peer, merchant to customer, customer to financial institution, and from
mobile money account to mobile money account; providing electronic processing of electronic funds
transfer, debit card, electronic check and electronic, mobile and online payments; financial affairs and
monetary affairs, namely, electronic and on-line payment processing services.
CHIPPER
----------------------------------3

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2019/722
(320)
06/12/2019
MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
384, Village No. 4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, Mueang Samut
Prakarn District, Samut Prakarn Province, Thailand
HESED ADVOCATES
REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes;
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements
for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax;
disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
EXPECTA
-------------------------------RW/T/2019/769
(320)
27/12/2019
KAREMAX INDUSTRIAL Ltd
Room 1501A,NO.3 Building, NO.100 Jin Yu Rd, Pudong, District, Shangai, Peoples Republic of China
RR & PARTNER'S (Mr. Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE
(5) Headache relief sticks
KAREMOL (and logo)

----------------------------------------RW/T/2019/775
(320)
27/12/2019
KAREMAX INDUSTRIAL Ltd
Room 1501A,NO.3 Building, NO.100 Jin Yu Rd, Pudong, District, Shangai, Peoples Republic of China
RR & PARTNER'S (Mr. Raymond NDAMAGE)
AV.KIKUYU ,KIYOVU ,NYARUGENGE
(5) Headaches relief sticks
KAREFENAC (and logo)

------------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2019/786
(320)
31/12/2019
PRIME DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS Ltd
KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
James MANZI
KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(16) Photographs [printed; pictures. and (35) Advertising / publicity; advertising agency services
/ publicity agency services; rental of advertising space; advertising by mail order; rental of
advertising time on communication media; production of advertising films.
URBAN IMAGES (and logo)

--------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/2
(320)
03/01/2020
VERICOMLtd
KACYIRU, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Epaphrodite NIZEYIMANA
KACYIRU, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(38) Communications by telephone;telephone services.
VERICOM (and logo)

-------------------------------------------RW/T/2020/3
(320)
VERENA INDUSTRY Ltd
KACYIRU, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Epaphrodite NIZEYIMANA
KACYIRU, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(21) Toilet sponges
VERENA (and logo)

03/01/2020

---------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/4
(320)
EXCRAFT Ltd
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
IMPANO Sandra
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(29) Palm kernel oil for food
PALMAL (and logo)

06/01/2020

-----------------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

RW/T/2020/5
(320)
07/01/2020
Stokely-Van Camp, Inc.
555 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois 60661, USA
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali, Rwanda
(32) Non-alcoholic, non-carbonated fruit flavoured beverages.

(540)
--------------------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/7
(320)
EXCRAFT LTD
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI, Rwanda
IMPANO Sandra
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI
(29) Soya bean oil for food
SOYAL (and logo)

06/01/2020

-------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/8
(320)
06/01/2020
KIVU WEAR LTD
GISOZI, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Eric Fabrice Bpfakurera
GISOZI, GASABO, KIGALI
(25) Clothing
KIVU (and logo)

-----------------------------------------RW/T/2020/9
(320)
07/01/2020
BAHONEZA RWANDA Ltd
MUGUNGA, GAKENKE, AMAJYARUGURU, Rwanda
Placide NIZEYIMANA
MUGUNGA, GAKENKE, AMAJYARUGURU
(32) Soft drinks
KAANIZE (and logo)

--------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/10
(320)
EXCRAFT Ltd
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
IMPANO Sandra
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(29) Oils for food; sunflower oils food.
SHINY (and logo)

07/01/2020

---------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/11
(320)
07/01/2020
British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC2R 2PG, United Kingdom
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(34) Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products; tobacco substitutes (not for medical
purposes); cigars; cigarillos; lighters; matches; smokers’ articles; cigarette paper; cigarette tubes;
cigarette filters; pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into
paper tubes; electronic cigarettes; cartridges for electronic cigarettes; liquids for electronic cigarettes;
tobacco products for the purpose of being heated; devices and parts for devices for heating
tobacco;; tobacco substitutes for the purpose of inhalation; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes;
cigarette cases; cigarette boxes; snus with tobacco; snuff with tobacco; snus without tobacco; snuff
without tobacco; tobacco free oral nicotine pouches (not for medical use).

glo (and logo)

--------------------------------------------RW/T/2020/13
(320)
07/01/2020
Orkin Expansion, Inc.
1105 North Market Street #1106, Wilmington, Delaware 19801-1216, U.S.A.
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(37) Pest control services, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry.
ORKIN (and logo)

-------------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

RW/T/2020/14
(320)
07/01/2020
Pastificio Lucio Garofalo S.p.A.
Via dei Pastai, 42, 80054 Gragnano (Napoli), Italy
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
7

(510)
(540)

(30) Pasta.
SANTA LUCIA (and logo) Disclaim the word "WHEAT SEMOLINA" separately and apart of the
mark as a whole

----------------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2020/18
(320)
09/01/2020
PENNZOIL-QUAKER STATE COMPANY
150 N. Dairy Ashford, Houston, Texas 77079, U.S.A.
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(4) Motor oil;Lubricating oil for motor vehicle engines
QUAKER STATE
--------------------------------------------------RW/T/2020/19
(320)
10/01/2020
British American Tobacco (Brands) Inc.
251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington, Delaware 19808-1674, U.S.A.
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(34) Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe tobacco; tobacco products;
tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); cigars; cigarillos; cigarette lighters; cigar lighters;
matches; smokers’ articles; cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; pocket apparatus for
rolling cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into paper tubes; electronic cigarettes;
liquids for electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being heated.
LUCKY STRIKE (and logo)

---------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/20
(320)
10/01/2020
CEDAR ARK LAW LIMITED
14th Floor, Kigali Tower,
Avenue du Commerce, P.O. BOX 6428, Kigali, Rwanda
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(45) Legal services
CEDAR ARK LAW (and logo) No exclusive right shall be given to the use of the word "Law"

------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/21
(320)
10/01/2020
CEDAR ARK LAW
14TH FLOOR , KIGALI CITY TOWER , AVENUE DU COMMERCE, P.O. BOX 6428, Rwanda
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(45) Legal services.
CEDAR ARK LAW (and logo) No exclusive right shall be given to the use of the word "Law"

------------------------------------------RW/T/2020/22
(320)
13/01/2020
THE GB FOODS AFRICA HOLDING COMPANY, SL
Plaza Europa 42 08902 L'Hospitalet de Llobregat , Spain
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(30) Mayonnaise, mayonnaise-based spreads, seasonings, food dressing sauces, relishes, coffee, tea,
cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread,
pastry and confectionary; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar,
sauces (condiments); spices; ice.
BAMA (and logo)

----------------------------------------RW/T/2020/24
(320)
14/01/2020
RWANDA GOVERNANCE BOARD (RGB)
KG178 st CSS PLAZA, RUKIRII, REMERA, GASABO, Rwanda
Dr. Usta KAITESI
KG178 st CSS PLAZA, RUKIRII, REMERA, GASABO
(35) ADVERTIZING, (41) EDUCATION, PROVIDING TRAINING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
and (42) RESEARCH SERVICES
NDI UMUNYARWANDA
(and logo)

--------------------------------------------RW/T/2020/25
(320)
14/01/2020
AGLUKON Spezialdünger GmbH & Co. KG
Heerdter Landstrasse 199, 40549 Düsseldorf, Germany
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(1) Artificial and non-artificial special fertilizers in liquid or solid form
BIOFOL
-----------------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/27
ExCraft ltd
Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda
IMPANO Sandra
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(29) Sun flower oil for food.
DELLISE (and logo)

(320)

-------------------------------------------RW/T/2020/28
(320)
EXCRAFT LTD
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
IMPANO Sandra
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(32) Fruit juices
BEYTI (and logo)

15/01/2020

15/01/2020

------------------------------------RW/T/2020/29
(320)
16/01/2020
NYANGE WINE WORKS Ltd
NGORORERO, IBURENGERAZUBA, Rwanda
Claude MUNYANEZA
NGORORERO, IBURENGERAZUBA
(33) Wine
RESERVE (and logo)

---------------------------------
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(310)

RW/T/2020/30

(320)

16/01/2020

(750)

CONTINUITY GROUP LIMITED

(731)

KN 2St, 14 floor, Kigali, Rwanda

(740)

Odyssee Ndayisaba
Nyarugenge, Kigali

(510)

(4) Electrical energy, (9) Batteries, electric, for vehicles / accumulators, electric, for vehicles, batteries,
electric, bullet-proof waistcoats / bullet-proof vests, bullet-proof clothing, cameras [photography], computer
programs [downloadable software], computer software applications, downloadable, computer hardware,
computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable, computers, data processing apparatus, electricity
conduits, materials for electricity mains [wires, cables], electronic tags for goods, electronic notice boards,
electronic access control systems for interlocking doors, electronic interactive whiteboards, encoded
magnetic cards, encoded identification bracelets, magnetic, encoded key cards, identity cards, magnetic,
interfaces for computers, laptop computers, lightning conductors / lightning arresters / lightning rods,
protective helmets, electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations, scanners [data
processing equipment], bar code readers, electrical adapters,smartphones,tablet computers, (12) Military
vehicles for transport, electric vehicles, (25) Clothing, Footwear, (35) Advertising / publicity, advertising
agency services / publicity agency services, rental of advertising space, rental of advertising time on
communication media, production of advertising films, rental of billboards [advertising boards], advisory
services for business management, professional business consultancy, business project management
services for construction projects, providing business information via a web site, commercial information
and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services, business intermediary services relating to
the matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding, competitive intelligence
services, compilation of information into computer databases, compilation of statistics, compiling indexes
of information for commercial or advertising purposes, computerized file management, consultancy
regarding public relations communication strategies, consultancy regarding advertising communication
strategies, data search in computer files for others, demonstration of goods, design of advertising
materials, layout services for advertising purposes, market studies, market intelligence services, marketing
research,
marketing, modelling for advertising or sales promotion, negotiation and conclusion of
commercial transactions for third parties, negotiation of business contracts for others, provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services, procurement services for others [purchasing
goods and services for other businesses], promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports
events, public relations, scriptwriting for advertising purposes, search engine optimization for sales
promotion., (38) Radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, transmission of electronic mail,
videoconferencing services, (39) Storage / warehousing, storage information, transportation logistics, (41)
Coaching [training], arranging and conducting of conferences, arranging and conducting of concerts, film
production, other than advertising films, language interpreter services, movie studio services, news
reporters services, photography, practical training [demonstration], teaching / educational services /
instruction services, television entertainment, ticket agency services [entertainment], translation, arranging
and conducting of workshops [training], (42) Cloud seeding, cloud computing, computer rental, computer
programming, computer software design, rental of computer software, computer system analysis, computer
system design, computer software consultancy, computer virus protection services, computer technology
consultancy, computer security consultancy, conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic
media, creating and maintaining web sites for others, creating and designing website-based indexes of
information for others [information technology services], data security consultancy, data encryption
services, digitization of documents [scanning], electronic data storage, electronic monitoring of personally
identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet, energy auditing, engineering, information
technology [IT] consultancy, providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site,
installation of computer software, internet security consultancy, maintenance of computer software,
monitoring of computer
11

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

systems by remote access, 420239 monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns, monitoring of
computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach, off-site data backup, outsource service
providers in the field of information technology, packaging design, platform as a service [PaaS], quality
control, recovery of computer data, research and development of new products for others, server hosting,
software as a service [SaaS], web site design
consultancy
and (44) Health care
CONTINUITY GROUP (and logo) Disclaim the word "GROUP" separately and apart of the mark as a whole

-------------------------RW/T/2020/33
(320)
17/01/2020
Travco Group International Holding
Travco Center, 26th July corridor Sheikh Zayed Giza, Egypt
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(39) Transport of goods and persons; services of a tour operator; services of a travel agency; organizing
and passaging journeys, cruises, excursions and guided tours and mediation thereto; escorting travelers;
organizing and mediating with the organizing business, group and holiday journeys; rental of cars and
other transporting vehicles; reservation of transport and accommodation; providing information with
respect to transport and travelling; advice in relation to travelling; packaging and storage of goods., (41)
Planning and organization of sporting, cultural and entertainment events. and (43) Services of hotels,
restaurants;temporary accommodation;providing information and advice in relation to the aforesaid
services;all the aforesaid services also through electronic media amongst which the Internet.
JAZ
in the city (and logo)

---------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/31
(320)
17/01/2020
SOGONGERA Ltd
Gahanga, Kicukiro, Kigali city, Rwanda
Emmanuel NSENGUMUREMYI
Gahanga, Kicukiro, Kigali city
(33) Pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; nira [sugarcane-based alcoholic beverage];
alcoholic beverages, except beer; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; fruit extracts, alcoholic; wine
SANGANO (and logo)

------------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)

(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/34
(320)
17/01/2020
Travco Group International Holding
Travco Center, 26th July corridor Sheikh Zayed Giza, Egypt
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(39) Transport of goods and persons; services of a tour operator; services of a travel agency; organizing
and passaging journeys, cruises, excursions and guided tours and mediation thereto; escorting travelers;
organizing and mediating with the organizing business, group and holiday journeys; rental of cars and
other transporting vehicles; reservation of transport and accommodation; providing information with
respect to transport and travelling; advice in relation to travelling; packaging and storage of goods., (41)
Planning and organization of sporting, cultural and entertainment events.and (43) Services of hotels,
restaurants;temporary accommodation;providing information and advice in relation to the aforesaid
services;all the aforesaid services also through electronic media amongst which the Internet.
JAZ IN THE CITY (and logo)

------------------------------------------------RW/T/2020/35
(320)
17/01/2020
Travco Group International Holding
Travco Center, 26th July corridor Sheikh Zayed Giza, Egypt
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(39) Transport of goods and persons; services of a tour operator; services of a travel agency; organizing
and passaging journeys, cruises, excursions and guided tours and mediation thereto; escorting
travelers; organizing and mediating with the organizing business, group and holiday journeys; rental
of cars and other transporting vehicles; reservation of transport and accommodation; providing
information with respect to transport and travelling; advice in relation to travelling; packaging and
storage of goods., (41) Planning and organization of sporting, cultural and entertainment events. and
(43) Services of hotels, restaurants; temporary accommodation; providing information and advice in
relation to the aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services also through electronic media amongst
which the Internet.
JAZ (and logo)

----------------------------------------RW/T/2020/36
(320)
21/01/2020
REIGN BEVERAGE COMPANY LLC
1547 N. KNOWLES AVE.,
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90063
, U.S.A.
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(32) Energy drinks; Soft drinks; Sports drinks
REIGN INFERNO
-------------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2020/37
(320)
21/01/2020
Qatar Airways Group (Q.C.S.C.)
Qatar Airways Tower Airport Road P.O Box 22550 Doha, Qatar
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(16) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed
matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes;
artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and
teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes);
printers' type; printing blocks. and (39) Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travelarrangement.
QATAR (and logo) No exclusive right shall be given to the use and registration of the word
"AIRWAYS"

------------------------------------------

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

RW/T/2020/38
(320)
21/01/2020
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
NEW ORCHARD ROAD- ARMONK, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
Cedar Ark Law 14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(9) Computers; computer hardware and computer software for artificial intelligence; computer hardware
and computer software for cognitive computing; computer hardware, namely magnetic band units (dataprocessing), magnetic tapes, printed circuits, integrated circuits, computer keyboards, compact disks
(audio-video), optical disks, computing couplers (data processing), diskettes, magnetic data carrier;
computer hardware, namely video screens, scanners, printers, interfaces (data processing), readers (data
processing), software (recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors, computers, computer
memories, computer peripherals; recorded computer programs and computer software; adapters for
computers; components for computers; data processing equipment; dataprocessing apparatus for data
and information management; semiconductors; machine readable electronic media; magnetic disks; disk
drives; tape recorders; calculating machines; cash registers; facsimile machines; software video games;
video recorders; video tapes; electric batteries; computer chips; circuit boards; computer hardware,
namely, communications computing servers; computer carrying cases; computer interface boards;
computer cables and computer cable parts; computer fax modem cards; computer accessories, namely,
screen filters, power converters, namely, digital to analog, analog to digital and voltage steppers, mouse
pads, radio pagers, joysticks; computer mouse; electronic publications, namely, books, magazine and
manuals featuring computer technology information; integrated circuit cards and smart cards, integrated
circuit adapters and smart card adapters; readers for integrated circuit cards and smart cards;
microcomputers; electrical power supplies; projectors; remote controls for computers; surge protectors
and uninterrupted power supplies; point of sale terminals; computing operating system programs;
computer software used for accessing a global computer network; computer software used for document
management; computer software used for data base management; computer software used for locating,
retrieving and receiving text, electronic documents, graphics and audiovisual information on enterprisewide internal computer networks and local and wide-area global computer networks; computer software
used for software development and web authoring and user manuals in electronic format sold as a unit
therewith; documentation and instruction manuals recorded on machine-readable electronic media and
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relating to computers or computer programs; computer hardware and computer software; computer
servers; computer storage devices, namely, high-speed storage subsystems for storage and backup of
electronic data either locally or via a telecommunications network; computer software for use in
controlling the operation and execution of computer systems, programs, and networks; computer
software for use in connecting disparate computer networks and systems, computer servers and storage
devices; computer operating system software; computer software for linking together computers and for
enabling computing across a globally accessible network; computer software for managing hardware,
software and processes that exist within an information technology environment, computer systems
combining hardware and software for use in management and analysis of data and digital instructional
manuals sold as a unit therewith; cloud computing system, namely network integrating computer hardware
and software for dynamic provisioning, virtualization, and consumption metering of computer resources;
downloadable cloud-computing software for deploying and managing virtual machines to a cloud
computing platform; computer systems, namely, computer hardware and computer software for
integrating Natural Language Processing (NLP), Computational Linguistics (CL), Information Retrieval (IR)
and Machine Learning (ML) which is capable of understanding general human queries and formulating
responses; electronic publications; computer hardware and computer software for the application and the
management of grammar, punctuation and spelling rules to text. Computer hardware and computer
software for the digital translation of texts and databases. , (41) Education; entertainment; training;
organisation and management of conferences and seminars, exhibition services for cultural or educational
purposes; production of radio or television programs; sporting and cultural activities; educational services,
namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences and workshops in the field of computers, information
technology, image and audio processing technology, telecommunications and computers global networks;
training in the field of computer operation and information technology; conducting entertainment
exhibitions in the nature of information technology demonstrations; entertainment services, namely,
providing on-line computer games; conducting entertainment exhibitions, namely, real-time athletic
competitions via a global computer network; and conducting entertainment exhibitions, namely,
providing demonstrations on web-sites featuring museum exhibitions, sporting events, art gallery
exhibitions, concerts, and musical recordings; editing of books, journals; shows and films production;
organisation and leading of conferences, symposiums, congresses; leading of cultural or educative
purposes exhibitions; booking of seats for shows; translation services; interpretation and translation
services; Educational services, namely, applying rules of grammar and punctuation to text, the spelling of
text, editing text, and enhancing vocabulary, through the use of reports containing descriptions and
explanations of errors and improvements. and (42) Computer programming; cognitive
computing
services; information management services; data management services; cloud computing; design,
installation, updating and maintenance of computer software; computer software and hardware design for
others , and consultation services in the field of computers; computer services, namely, designing, creating
and maintaining web sites for others; computer systems analysis, data base and network integration,
computer programming for others all for use in commercial interactions over global computer networks;
technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer hardware and computer software
problems; design of systems for interconnection of computer hardware and software, namely : electronic
connection of computers and software to each others; computer software and hardware testing services
(quality and technical controls); technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software;
consultancy in the field of computer hardware, namely consultancy regarding computing research and
development; advice and consulting relating to use of internet; rental of computers and computer
software; scientific and industrial research, namely research and development of new products,
biological research, research in bacteriology, research in chemistry, research in beauty care, research
in mechanics, geological research, technical research, pharmaceutical research, scientific research for
medical purpose; computer services; computer systems integrations services; consulting services in the
field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others;
technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and
computer software problems; computer systems design
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(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

services for others; interconnection of computer hardware and software, namely, integration of computer
systems and networks; computer software and hardware testing services, namely, testing of computer
software, computers and servers to assure proper functioning; cloud computing services, namely, network
integrated computer hardware and software services for dynamic provisioning, virtualization, and
consumption metering of computer resources; consulting services in the field of cloud computing;
providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; design
and development of computer software for cloud storage of data; computer services, namely cloud hosting
provider services; computer services, namely, electronic data storage and data recovery services;
development of computer systems and computer software for artificial intelligence; development of
computer systems and computer software to assist in drafting, reviewing, and comparing translations;
design and development of electronic language translation dictionaries and databases; programming of
computer software for electronic language translation dictionaries and databases; development of
computer software for language translation; design and development of computer systems and computer
software for the application and management of the rules of grammar, punctuation and spelling on text.
PEER TUTOR
-----------------------------------------RW/T/2020/39
(320)
21/01/2020
GREEN HOPE LIFE LTD
KANOMBE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
NYANDWI CHARLES
KANOMBE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY
(5) Nutritional supplements; mineral food supplements; medicinal herbs; royal jell dietary
supplements; herbal teas for medicinal purpose; herbal extracts for medicinal purpose.
GREEN HOPE LIFE (and logo)

------------------------------------------RW/T/2020/40
(320)
22/01/2020
KIVU WATERFRONT LTD
BWISHYURA, KARONGI, I BURENGERAZUBA, Rwanda
LONGA WILLIAM MULIKELELA
BWISHYURA, KARANGI, IBURENGERAZUBA
(43) Hotel; hotel services; renting of meeting rooms; restaurant service.
CLEO (and logo)

--------------------------------------------
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(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/41
(320)
22/01/2020
VERENA INDUSTRY LTD
GIKONDO, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
NIZEYIMANA Epaphrodite
GIKONDO, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY
(21) Toilet sponges; napkin rings.
VERENAI (and logo)

-----------------------------------------RW/T/2020/43
(320)
23/01/2020
PAK FOOD INVESTMENTS Ltd
Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda
SHEIKH AZHAR IQBAL
Remera, Gasabo, Kigali
(30) corn flour/corn meal/maize flour/maize meal, corn, milled/maize, milled, corn, roasted/maize,
roasted, chips [cereal products.
MR. NAKS (and logo)

----------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

RW/T/2020/44
(320)
24/01/2020
Qatar Airways Group (Q.C.S.C.)
Qatar Airways Tower Airport Road P.O Box 22550 Doha, Qatar
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(16) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed
matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes;
artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and
teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes);
printers' type; printing blocks. and (39) Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.

(540)

-----------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

RW/T/2020/45
(320)
24/01/2020
INFOCORP TECHNOLOGIES PTE.LTD
67 BOAT QUAY, #02-01, Singapore
Trust Law Chambers
KG 569 ST, kimihurura, TLC House, P.o.Box6679 Kigali
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(510)

(9) Spectacles, abacuses, accelerometers, accumulators, electric, acid hydrometers, acidimeters for
batteries, acoustic alarms / sound alarms, acoustic conduits, acoustic couplers, actinometers, electrical
adapters, adding machines, aerials / antennas, aerometers, air analysis apparatus, alarm bells, electric,
alarms, alcoholmeters, alidades, altimeters, ammeters, amplifiers, amplifying tubes / amplifying valves,
anemometers, animal signalling rattles for directing livestock, animated cartoons, anode batteries / high
tension batteries, anodes, answering machines, anti-glare glasses, anti-interference devices
[electricity], anti-theft warning apparatus, anticathodes, apertometers [optics], armatures [electricity],
asbestos clothing for protection against fire, asbestos gloves for protection against accidents, asbestos
screens for firemen, apparatus and instruments for astronomy, audio interfaces, audio mixers, audioand video-receivers, audiovisual teaching apparatus, automated teller machines [ATM], azimuth
instruments, baby monitors, baby scales, bags adapted for laptops, balances [steelyards] / lever scales
[steelyards]/ steelyards [lever scales], balancing apparatus, bar code readers, barometers, bathroom
scales, batteries for electronic cigarettes, batteries for lighting, batteries, electric, batteries, electric, for
vehicles/ accumulators, electric, for vehicles, battery boxes / accumulator boxes, battery chargers,
battery jars/ accumulator jars, beacons, luminous, bells [warning devices], betatrons, binoculars,
biochips, biometric identity cards, biometric passports / e-passports, black boxes [data recorders],
blueprint apparatus, body harnesses for support when lifting loads, boiler control instruments, branch
boxes [electricity], breathing apparatus for underwater swimming, breathing apparatus, except for
artificial respiration, bullet-proof clothing, bullet-proof vests / bullet-proof waistcoats, buzzers, cabinets
for loudspeakers, cables, electric, calculating machines, calibrating rings, calipers, calorimeters,
camcorders, cameras [photography], capillary tubes, carpenters' rules, carriers for dark plates
[photography], cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments, cases for
smartphones, cash registers, cassette players, cathodes, cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus, cell phone
straps, cell switches [electricity] / reducers [electricity], centering apparatus for photographic
transparencies, apparatus for changing record player needles,chargers for electric accumulators,
chargers for electronic cigarettes, charging stations for electric vehicles, apparatus to check franking /
apparatus to check stamping mail, chemistry apparatus and instruments, chips [integrated circuits],
choking coils [impedance], chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, chronographs [time recording
apparatus], cinematographic cameras, cinematographic film, exposed, circuit breakers, circuit closers,
circular slide rules, cleaning apparatus for phonograph records / cleaning apparatus for sound recording
discs, climate control digital thermostats, close-up lenses, clothing especially made for laboratories,
clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, clothing for protection against fire/
garments for protection against fire, coaxial cables, coils, electric, coin-operated mechanisms for
television sets, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, collectors, electric, electric apparatus for
commutation, commutators, compact disc players, compact discs [audio-video], compact discs [readonly memory], comparators, compasses for measuring, computer game software, downloadable,
computer game software, recorded, computer hardware, computer keyboards, computer memory
devices, computer operating programs, recorded, computer peripheral devices, computer programs,
downloadable, computer programs, recorded, computer screen saver software, recorded or
downloadable, computer software applications, downloadable, computer software platforms, recorded
or downloadable, computer software, recorded, computers, condensers [capacitors]/ capacitors,
conductors, electric, connected bracelets [measuring instruments], connections for electric lines,
connectors [electricity], contact lenses, contacts, electric, containers for contact lenses, containers for
microscope slides, control panels [electricity], converters, electric, copper wire, insulated, cordless
telephones, correcting lenses [optics], cosmographic instruments, mechanisms for counteroperated apparatus, counterfeit coin detectors, counters / meters, couplers [data processing
equipment], couplings, electric / connections, electric, covers for electric outlets, covers for personal
digital assistants [PDAs], covers for smartphones, covers for tablet computers, crash test dummies, credit
card terminals, crucibles [laboratory] / cupels [laboratory], current rectifiers, cyclotrons, data gloves,
data processing apparatus, decompression chambers, decorative magnets, demagnetizing apparatus for
magnetic tapes, densimeters, densitometers, detectors, metal detectors
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for industrial or military purposes, diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes, diaphragms
[acoustics], diaphragms [photography], diaphragms for scientific apparatus, dictating machines,
diffraction apparatus [microscopy], digital photo frames, digital signs, digital weather stations, personal
digital assistants [PDAs], directional compasses, discharge tubes, electric, other than for lighting / electric
discharge tubes, other than for lighting, disk drives for computers, disks, magnetic, distance measuring
apparatus, distance recording apparatus / apparatus for recording distance, distillation apparatus for
scientific purposes, distribution boards [electricity], distribution boxes [electricity], distribution consoles
[electricity], divers' masks, diving suits, DNA chips, dog whistles, electric door bells, dosage dispensers /
dosimeters, downloadable cryptographic keys for receiving and spending cryptocurrency, downloadable
e-wallets, downloadable emoticons for mobile phones, downloadable graphics for mobile phones,
downloadable image files, downloadable music files, downloadable ring tones for mobile phones,
drainers for use in photography / photographic racks, dressmakers' measures, droppers for measuring,
other than for medical or household purposes, drying apparatus for photographic prints, drying racks
[photography],ducts [electricity], DVD players, dynamometers, ear pads for headphones, ear plugs for
divers, earpieces for remote communication, apparatus for editing cinematographic film, egg timers
[sandglasses] / hourglasses, egg-candlers, electricity conduits, materials for electricity mains [wires,
cables], electrified fences, electrified rails for mounting spot lights, electro-dynamic apparatus for the
remote control of railway points, electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals,
electrolysers, electromagnetic coils, electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments,
electronic access control systems for interlocking doors, electronic agendas, electronic book readers,
electronic collars to train animals, electronic interactive whiteboards, electronic key fobs being remote
control apparatus, electronic notice boards, electronic numeric displays, electronic pens [visual display
units], electronic pocket translators, electronic publications, downloadable, electronic sheet music,
downloadable, electronic tags for goods, encoded identification bracelets, magnetic, encoded key cards,
encoded magnetic cards,enlarging apparatus [photography], epidiascopes, equalizers [audio apparatus]
/ equalisers [audio apparatus], ergometers, exposure meters [light meters], eyepieces, instruments
containing eyepieces, eyewear, facsimile machines, apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus],
fibre optic cables / fiber optic cables, film cutting apparatus, films, exposed, filters for respiratory masks,
filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography, filters for use in photography, finger sizers, fire alarms, fire
beaters, fire blankets, fire boats, fire engines, fire escapes, fire extinguishers, fire extinguishing
apparatus, fire hose, fire hose nozzles, fire pumps, flash-bulbs [photography], flashing lights [luminous
signals], flashlights [photography], floppy disks, flowmeters, fluorescent screens, fog signals, nonexplosive, food analysis apparatus, frames for photographic transparencies, frequency meters, furnaces
for laboratory use / ovens for laboratory use, furniture especially made for laboratories, fuse wire, fuses,
galena crystals [detectors], galvanic batteries, galvanic cells, galvanometers, gas testing instruments,
gasometers [measuring instruments], gauges, glazing apparatus for photographic prints, Global
Positioning System [GPS] apparatus, gloves for divers, gloves for protection against accidents, gloves for
protection against X-rays for industrial purposes, goggles for sports, grids for batteries, hairdressing
training heads [teaching apparatus], hand- held electronic dictionaries, hands-free kits for telephones,
head cleaning tapes [recording], head guards for sports, headgear being protective helmets,
headphones, heat regulating apparatus, height measuring instruments, heliographic apparatus, hemline
markers, high-frequency apparatus, holders for electric coils, holograms, horns for loudspeakers,
humanoid robots with artificial intelligence, hydrometers, hygrometers, identification sheaths for
electric wires, identification threads for electric wires, identity cards, magnetic, igniting apparatus,
electric, for igniting at a distance / electric apparatus for remote ignition,incubators for bacteria culture,
automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tyres
/ automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires, inductors [electricity], infrared detectors, ink
cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers, integrated circuit cards [smart cards] / smart cards
[integrated circuit cards], integrated circuits, interactive touch screen terminals, intercommunication
apparatus, interfaces for computers, inverters [electricity], invoicing machines, ionization apparatus not
for the treatment of air or water, jigs [measuring instruments], joysticks for use with computers,
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other than for video games, juke boxes for computers, juke boxes, musical / coin-operated musical
automata [juke boxes], junction boxes [electricity], junction sleeves for electric cables, knee-pads for
workers, laboratory centrifuges, laboratory pipettes, laboratory robots, laboratory trays,
lactodensimeters, lactometers, laptop computers, lasers, not for medical purposes, lens hoods, lenses
for astrophotography, letter scales, levelling instruments, levelling staffs [surveying instruments] / rods
[surveying instruments], levels [instruments for determining the horizontal], life belts, life buoys, life
jackets, life saving apparatus and equipment, life-saving capsules for natural disasters, life-saving rafts,
lifeboats, light dimmers [regulators], electric / light regulators [dimmers], electric, light-emitting diodes
[LED], light-emitting electronic pointers, lighting ballasts, lightning conductors / lightning arresters /
lightning rods, limiters [electricity], locks, electric, logs [measuring instruments], electric loss indicators,
loudspeakers, magic lanterns, magnetic data media, magnetic encoders, magnetic resonance imaging
[MRI] apparatus, not for medical purposes, magnetic tape units for computers, magnetic tapes,
magnetic wires, magnets, magnifying glasses [optics], marine compasses, marine depth finders, marking
buoys, marking gauges [joinery], masts for wireless aerials, mathematical instruments, measures,
apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins, appliances for measuring the thickness of leather,
measuring apparatus, measuring devices, electric, measuring glassware / graduated glassware,
measuring instruments, measuring spoons, Megaphones, memory cards for video game machines,
mercury levels, meteorological balloons, meteorological instruments, metronomes, micrometer screws
for optical instruments, micrometers / micrometer gauges, Microphones, microprocessors, microscopes,
microtomes, mileage recorders for vehicles / kilometer recorders for vehicles, mirrors [optics], mirrors
for inspecting work, mobile telephones / cell phones / cellular phones, modems, money counting and
sorting machines, monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes, monitors [computer
hardware], monitors [computer programs], mouse [computer peripheral], mouse pads, mouth guards
for sports, nanoparticle size analysers / nanoparticle size analyzers, nautical apparatus and instruments,
naval signalling apparatus, navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers], navigational
instruments, needles for record players / styli for record players, needles for surveying compasses, neon
signs, nets for protection against accidents, nose clips for divers and swimmers, notebook computers,
objectives [lenses] [optics], observation instruments, octants, ohmmeters, optical apparatus and
instruments, optical character readers, optical condensers, optical data media, optical discs, optical
fibres [light conducting filaments] / optical fibers [light conducting filaments], optical glass, optical
lanterns / optical lamps, optical lenses, organic light-emitting diodes [OLED], oscillographs, oxygen
transvasing apparatus, ozonisers [ozonators], padlocks, electronic, parking meters, parking sensors
for vehicles, particle accelerators, pedometers, peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors, periscopes,
Petri dishes, petrol gauges / gasoline gauges, phonograph records / sound recording discs, photocopiers
[photographic, electrostatic, thermic], photometers, phototelegraphy apparatus, photovoltaic cells,
apparatus and instruments for physics, piezoelectric sensors, pince-nez, Pitot tubes, plane tables
[surveying instruments], planimeters, plates for batteries, plotters, electric plugs, plumb bobs, plumb
lines, pocket calculators, polarimeters, portable media players, precision balances, precision measuring
apparatus, pressure gauges / manometers, pressure indicator plugs for valves, pressure indicators,
pressure measuring apparatus, printed circuit boards, printed circuits, printers for use with computers*,
prisms [optics], probes for scientific purposes, processors [central processing units] / central processing
units [processors], devices for the projection of virtual keyboards, projection apparatus, projection
screens, protection devices against X-rays, not for medical purposes, protection devices for personal use
against accidents, protective films adapted for computer screens, protective films adapted for
smartphones, protective helmets, protective helmets for sports, protective masks*, protective suits for
aviators, protractors [measuring instruments], punched card machines for offices, push buttons for bells,
Pyrometers, quantity indicators, quantum dot light-emitting diodes [QLED], radar apparatus, radio
pagers, radiological apparatus for industrial purposes, radiology screens for industrial purposes, radios,
radiotelegraphy sets, radiotelephony sets, railway traffic safety appliances, range finders / telemeters,
readers [data processing equipment], rearview cameras for vehicles, record players, reflective articles
for wear, for the prevention of accidents, reflective safety
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vests, refractometers, refractors, regulating apparatus, electric, relays, electric, electric installations for
the remote control of industrial operations, remote control apparatus*, rescue flares, non-explosive and
non-pyrotechnic, rescue laser signalling flares, resistances, electric, respirators for filtering air,
respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration, resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus],
resuscitation training simulators, retorts, retorts' stands, revolution counters, rheostats, riding helmets,
ring sizers, road signs, luminous or mechanical, rods for water diviners, rulers [measuring instruments],
rules [measuring instruments], saccharometers, safety nets / life nets, safety restraints, other than for
vehicle seats and sports equipment, safety tarpaulins, salinometers, satellite finder meters, satellite
navigational apparatus, satellites for scientific purposes, scales, scales with body mass analysers / scales
with body mass analyzers, scanners [data processing equipment], screens [photography], screens for
photoengraving, screw-tapping gauges, security surveillance robots, security tokens [encryption
devices], selfie lenses, selfie sticks [hand-held monopods], semi-conductors, sextants, sheaths for
electric cables, shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, shutter releases
[photography], shutters [photography], sighting telescopes for firearms / telescopic sights for firearms,
signal bells, signal lanterns, signalling buoys, signalling panels, luminous or mechanical, signalling
whistles, signals, luminous or mechanical, mechanical signs, signs, luminous, simulators for the steering
and control of vehicles, sirens, sleeves for laptops, slide calipers, slide projectors / transparency
projection apparatus, slide-rules, slope indicators / clinometers / gradient indicators / inclinometers,
smart rings, smartglasses, smartphones, smartwatches, smoke detectors, snorkels, electric sockets, solar
batteries, solar panels for the production of electricity, solderers' helmets, solenoid valves
[electromagnetic switches], Sonars, sound locating instruments, sound recording apparatus, sound
recording carriers, sound recording strips, sound reproduction apparatus, sound transmitting apparatus,
sounding apparatus and machines, sounding leads, sounding lines, spark-guards, speaking tubes,
spectacle cases / eyeglass cases, spectacle chains / eyeglass chains, spectacle cords / eyeglass cords,
spectacle frames / eyeglass frames, spectacle lenses / eyeglass lenses, spectacles / eyeglasses,
spectrograph apparatus, spectroscopes, speed checking apparatus for vehicles, speed indicators, speed
measuring apparatus [photography], speed regulators for record players, spherometers, spirit levels,
spools [photography], sports whistles, sprinkler systems for fire protection, square rulers for measuring,
squares for measuring, stage lighting regulators, stands adapted for laptops, stands for photographic
apparatus, starter cables for motors, steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles, step-up transformers,
personal stereos, stereoscopes, stereoscopic apparatus, stills for laboratory experiments, stroboscopes,
subwoofers, sulfitometers, sunglasses, surveying apparatus and instruments, surveying chains, surveying
instruments, surveyors' levels, survival blankets, switchboards, switchboxes [electricity], switches,
electric, T-squares for measuring, tablet computers, tachometers, tape recorders, taximeters, teaching
apparatus, teaching robots, teeth protectors*, telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery /
telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewelry, telegraph wires, telegraphs [apparatus], telephone
apparatus, telephone receivers, telephone transmitters, telephone wires, telepresence robots,
teleprinters / teletypewriters, teleprompters, telerupters, telescopes, telescopic sights for artillery,
television apparatus, temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes, temperature indicators,
terminals [electricity], test tubes, material testing instruments and machines, testing apparatus not for
medical purposes, theft prevention installations, electric, theodolites, thermal imaging cameras,
thermionic valves / thermionic tubes, thermo- hygrometers, thermometers, not for medical purposes,
thermostats, thermostats for vehicles, thin client computers, thread counters, ticket dispensers, ticket
printers, time clocks [time recording devices], time recording apparatus, time switches, automatic, tone
arms for record players, toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers, totalizators, trackballs
[computer peripherals], traffic cones, traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices], transformers
[electricity], transistors [electronic], transmitters [telecommunication], transmitters of electronic
signals, transmitting sets [telecommunication], transparencies [photography] / slides [photography],
transponders, triodes, tripods for cameras, urinometers, USB flash drives, vacuum gauges, vacuum tubes
[radio], variometers, vehicle breakdown warning triangles, vehicle radios, verniers, video baby
monitors, video cassettes,
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video game cartridges, video projectors, video recorders, video screens, video telephones, videotapes,
viewfinders, photographic, virtual reality headsets, viscosimeters, visors for helmets, voltage regulators
for vehicles, voltage surge protectors, voltmeters, voting machines, wafers for integrated circuits, wahwah pedals, walkie-talkies, washing trays [photography], water level indicators, wavemeters, wearable
activity trackers, wearable computers, wearable video display monitors, weighbridges, weighing
apparatus and instruments, weighing machines, weight belts for divers, weights, whistle alarms, wind
socks for indicating wind direction, electric wire harnesses for automobiles, wire connectors [electricity],
wires, electric, workmen's protective face-shields, wrist rests for use with computers, X- ray apparatus
not for medical purposes, X-ray films, exposed, X-ray photographs, other than for medical purposes, Xray tubes not for medical purposes, apparatus and installations for the production of X- rays, not for
medical and (42) Analysis for oil-field exploitation, architectural consultancy, architectural services,
authenticating works of art, bacteriological research, biological research, business card design,
calibration [measuring], cartography services, chemical analysis, chemical research, chemistry services,
clinical trials, cloud computing, cloud seeding, computer programming, computer rental, computer
security consultancy, computer software consultancy, computer software design, computer system
analysis, computer system design, computer technology consultancy, computer virus protection services,
rental of computer software, construction drafting, consultancy in the design and development of
computer hardware, consultancy in the field of energy-saving, conversion of computer programs and
data, other than physical conversion, conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media,
cosmetic research, creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information
technology services], creating and maintaining web sites for others, data encryption services, data
security consultancy, design of interior decor, interior design, development of computer platforms,
digitization of documents [scanning], dress designing, duplication of computer programs, electronic data
storage, electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the internet, electronic
monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet, energy auditing,
engineering, exploration services in the field of the oil, gas and mining industries, geological prospecting,
geological research, geological surveys, graphic arts design, graphic design of promotional materials,
handwriting analysis [graphology], hosting computer sites [web sites], industrial design, information
technology [IT] consultancy, information technology services provided on an outsourcing basis,
providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a web site, installation of
computer software, internet security consultancy, land surveying, maintenance of computer software,
mechanical research, medical research, meteorological information, rental of meters for the recording
of energy consumption, monitoring of computer systems by remote access, monitoring of computer
systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach, monitoring of computer systems to detect
breakdowns, off-site data backup, oil prospecting, oil-field surveys, oil-well testing, packaging design,
platform as a service [PaaS], quality control, quality evaluation of standing timber, quality evaluation of
wool, recovery of computer data, research and development of new products for others, research in the
field of building construction, research in the field of environmental protection, research in the field of
physics, research in the field of telecommunications technology, research in the field of welding,
providing scientific information, advice and consultancy relating to carbon offsetting, scientific and
technological research in the field of natural disasters, scientific and technological research relating to
patent mapping, scientific laboratory services, scientific research, providing search engines for the
internet, server hosting, software as a service [SaaS], software development in the framework of
software publishing, styling [industrial design], surveying, conducting technical project studies, technical
writing, technological consultancy, technological research, telecommunications technology consultancy,
material testing, textile testing, underwater exploration, unlocking of mobile phones, updating of
computer software, urban planning, user authentication services using single sign-on technology
for online software applications, user authentication services using technology for e-commerce
transactions, vehicle roadworthiness testing, water analysis, weather forecasting, rental of web servers,
web site design consultancy
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(540)

FarmTrek (and logo)

-------------------------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

RW/T/2020/47
(320)
27/01/2020
MFS AFRICA LIMITED
Felix House, 24 Dr Joseph Riviere Street, Port-Louis, Mauritius
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(9) Computer software, mobile apps and electronic payment apparatus and (36) Electronic wallet
services; remote payment services; electronic payment services; electronic processing of payments
via a global computer network

(540)
------------------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/48
(320)
28/01/2020
SANTE CONFORTABLE LTD
MUHOZA, MUSANZE, Rwanda
Aulerie GASIGWA
MUHOZA, MUSANZE
(4) Carburants / motor fuel;diesel oil / gas oil;fuel.
S/CO (and logo)

--------------------------------RW/T/2020/49
(320)
KIGALI LIQUID & SOLID COMPANY LTD
REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Innocent IBYIMANAKORA
REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(32) fruit juices / fruit juice
AKANYA (and logo)

29/01/2020

--------------------------------------------
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(310)
RW/T/2020/50
(320)
29/01/2020
(750)
ALMAHA FOR INDUSTRY CO.LTD (731)
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda (740)
AHMED MOHAMMED AHMED HEZAM
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(510)
(11) Cooking stoves / cookers; cool boxes, electric / coolers, electric.
(540)
FLORSA (and logo)

--------------------------------(310)
RW/T/2020/51
(320)
29/01/2020
(750)
ALMAHA FOR INDUSTRY CO.LTD (731)
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda (740)
AHMED MOHAMMED AHMED HEZAM
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(510)
(11) Cooking stoves / cookers; cool boxes, electric / coolers, electric.
(540)
SANO (and logo)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

---------------------------------------RW/T/2020/52
(320)
29/01/2020
British American Tobacco (Brands) Inc.
251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington, Delaware 19808-1674, U.S.A.
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(34) Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe tobacco; tobacco products;
tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); cigars; cigarillos; cigarette lighters; cigar lighters;
matches; smokers' articles; cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; pocket apparatus for rolling
cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into paper tubes; electronic cigarettes; liquids for
electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being heated.
KOOL (and logo)

--------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

RW/T/2020/53
(320)
29/01/2020
PepsiCo, Inc.
700 Anderson Hill Road, Purchase, New York 10577, U.S.A.
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(29) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk, cheese, butter, yogurt and other milk products; oils and
fats for food.; potato-based snack foods and chips; soy-based snack foods and chips; vegetable based snack
foods and chips; nut-based snack foods and chips; ready to eat snack foods consisting primarily of potatoes
and chips, nuts, nut products, seeds, vegetables or combinations thereof; including potato chips, potato
crisps, vegetable chips, taro chips, crisps, pork snacks, beef snacks, soy-based snacks, legume- based snacks
and spreads, dips, cheese; snack mixes. and (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice, pasta and
noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery;
chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking- powder; salt,
seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other condiments; ice (frozen water); ready to
eat snack foods consisting primarily of grains, corn, cereal or combinations thereof, including corn chips,
tortilla chips, pita chips, rice chips, rice cakes, rice crackers, crackers, pretzels, puffed snacks, popped
popcorn, snack food dipping sauces; grain-based snack foods; bread snacks; corn-based snack foods and
chips; flour-based snack foods and chips; bagel chips.

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

------------------------------------------------RW/T/2020/54
(320)
29/01/2020
PepsiCo, Inc.
700 Anderson Hill Road, Purchase, New York 10577, U.S.A.
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(29) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk, cheese, butter, yogurt and other milk products; oils and fats
for food.; potato-based snack foods and chips; soy-based snack foods and chips; vegetable based snack
foods and chips; nut-based snack foods and chips; ready to eat snack foods consisting primarily of potatoes
and chips, nuts, nut products, seeds, vegetables or combinations thereof; including potato chips, potato
crisps, vegetable chips, taro chips, crisps, pork snacks, beef snacks, soy-based snacks, legume- based snacks
and spreads, dips, cheese; snack mixes. and (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice, pasta and
noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery;
chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking- powder; salt,
seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other condiments; ice (frozen water); ready to
eat snack foods consisting primarily of grains, corn, cereal or combinations thereof,including corn chips,
tortilla chips, pita chips, rice chips, rice cakes, rice crackers, crackers, pretzels, puffed snacks, popped
popcorn, snack food dipping sauces; grain-based snack foods; bread snacks; corn- based snack foods and
chips; flour-based snack foods and chips; bagel chips.
LAY'S (and logo)

-------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/55
(320)
29/01/2020
BABYLON RWANDA LIMITED
KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Shivon BYAMUKAMA
KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(44) Health care
BABYL (and logo)

----------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

RW/T/2020/56
(320)
31/01/2020
HAZINA TRADING LIMITED
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
MOHAMADOU NANA BOUBA
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(29) Preparations for making bouillon; broth / bouillon; broth concentrates / bouillon concentrates; eggs;
charcuterie; cheese; coconut oil for food; condensed milk; cream [dairy products]; edible fats; fatty
substances for the manufacture of edible fats; fish, tinned / fish, canned; fruit jellies; maize oil for food/
corn oil for food; margarine; meat, tinned / meat, canned; milk; oils for food; olive oil for food; palm oil
for food; peanut butter; powdered milk; sardines, not live; sesame oil for food; sunflower oil for food;
tomato purée; sausages; tomato juice for cooking; tomato paste; tuna, not live.
AMIRA (and logo)

-------------------------------------RW/T/2020/57
(320)
31/01/2020
HAZINA TRADING LIMITED
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
MOHAMADOU NANA BOUBA
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(29) Preparations for making bouillon; broth / bouillon; broth concentrates / bouillon concentrates; eggs;
charcuterie; cheese; coconut oil for food; condensed milk; cream [dairy products]; edible fats; fatty
substances for the manufacture of edible fats; fish, tinned / fish, canned; fruit jellies; maize oil for food /
corn oil for food; margarine; meat, tinned / meat, canned; milk; oils for food; olive oil for food; palm oil
for food; peanut butter; powdered milk; sardines, not live; sesame oil for food; sunflower oil for food;
tomato purée;sausages;
tomato juice for cooking;
tomato paste; tuna, not live.
MOJA (and logo)

-----------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

RW/T/2020/58
(320)
30/01/2020
KT&G Corporation
71, Beotkkot-gil, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, Rep.of Korea
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(34) Tobacco; Cigarettes; Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette papers; Tobacco pipes, not of precious metal; Cigarette
filters; Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Tobacco pouches; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal;
Matches; Tobacco pipe cleaners; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Cigar cutters
TIME
----------------------------------------RW/T/2020/59
(320)
31/01/2020
SKOL INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT LUXEMBOURG S.A.
Rue Glesener, 21 1631, Luxembourg
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(33) Alcoholic beverages.
VIRUNGA SPIRITS Disclaim the word "SPIRITS" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
-------------------------------------------II. APPROVED TRADE MARK

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

565/2018
(151)
30/01/2020
Diamond Quest Limited
OMC Chambers, P.O. Box 3152, Road Town, Tortola, Brt. Virgin Islands
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(34) Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches; Cigarettes; Cigarette cases; Cigarette filters; Cigarette holders;
Cigarette paper; Cigarette tips; Mouthpieces for cigarette holders; Tobacco pipes; Cigarillos; Cigars;
Ashtrays for smokers; Lighters for smokers.
Int Class 34
SAAT (and logo)

------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

100/2019
(151)
16/01/2020
VIVO MOBILE COMMUNICATION CO., LTD.
283#, BBK Road, Wusha, Chang’An, Dongguan, Guangdong , Peoples Republic of China
Blessed Law Firm Ltd Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(9) Smartphones;Mobile phones;Computer software, recorded;Mobile phone software applications,
downloadable;Computer programs, downloadable;Data cables;USB cables;Power adapters;Batteries,
electric;Battery chargers; Mobile power banks [rechargeable batteries];Wireless chargers;Wireless
chargers for smartphones; USB chargers;Battery charger for mobile phones;Charging appliances for
rechargeable equipment; Rechargeable batteries; Headphones; Cabinets for loudspeakers;GPS
navigation device;Wearable computers.
Int Class 9
VIVO FlashCharge (and logo)
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--------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)
(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

201/2019
(151)
20/01/2020
One54 Holdings Limited
3rd Floor, 114a Cromwell Road, London SW7 4AG, United Kingdom
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals;
bread, pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard;
vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice (frozen water); chicory; chocolate; cocoa beverages with milk;
cocoa-based beverages; coffee essence; coffee extract; coffee and chicory mixtures; coffee flavourings;
coffee beverages with milk; coffee-based beverages; drinking chocolate; ice cream; iced coffee; iced tea;
sandwiches; sugar; tea-based beverages; tea bags; tea substitutes; fruit teas; non-medicinal herbal teas and
infusions.
Int Class 30
SUSA (and logo)
--------------------------------------------------------215/2019
(151)
23/01/2020
TransUnion Rwanda Ltd
P.o. Box 5733, KN4 AV 8, Centenary House, 4th Floor, Kigali, Rwanda
Trust Law Chambers
KG 569ST #4, TLC Hse, Kacyiru | P.O Box 6679, Kigali
(9) Mobile apps; software applications for smart phones and tablet devices including but not limited to
software to facilitate financial transactions and loan applications and providing access to customers to
credit information.
Int Class 9
Transunion Menyesha (and logo)

-----------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

445/2019
(151)
23/01/2020
Adcock Ingram Intellectual Property (Proprietary) Limited
1 New Road, Corner of New Road & 7th Street, Midrand, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes;
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth,
dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
Int Class 5
ALLERGEX
---------------------------------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

474/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
JYMRS Ltd
GISENYI, RUBAVU, IBURENGERAZUBA, Rwanda
John MURWANASHYAKA
GISENYI, RUBAVU, IBURENGERAZUBA
(30) Processing maize flour
Int Class 30
ISIRI (and logo)

-------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

475/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
JYMRS LTD
GISENYI, RUBAVU, IBURENGERAZUBA, Rwanda
John MURWANASHYAKA
GISENYI, RUBAVU, IBURENGERAZUBA
(30) Processing maize flour
Int Class 30
IJWIRYIZA (and logo)

----------------------------------------------------479/2019
(151)
23/01/2020
LIN &GAO Ltd
Remera, Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali, Rwanda
GAO CHENGFENG
REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(28) Amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated, chips for gambling, gaming machines for gambling.
and (43) Bar services, restaurant services.
Int Class 28 and 43
LIN & GAO (and logo)

-------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

487/2019
(151)
21/01/2020
ITALTILE FRANCHISING (PTY) LIMITED
Italtile centre, Cnr. William Nicol Drive & peter place, Bryanston,2021, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa
ENSafrica
Kamatamu ,Kacyiru ,Gasabo ,Kigali City
(11) Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying and ventilating;
equipment, apparatus and instruments for water supply and sanitary purposes, taps, mixers, toilets, baths,
bidets, basins and sinks; parts, components, fittings and accessories for all of the aforegoing.
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(510)
(540)

Int Class 11
TIVOLI
----------------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

491/2019
(151)
21/01/2020
Evelyn Roberts Ltd
PO Box 21715-00505, Nairobi, Kenya
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
Int Class 33
Tailors
--------------------------------------------------

(511)
(510)
(540)
(111)

488/2019

(151)

20/01/2020

(750)

Petredec International Pte. Ltd

(731)

8 Eu Tong Sen Street, #17-93, The Central Office 1, 059818, Singapore

(740)

CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali

(511)

(510)

(4) Petroleum; electric energy in all forms; products derived from petroleum and petroleum-based
preparations; fuels; biofuels; natural gas and petroleum gas of all kinds; lubricants and illuminants; industrial
oils and greases; fuel gas cartridges; liquid fuels; liquefied petroleum gas; liquefied natural gas; gas oil;
solidified gas fuel; gas fuels; crude oil; fuels derived from oil; industrial oils and greases; base oils; nonchemical additives for use in industry; non-chemical additives to motor fuel, lubricants, fuel, oil and other
bitumen products., (6) Common metals and their alloys; ores, metal building materials; containers and metallic
containers including for use in storage and transport; caps, containers and cylinders of metal including for use in
relation to gas; bottles of metal also for the storage of fuel, gas and oil products;metallic fuel tanks; pipes;
metallic pipelines; conducts and tubes also for gas and petroleum products; parts, accessories and components
for the foregoing., (35) Export and import services; business management and administration; retail and
wholesale services; advertising; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, enabling
customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods from a distributor outlet, wholesale outlet or retail
outlet. and (39) Transportation; collection and delivery services; supply chain logistics; transportation logistics;
warehousing; storage services; transportation by pipeline; ship brokerage.
Int Class 4, 6, 35 and 39

(540)

PETRELUBE
--------------------------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

492/2019
(151)
14/01/2020
YOMAYO RWANDA LTD
Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda
CHUNMEI LI
Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali
Int Class 26
YOMAYO (and logo)
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----------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)
(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

493/2019
(151)
21/01/2020
PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A.
Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices; tobacco, raw or manufactured;
tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco,
chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); smokers' articles,
including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket
apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters; matches; tobacco sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being
heated, electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release
nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; liquid, nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic
smoking devices; electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes; electronic
devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol; oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco products
and tobacco substitutes; smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes; parts and fittings for the aforesaid products
included in class 34; devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks;
electronic rechargeable cigarette cases
Int Class 34
HEETS GREEN LABEL
-------------------------------------------------------495/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
MUZINGIRA BANANA WINE PROCESSING UNIT LTD
MUZINGIRA, MUTENDERI, NGOMA, Rwanda
MBONIMPAYE Emmanuel
MUZINGIRA, MUTENDERI, NGOMA
(33) Alcoholic beverages.
Int Class 33
UMUVUNO (and logo)

----------------------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

498/2019
(151)
21/01/2020
CIRCLEEDGES LTD
MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
GURUPRASAD PADMANABHAN
MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(35) Administration of consumer loyalty programs, advertising / publicity, advertising by mail order, rental
of advertising time on communication media, auctioneering, business management assistance, business
31

(510)
(540)

inquiries, business auditing, business management and organization consultancy, business management
consultancy, business efficiency expert services, business appraisals, business investigations, business
organization consultancy, business research, advisory services for business management, professional
business consultancy, business information, providing business information via a web site, commercial
information agency services, commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products
and services, provision of commercial and business contact information, competitive intelligence services,
compilation of information into computer databases, compilation of statistics, compiling indexes of
information for commercial or advertising purposes, computerized file management, consultancy regarding
public relations communication strategies, consultancy regarding advertising communication strategies,
corporate communications services, cost price analysis, data search in computer files for others, direct mail
advertising, dissemination of advertising matter, market studies, market intelligence services, marketing
research, marketing marketing in the framework of software publishing, media relations services, online
advertising on a computer network, provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and
services, opinion polling, outsourcing services [business assistance], pay per click advertising, presentation
of goods on communication media, for retail purposes, price comparison services, procurement services for
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses], promotion of goods and services through
sponsorship of sports events, registration of written communications and data, sales promotion for others,
search engine optimization for sales promotion / search engine optimisation for sales promotion,
systemization of information into computer databases, targeted marketing, tax preparation, tax filing
services, updating and maintenance of data in computer databases, updating and maintenance of
information in registries, web site traffic optimization / web site traffic optimisation, web indexing for
commercial or advertising purposes, word processing.and (42) Cloud computing, computer programming,
computer software design, rental of computer software, computer system analysis, computer system design,
computer software consultancy, computer technology consultancy, conversion of data or documents from
physical to electronic media, conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion,
creating and maintaining web sites for others, creating and designing website-based indexes of information
for others [information technology services], data security consultancy, data encryption services,
development of computer platforms, digitization of documents [scanning], electronic data storage, hosting
computer sites [web sites], information technology [IT] consultancy, providing information on computer
technology and programming via a web site, installation of computer software, internet security consultancy,
maintenance of computer software, off-site data backup, outsource service providers in the field of
information technology platform as a service [PaaS], recovery of computer data, providing search engines
for the internet, server hosting, software as a service [SaaS], software development in the framework of
software publishing, conducting technical project studies, technological research, technological consultancy,
telecommunications technology consultancy, updating of computer software, web site design consultancy.
Int Class 35 and 42
ZUDHI (and logo)

----------------------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

501/2019
(151)
24/01/2020
TRI CLOVER INDUSTRIES (K) LTD.
Mombasa Road, Opp. Alpha Center P.O. Box. 17663,00500, Nairobi, Kenya
GLF ATTORNEYS & AGENTS
NYARUGUNGA, NONKO, P.O BOX: 2038 KIGALI
(3) Cosmetics.
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(510)
(540)

Int Class 3
ARIMI’S (and logo)

---------------------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

502/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
TRI CLOVER INDUSTRIES (K) LTD.
Mombasa Road, Opp. Alpha Center P.O. Box. 17663,00500, Nairobi, Kenya
GLF ATTORNEYS & AGENTS
NYARUGUNGA, NONKO, P.O BOX: 2038 KIGALI
(3) Cosmetics.
Int Class 3
ARIMI'S
---------------------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

504/2019
(151)
24/01/2020
TRI CLOVER INDUSTRIES (K) LTD.
Mombasa Road, Opp. Alpha Center P.O. Box. 17663,00500, Nairobi, Kenya
GLF ATTORNEYS & AGENTS
NYARUGUNGA, NONKO, P.O BOX: 2038 KIGALI
(3) Cosmetics.
Int Class 3
TIP TOP
--------------------------------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

505/2019
(151)
24/01/2020
TRI CLOVER INDUSTRIES (K) LTD.
Mombasa Road, Opp. Alpha Center P.O. Box. 17663,00500, Nairobi, Kenya
GLF ATTORNEYS & AGENTS
NYARUGUNGA, NONKO, P.O BOX: 2038 KIGALI
(3) Cosmetics.
Int Class 3
TIP TOP (and logo)

----------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

506/2019
(151)
24/01/2020
TRI CLOVER INDUSTRIES (K) LTD.
Mombasa Road, Opp. Alpha Center P.O. Box. 17663,00500, Nairobi
GLF ATTORNEYS & AGENTS
NYARUGUNGA, NONKO, P.O BOX: 2038 KIGALI
(3) Cosmetics.
Int Class 3
MAMBO FRESH (and logo)

, Kenya
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the word" fresh” separately and apart of the mark a whole
-----------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

507/2019
(151)
20/01/2020
TRI CLOVER INDUSTRIES (K) LTD.
Mombasa Road, Opp. Alpha Center P.O. Box. 17663,00500, Nairobi, Kenya
GLF ATTORNEYS & AGENTS
NYARUGUNGA, NONKO, P.O BOX: 2038 KIGALI
(3) Cosmetics.

(510)
(540)

Int Class 3
MAMBO FRESH
No exclusive right shall be given to the word "FRESH" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
---------------------------------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

508/2019
(151)
28/01/2020
TRI CLOVER INDUSTRIES (K) LTD.
Mombasa Road, Opp. Alpha Center P.O. Box. 17663,00500, Nairobi, Kenya
GLF Attorneys & Agents
4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali
(3) Cosmetics.
Int Class 3
VOLINE
--------------------------------------------------

(111)

512/2019

(151)

22/01/2020

(750)

BRIGHT STORE LTD

(731)

Gasabo, Gisozi, Umujyi wa kigali, Rwanda

(740)

LIANG CAIFENG
Gasabo, Gisozi, Umujyi wa kigali

(511)

(6) Aluminium; Door openers; non-electric; doors of mental; steel alloys; common metals and their alloys

(510)

Int Class 6

(540)

HY (and logo)

-----------------------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

514/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
ZIMA ENTREPRISE
NYAMABUYE, MUHANGA, AMAJYEPFO, Rwanda
MUKAGAHIMA Marie Ange
GASABO, NYARUTARAMA
(29) Oils for food, seeds prepared, vegetables dried., (30) Biscuit/cookies. and (31) Seeds for planting,
sesame/ unprocessed.
Int Class 29, 30 and 31
ZIMA (and logo)

-----------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

517/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
Cajun Funding Corp.
980 Hammond Drive, Suite 1100, Atlanta, Georgia 30328, U.S.A.
BLESSED LAW FIRM
REMERA, GASABO P.O BOX 6238, KIGALI
(29) Chicken; prepared meals consisting primarily of chicken for consumption on or off the premises.
and (43) Restaurant services.
Int Class 29 and 43
TEXAS CHICKEN (and logo)

Disclaim the word "Chicken" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
---------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

518/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
Cajun Funding Corp.
980 Hammond Drive, Suite 1100, Atlanta, Georgia 30328, U.S.A.
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (29) Chicken; prepared meals consisting primarily of chicken for consumption on or off the premises.
and (43) Restaurant services.
(510) Int Class 29 and 43
(540) TEXAS CHICKEN
Disclaim the word "Chicken" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
------------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

520/2019
(151)
20/01/2020
RADIANT YACU LTD
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Joseph HABINEZA
REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
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(511)
(510)
(540)

(35) Advertising/ publicity. and (36) Life insurance underrating, Insurance information, insurance
consultancy, insurance brokerage.
Int Class 35 and 36
TURIKUMWE (and logo)

------------------------------------------------------(111)

513/2019

(750)
(731)

HUANGHE HOLDINGS LTD
REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
, Rwanda
ZHANG FEIFEI

(740)

(151)

21/01/2020

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(511)

(7) Agitators, agricultural machines, bicycle assembling machines, bulldozers, electromagnetically,
machines for chemical industry, crushing machines, cutting machines, drilling machines, excavators, holding
devices for machine tools, kick starters for motorcycles, mixing machines, machines and apparatus for
polishing [electric], presses [machines for industrial purposes], railroad constructing machines, shovels,
mechanical, soldering apparatus, electric, stone-working machines, suction machines for industrial purposes,
machines for the production of sugar, tarring machines, tedding machines, machines for the textile industry,
threading machines, threshing machines, tilling machines for agricultural purposes, tilt hammers, tin openers,
electric / can openers, electric, tobacco processing machines, tools [parts of machines], vacuum cleaners,
vending machines / distribution machines, automatic, weeding machines, welding machines, electric,
machines wheels, machines wheelwork, wrapping machines, fleshing machines, flour mill machines, food
preparation machines, electromechanical, food processors, electric, fruit presses, electric, for household
purposes, grinding machines, grindstone [parts of machines] / sharpening wheels [parts of machines],
hammers [parts of machines], pneumatic hammers, electric hammers, electric hand drills, hand- held tools,
other than hand-operated, handling apparatus for loading and unloading, handling machines, automatic
[manipulators], hangers [parts of machines], heat exchangers [parts of machines], harvesting machines /
mowing and reaping machines, hoists, holding devices for machine tools, hoppers [mechanical discharging],
juice extractors, electric, kitchen machines, electric*, kitchen grinders, electric, lifting apparatus, lifts
other than ski-lifts, mechanized livestock feeders, loading ramps, milking machines, mills [machines], mills
for purposes, other than hand-operated, millstones, packaging machines, packing machines, painting
machines, paper feeders [printing], paper machines, paper making machines, parquet wax-polishers, electric,
machines for making pasta, power hammers, presses [machines for industrial purposes], printing machines,
tilling machines for agricultural purposes, trimming machines / apparatus for dressing / apparatus for
machining, welding machines, electric, electric welding apparatus, whisks, electric, for household purposes,
whitewashing machines / colour-washing machines, winches., (11) Air cooling apparatus, air reheaters, air
dryers / air driers, air filtering installations, air conditioners for vehicles, air fryers, air-conditioning
installations, air-conditioning apparatus, bread toasters / toasters, bread baking machines, bread-making
machines, coffee roasters, coffee percolators, electric, coffee machines, electric, freezers, fruit roasters, hair
dryers / hair driers, hand drying apparatus for washrooms, head torches / portable headlamps, headlights for
automobiles, ice machines and apparatus, ice-cream making machines, microwave ovens [cooking
apparatus], microwave ovens for industrial purposes, milk cooling installations,
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multicookers, refrigerating cabinets, refrigerating apparatus and machines, refrigerating chambers / walkin refrigerators, refrigerating containers, refrigerating appliances and installations, refrigerating display
cabinets, refrigerators., (12) Anti-theft devices for vehicles, anti-theft alarms for vehicles, armoured vehicles
/ armored vehicles, ashtrays for automobiles, automobile hoods, automobile chains, automobile chassis,
automobile tyres / automobile tires, automobile bodies, axle journals, axles for vehicles, bicycle motors,
bicycle wheels, bicycles, electric bicycles, bodies for vehicles, concrete mixing vehicles, connecting rods for
land vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines, delivery tricycles / carrier tricycles, dining carriages /
dining cars, doors for vehicles, dress guards for bicycles, driverless cars [autonomous cars], driving motors
for land vehicles, engine mounts for land vehicles, engines for land vehicles / motors for land vehicles, ferry
boats, fitted footmuffs for prams / fitted footmuffs for baby carriages, fitted footmuffs for pushchairs / fitted
footmuffs for strollers, forklift trucks, funiculars, funnels for ships, funnels for locomotives, gear boxes for
land vehicles, gearing for land vehicles, gears for bicycles, golf carts [vehicles] / golf cars [vehicles], handling
carts, head-rests for vehicle seats, headlight wipers, hoods for vehicle engines, hoods for vehicles, horns for
vehicles, hose carts, jet engines for land vehicles, kick sledges, launches, locomotives, lorries / trucks, luggage
carriers for vehicles, luggage nets for vehicles, masts for boats, military vehicles for transport, military
domineer cart wheels, mine cars, mobility scooters, mopeds, motor buses, motor coaches, motor scooters,
motor racing cars, motorcycle kickstands,motorcycle saddles, motorcycle chains, motorcycle frames,
motorcycle handlebars, motorcycle engines, motorcycles, motors, electric, for land vehicles, non-skid devices
for vehicle tyres / non-skid devices for vehicle tires, paddles for canoes, panniers adapted for bicycles,
panniers adapted for motorcycles, parachutes, pontoons , portholes, prams / baby carriages, propulsion
mechanisms for land vehicles, pumps for bicycle tyres / pumps for bicycle tires, push scooters [vehicles],
railway couplings, railway carriages, rearview mirrors, reduction gears for land vehicles, refrigerated
vehicles, refrigerated railway wagons, remote control vehicles, other than toys remotely operated
vehicles for underwater inspections, repair outfits for inner tubes, reversing alarms for vehicles, rims for
bicycle wheels / bicycle wheel rims, rims for vehicle wheels / vehicle wheel rims, robotic cars, roll cage
trolleys, rolling stock for funicular railways, rolling stock for railways, rubbish trucks / garbage trucks rudders,
saddle covers for bicycles, saddle covers for motorcycles, saddlebags adapted for bicycles, safety belts for
vehicle seats, safety seats for children, for vehicles, seat covers for vehicles, shock absorbing springs for
vehicles, shock absorbers for automobiles, shopping trolleys / shopping carts, side cars, sleeping berths for
vehicles, sleeping cars, sleighs [vehicles], snowmobiles, solid tyres for vehicle wheels / solid tires for vehicle
wheels, space vehicles, spare wheel covers / spare tire covers / spare tyre covers, spoilers for vehicles, spoke
clips for wheels, spokes for bicycle wheels / bicycle wheel spokes, sports cars, sprinkling trucks, steering
wheels for vehicles, sun-blinds adapted for automobiles, suspension shock absorbers for vehicles, tailboard
lifts [parts of land vehicles] / elevating tailgates [parts of land vehicles] / power tailgates [parts of land
vehicles], telpher railways [cable cars] / cable cars , tilt trucks, tilting-carts, tow trucks / wreckers for
transport, tractors, trailer hitches for vehicles, trailers [vehicles], trailers for transporting bicycles, tramcars,
transmission chains for land vehicles, transmission shafts for land vehicles, transmissions for land vehicles,
treads for vehicles [tractor type] / treads for vehicles [roller belts], treads for retreading tyres / treads for
retreading tires,tricycles, trolleys* / hand cars, tubeless tyres for bicycles / tubeless tires for bicycles, inner
tubes for pneumatic tyres / inner tubes for pneumatic tires, inner tubes for bicycle tyres
/ inner tubes for bicycle tires, turbines for land vehicles, two-wheeled trolleys / luggage trucks / sackbarrows, tyre mousse inserts / tire mousse inserts, tyres for vehicle wheels / tires for vehicle wheels,
pneumatic tyres / pneumatic tires, undercarriages for vehicles, upholstery for vehicles, valves for vehicle tyres
/ valves for vehicle tires, vans [vehicles], vehicle wheels, vehicle chassis, vehicle bumpers, vehicle running
boards, vehicle wheel spokes, vehicle suspension springs, vehicle seats, vehicle covers [shaped], vehicle
joysticks, electric vehicles, vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail, water vehicles, wheelbarrows,
wheelchairs, windows for vehicles, windscreens / windshields, windshield wipers/ windscreen wipers,
(37) Electric appliance installation and repair, drilling of wells, drying cleaning, elevator
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installation and repair / lift installation and repair, rental of excavators, factory construction, freezing
equipment installation and repair, installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus, interference
suppression in electrical apparatus, irrigation devices installation and repair, kitchen equipment
installationand (39) Electricity distribution, escorting of travelers, rental of freezers, freight [shipping of
goods], freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)] / freight brokerage, freighting, garage rental, packaging of
goods, refrigerator rental / frozen-food locker rentaL, rental of storage containers, taxi transport, rental of
tractors, transport of travellers, transport brokerage, unloading cargo, vehicle rental, rental of warehouses,
water supplying, water distribution
--------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

521/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
ISANGANIZABAGABO LTD
KARENGE, RWAMAGANA, IBURASIRAZUBA, Rwanda
Pascal HABYARIMANA
KARENGE, RWAMAGANA, IBURASIRAZUBA
(33) Wines.
Int Class 33
RUKARYI (and logo)

---------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

523/2019
(151)
20/01/2020
VALENS MUDASTIKIRA
NKOTSI, MUSANZE, AMAJYARUGURU, Rwanda
MUDATSIKIRA VALENS
NKOTSI, MUSANZE, AMAJYARUGURU
(33) Alcoholic beer contains friut.
Int Class 33
GUMAMO (and logo)

---------------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

524/2019
(151) 21/01/2020
NATURAL FRUITS DRIER COMPANY LTD
Ntoma, Musheri, Nyagatare, I Burasirazuba, Rwanda
Marcianne UWAMWEZI
Ntoma, Musheri, Nyagatare, I Burasirazuba
(29) Fruit, preserved, jams, (32) Fruit-based snack food, fruit juices, fruit nectars, non-alcoholic, ginger
beer, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages and (33) Wine
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(510)
(540)

Int Class 29, 32 and 33
INDEBO (and logo)

--------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

525/2019
(151)
20/01/2020
BRASSERIES ET LIMONADERIE DU RWANDA (BRALIRWA)
KK500 Gasharu, Kicukiro, PO Box 131 Kigali, Rwanda
David KARUHANGA
Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali
(32) Energy Drink
Int Class 32
CHEETAH (and logo)

----------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

533/2019
(151)
24/01/2020
SAILUN GROUP CO., LTD.
No. 588, Maoshan Road, Huangdao District, Qingdao City, Shandong, Peoples Republic of China
GLF ATTORNEYS && AGENTS
NYARUGUNGA, NONKO, P.O BOX: 2038 KIGALI
(12) Inner tubes for pneumatic tires; Tires for vehicle wheels; Bicycle tyres; Casings for pneumatic
tyres; Spikes for tyres; Treads for retreading tires; Pneumatic tyres; Solid tyres for vehicle wheels;
Adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; Automobile tires; Inner tubes for bicycle tyres;
Tubeless tyres for bicycles; Tyre mousse inserts; Tires for wheels of aircraft.
Int Class 12
RXQUEST (and logo)

--------------------------------------------534/2019
(151)
21/01/2020
SAILUN GROUP CO., LTD.
No. 588, Maoshan Road, Huangdao District, Qingdao City, Shandong, Peoples Republic of China
GLF ATTORNEYS & AGENTS
NYARUGUNGA, NONKO, P.O BOX: 2038 KIGALI
(12) Inner tubes for pneumatic tires; Tires for vehicle wheels; Bicycle tyres; Casings for pneumatic tyres;
Spikes for tyres; Treads for retreading tires; Pneumatic tyres; Solid tyres for vehicle wheels; Adhesive
rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; Automobile tires; Inner tubes for bicycle tyres; Tubeless tyres
for bicycles; Tyre mousse inserts; Tires for wheels of aircraft.
Int Class 12
RXMOTION (and logo)
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---------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

537/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
BELLA FLOWERS LIMITED
GIKONDO, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
GOPAL PATIL
RWAMAGANA, EASTERN PROVINCE
(31) Flowers,natural
Int Class 31
BELLA (and logo)

----------------------------------------538/2019
(151)
21/01/2020
THE TOUCH SPA LTD
KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
AL- JUNAID MURTAZALIGULAMHUSSE hashama
KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(44) beauty salon services, health care, massage, sauna services, tattooing.
Int Class 44

--------------------------------------------------539/2019
(151)
21/01/2020
COVAGRAM LTD
BUMBOGO, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Frank MUNYAZIKWIYE
GIKONDO, KICUKIRO,KIGALI CITY
(30) Maize meal
Int Class 30
ARENA (and logo)

------------------------------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

544/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
GOOD ARTS & EVENTS PROMOTERS LTD
NYAMIRAMBO, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Pacifique KIMENYI
GASTATA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(41) Publication of texts,other than publicity texts.
Int Class 41
# NITWEBIREBA # (and logo)

-------------------------------------------545/2019
(151)
10/01/2020
VINIT INTERNATIONAL LTD
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Paul SEMANA
NYARUGENGE, NYARUGURU, KIGALI CITY
(30) Biscuits/cookies
Int Class 30
VINIT MARIE (and logo)

------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

546/2019
(151)
13/01/2020
WOMEN IN COFFEE INITIATIVE LTD
NGOMA, REMERA, IBURASIRAZUBA, Rwanda
TUSHABE Joy
RURENGE, NGOMA, EASTERN PROVINCE
(30) Coffee
Int Class 30
ISHEMA (and logo)

-----------------------------------------------547/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
SMALL INDUSTRIES FOR SELF EMPLOYMENT (SISE) LIMITED
NYANDUNGU, NYARUGUNGA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Juvenal TURATSINZE
KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY
(7) 3D printers, (9) smartphones, virtual reality headsets, teaching robots, (12) camera drones /
photography drones, delivery drone and (28) video game machines, drones [toys], toy robots
Int Class 7, 9, 12 and 28
FATEJO (and logo)
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----------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

549/2019
(151)
10/01/2020
UNITE DE TRANSFORMATION SEMI
CYEZA, MUHANGA, AMAJYEPFO, Rwanda
NISHYIRIMBERE Rose
MUHANGA, AMAJYEPFO
(32) Fruit Juice
Int Class 32
HALELUYA (and logo)

--------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

552/2019
(151)
16/01/2020
Jinwang Zhou
No. 2, No. 16 Zhentai Community, Zhenbu Township, Qingtian County, Zhejiang Province, Peoples Republic
of China
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(11) Lamps; light bulbs; lighting apparatus and installations; lights for vehicles; cooking utensils, electric;
cooling appliances and installations; air-conditioning apparatus; radiators, electric; water heaters
[apparatus]; bath installations.
Int Class 11
UCATAV (and logo)

------------------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

560/2019
(151)
16/01/2020
Alere Inc.
100 Abbott Park Road, Abbott Park, Illinois 60064, U.S.A.
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(1) Control preparations for in vitro diagnostic testing, screening, and analysis; diagnostic reagents and
chemical reagents, not for medical purposes; solutions used in diagnostic test kits, not for medical purposes;
test strips, not for medical purposes; kits comprising reagents and assays for testing for the presence of
antigens in blood and other biological fluids; diagnostic test kits for laboratory use; diagnostic preparations
for laboratory use; diagnostic test kits comprising reagents and assays for testing for the presence of antigens
in blood, biological fluids and tissue., (5) Medical diagnostic test kits;medical diagnostic test
strips;medical diagnostic reagents;diagnostic preparations for medical purposes;testing preparations for
medical use;diagnostic tests for medical use;medical diagnostic assays;solutions used in medical diagnostic
test kits;cartridges containing reagents for medical diagnostic test use;cartridges containing medical
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diagnostic reagents;test cartridges containing chemical reagents for in vitro diagnostic medical
testing;medical reagents contained in a cartridge for medical diagnostic use;in vitro diagnostic reagents
contained in pre-filled cartridges for medical use;medical diagnostics tests for the detection, diagnosis, and
screening of diseases;medical kits comprising reagents and assays for testing for the presence of antigens in
blood, biological fluids and tissue. and (10) Medical apparatus for in vitro diagnostic testing;medical apparatus
for blood, bodily fluid and tissue testing;medical apparatus for the detection, diagnosis, and screening of
diseases;medical diagnostic test kits.
(510) Int Class 1, 5 and 10
(540) NXTEK
---------------------------------------------(111) 561/2019
(151) 22/01/2020
(750) SEKISUI KAGAKU KOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (doing business as SEKISUI CHEMICAL CO., LTD.)
(731) 4-4, Nishitemma 2-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka 530-8565, Japan
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(511) (1) Unprocessed synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of plastic molding compounds; unprocessed
synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of molding compounds; synthetic polymer modified resin
compound; artificial resins, unprocessed; synthetic resins, unprocessed; plastics, unprocessed; artificial
and synthetic resins as raw materials; plastics in the form of powders, liquids or pastes as raw materials;
plastics in the form of powders, liquids or pastes, for industrial use; synthetic resins in the form of powders,
liquids or pastes for industrial use; chemicals, resins and plastic materials; synthetic resins used in industry
and chemical products; chemical compounds in the form of extra fine plastic particles for use in
manufacture; fine plastic particles; chemicals; glue and adhesives (not for stationery or household
purposes); plant growth regulating preparations; manures; fertilisers; chemical test paper; unprocessed
plastics in all forms; liquid photoresists containing photographic sensitizer, solvent and resin; artificial
sweetening agent; flour and starch for industrial purposes; pulp; artificial graphite for industrial purposes;
artificial graphite for secondary cell batteries; graphite in raw or semi-finished form for use in manufacture;
natural graphite for industrial purposes; overcoating liquid, powder and film in the nature of a protective
coating agent for graphite products; carbon for industrial purposes; carbon black for industrial purposes;
carbon composite materials consisting of a fibrous reinforcing structure made of carbon fibers and densified
by a carbon matrix, for use in manufacturing; carbon nano particles, namely, carbon nano particles that
photoluminesce; powdered carbon for secondary cell batteries; unprocessed composite carbon epoxy
resins; carbon nano tubes, namely, tubular carbon molecules used in extremely small scale electronic and
mechanical applications; graphite for industrial purposes in powder form; nonferrous metals; non-metallic
minerals; ceramic glazings; oil cement [putty]; higher fatty acids; chemical compositions for developing
photographs; raw resin with additives; assay kit for the determination of zymogens and proteases in body
fluids and cell-culture supernatants for research use only; reagents for scientific or medical research use;
chemical preparations and reagents in kit form for scientific purposes; chemical preparations and reagents
in kit form, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents for use in genetic research, other than
for medical or veterinary purposes; chemicals used in industry; chemical preparations for use in the
manufacture of pharmaceuticals; diagnostic reagents and preparations, except for medical or veterinary
use; diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of
diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use; chemicals for use in the pharmaceutical industry; chemical
preparations for use as a raw material in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; chemical preparations for use
as a raw material in the manufacture of diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use; chemical
preparations for use as an ingredient in pharmaceuticals; chemical preparations for use as an ingredient
in diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use; chemical preparations for analyses in laboratories,
other than for medical or veterinary purposes; biological preparation for use in cell cultures other than for
medical or veterinary use; chemical compositions for use in developing photographs; unprocessed plastics
in all forms; plastics [raw materials]. and (5) Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; oiled
paper for medical purposes; cachets
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(510)
(540)

for pharmaceutical purposes; gauze for dressings; empty capsules for pharmaceuticals; ear bandages;
eyepatches for medical purposes; menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins;
sanitary panties; absorbent cotton; adhesive plasters; bandages for dressings; collodion for pharmaceutical
purposes; bracelets for medical purposes; sanitary masks; wrapping wafers for dose of medicine; liquid
dressings; breast-nursing pads; dental materials; diapers; diaper covers; fly catching paper; mothproofing
paper; lacteal flour for babies; dietary supplements for humans; dietetic beverages adapted for medical
purposes; dietetic food adapted for medical purposes; beverages for babies; food for babies; dietary
supplements for animals; semen for artificial insemination; incontinence diapers; cotton swabs for medical
use; pharmaceutical preparations and substances; diagnostic reagents; diagnostic preparations; diagnostic
preparations and reagents for medical, clinical or veterinary purposes; reagents for medical use; medicines
for human purposes; chemical preparations and reagents for medical or veterinary purposes.
Int Class 1 and 5
sekisui (and logo)

--------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

563/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
REYANALI GROUP LTD
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
MAZAHIR MERALI
KIBAGABAGA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(29) Tomato paste
Int Class 29
KENZY (and logo)

-----------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

564/2019
(151)
23/01/2020
MOVANA LTD
Kigali, Rwanda
KABATESI LUCIE
Kagarama, Kicukiro, Kigali
(3) Petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes.
Int Class 3
MOVANA (and logo)

--------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)

565/2019
(151)
VINIT INTERNATIONAL LTD
Nyarugenge, Kigali city, Rwanda
SEMANA Paul
GASABO, REMERA ,KIGALI CITY
(30) Biscuits
Int Class 30

10/01/2020
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(540)

VINIT (and logo)

----------------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

(511)
(510)
(540)

568/2019
(151)
17/01/2020
CBL Investments Limited, c/o Ceylon Biscuits Limited
Makumbura,
Pannipitiya, Sri Lanka
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower,
Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(30) Biscuits.
Int Class 30

------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

573/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
EDIANE FAMILY LTD
KABAGALI, RUHANGO, AMAJYEPFO, Rwanda
Eugene NDAZIGIYE
GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(33) Alcoholic beverages (except beer).

(510)

Int Class 33

(540)

SERUKA (and logo)

----------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)

575/2019
(151)
23/01/2020
VISION TECHNOLOGIES COMPANY (V.T.C)LTD
MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
ERIC GISHOMA
NYARUGUNGA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY
(9) Control panels electricity, electricity conduct, counter meters, fire alarm, batteries electricity modems,
converters electricity, smoke detectors, distribution box electricity and distribution boards Electricity,
light, emitting diode(LED) and (38) Wireless broadcasting.
Int Class 9 and 38
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(540)

V-LINK (and logo)

--------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

579/2019
(151)
16/01/2020
Yiwu Tiansuo Paper Products Co., Limited.
3rd Floor, No. 47-49, Changchun seven street, Yiwu, Zhejiang, Rwanda
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(5) Sanitary panties; sanitary tampons; pants, absorbent, for incontinence; tissues impregnated with
pharmaceutical lotions; diapers [babies' napkins]; babies' napkin-pants [diaper-pants]; food for babies;
disinfectant soap; napkins for incontinents; sanitary towels.
Int Class 5
yammy yami (and logo)

----------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

580/2019
(151)
23/01/2020
INONE TECHNOLOGY (SHENZHEN) LIMITED
11D BUILDING 501, DAKAN VILLAGE INDUSTRY TWO GROUP, XILI SUB-DISTRICT, NANSHAN DISTRICT,
SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG, Peoples Republic of China
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(9) Computers; headphones; radiotelephony sets; wires, electric; switchboards; telephone apparatus;
portable phones; video telephones; battery chargers; batteries, electric
Int Class 9
benco (and logo)

-----------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

581/2019
(151)
23/01/2020
Menarini International Operations Luxembourg S.A.
1, Avenue de la Gare, Luxembourg L1611, Luxembourg
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(5) Pharmaceutical products belonging to the class of antihypertensive therapy, hypertension, post
myocardial infarction and congestive heart failure.
Int Class 5
BIFRIL
--------------------------------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

585/2019
(151)
31/01/2020
YIWU AGLEDEER DAILY CHEMICAL CO.,LTD.,
, Rwanda
J&C GATE CHAMBERS
KIGALI CITY
(511) (5) Diapers for babies and incontinence.
(510) Int Class 5
(540) BABY STEPS
The word "BABY" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
----------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

586/2019
(151)
31/01/2020
YIWU AGLEDEER DAILY CHEMICAL CO.,LTD.,
, Peoples Republic of China
J&C GATE CHAMBERS
KIGALI CITY
(5) Diapers for babies and incontinence.
Int Class 5
BABY STILL
The word "Baby" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
------------------------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

587/2019
(151)
31/01/2020
YIWU AGLEDEER DAILY CHEMICAL CO.,LTD.,
, Rwanda
J&C GATE CHAMBERS
KIGALI CITY
(5) Diapers for babies and incontinence.
Int Class 5
TUZA BABY
The word "BABY" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
-------------------------------------------------588/2019
(151)
24/01/2020
UMUHIGO RYOHERA LTD
NYAMATA, BUGESERA, EASTERN PROVINCE, Rwanda
NTEZIRYAYO Dieudonne
BUGESERA, EASTERN PROVINCE
(33) Alcoholic beverages
Int Class 33
UMUCYAMO (and logo)

-------------------------------------------------------
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(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

589/2019
(151)
24/01/2020
UMUHIGO RYOHERA LTD
NYAMATA, BUGESERA, EASTERN PROVINCE, Rwanda
NTEZIRYAYO Dieudonne
BUGESERA, EASTERN PROVINCE
(33) Alcoholic beverages
Int Class 33
INTEGURO (and logo)

--------------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

590/2019
(151)
20/01/2020
NINETY NINE LTD
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
WESSAM MOHAMED ALY
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(11) Weating, cooking, drying., (18) Luggage and carrying bags, (25) Clothing , footwear and (27)
Carpets, rugs, mats, wall hangings
Int Class 11, 18, 25 and 27
NINETY NINE (and logo)

--------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

593/2019
(151)
24/01/2020
SKOL INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT LUXEMBOURG S.A.
Rue Glesener, 21, 1631 Luxembourg, Luxembourg
CFL COMPANY LTD
Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali
(511) (32) Beers; non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices;
syrups and other non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages.
(510) Int Class 32
(540) Virunga Mineral Water
Disclaim the words " Mineral and water" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
----------------------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

598/2019
(151)
20/01/2020
TWITE KUBUZIMA COMPANY LTD
GATENGA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
MURENZI Pascal
KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY
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(511)
(510)
(540)

(32) Ibinyobwa bitarimo umusemburo
Int Class 32
TWITAYARISHE (and logo)

-------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

599/2019
(151)
23/01/2020
KICK TRADING RWANDA LTD
MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Dharminder Singh
MUHIMA, KIGALI CITY
(12) bicycle kickstands, bicycle chains, bicycle handlebars, bicycle tyres / bicycle tires, bicycle brakes, bicycle
mudguards, bicycle cranks.
Int Class 12
HARDIK (and logo)

---------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

600/2019
(151)
23/01/2020
Next Retail Limited
Desford Road, Enderby, Leicester, Leicestershire LE19 4AT, United Kingdom
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(18) Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and hides; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks;
leather straps (not for clothing); belts; collars for animals; luggage tags; trunks and travelling bags; cases;
suitcases; travelling cases; bags; handbags; shoulder bags; clutch bags, tote bags; briefcases; attaché cases;
satchels; document bags; business card cases; rucksacks; backpacks; duffel bags; beach bags; bumbags;
sports bags; casual bags; tool bags; messenger bags; shopping bags; toilet bags; vanity cases; beauty cases;
carriers for suits, for shirts and for dresses; hat boxes of leather; purses; wallets; pocket wallet holders (in
the nature of wallets) for credit cards or visiting cards; credit card cases and holders; notecases; key cases;
music cases; diaper bags; sling bags for carrying infants., (25) Clothing, footwear, headgear. and (35) Retail
services, including retail services offered via a general merchandising and clothing store, mail order
catalogue, online, via television channel, via mobile phone and by direct marketing, all connected with the
sale of eyewear, jewellery, watches, paints, wallpaper, wall stickers and borders, pictures, picture frames,
leather goods, bags, handbags and purses, clothing, headgear and footwear, fashion accessories, furniture,
homewares, household and kitchen articles, kitchenware, towels, bedding, household textiles, toys; the
provision of information and advice in relation to retail services relating to the aforesaid goods; business
management consultancy including giving assistance and advice in the management of retail stores in the
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(510)
(540)

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

field of the aforesaid goods; customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising
purposes.
Int Class 18, 25 and 35
NEXT
---------------------------------------------601/2019
(151)
23/01/2020
Sundaram-Clayton Limited
"Chaitanya", No. 12, Khader Nawaz Khan Road, Nungambakkam, Chennai 600006, Tamil Nadu, India
Blessed Law Firm Ltd
Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali
(12) Motorized vehicles, automotive three wheelers and two wheelers viz., motorcycles, mopeds,
scooters, scooterrettes, parts thereof and fittings therefor.
Int Class 12
TVS HLX150 5 Gear (and logo)

the word " gear" separately and apart of the mark as a whole
--------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)
(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)
(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

602/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
WESTGATE LIMITED
KIGARAMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
PRATEEK Aggarwal
KIGALI CITY
(33) Alcoholic Beverages
Int Class 33
BONIAGI
--------------------------------------------603/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
WESTGATE LIMITED
KIGARAMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
PRATEEK Aggarwal
KIGALI CITY
(33) Alcoholic Beverages
Int Class 33
RWAGI
-------------------------------------------------608/2019
(151)
22/01/2020
WESTGATE LIMITED
KIGARAMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
PRATEEK Aggarwal
KIGALI CITY
(33) Alcoholic Beverages
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(510)
(540)

Int Class 33
KONSO
------------------------------------------

(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

624/2019
(151)
27/01/2020
REGIONAL OIL &SOAPS
JABANA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
Omar KABUNGO
KIMIRONKO, GASABO, KIGALI CITY
(3) Soap for laundry preparations baths preparations, preparations for clearing denatures. Detergents
preparations, polishing preparations, toiletry preparation, Mon slipping, liquids soap, perfume
preparations.
Int Class 3
SUPER STAR (and logo)

(511)

(510)
(540)

the word " super" and " star" separately and apart of the mark a whole
---------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

632/2019
(151)
17/01/2020
BLACK ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION LLC
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036, U.S.A.
Cedar Ark Law
14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali
(38) Broadcasting, webcasting, streaming, and transmission of audio-visual media content and video-ondemand content via the internet and electronic communications networks; television broadcasting to mobile
devices, namely, mobile phones, smartphones, laptops, and tablets. and (41) Education and entertainment
services, namely, online services providing audio-visual content in the fields of comedy, drama,
action,adventure, sports, musicals, current events, entertainment news, and documentaries; entertainment
services in the nature of providing non-downloadable entertainment content via the internet and electronic
communications
networks,
namely,
movies,
television
series,
television
programs, and video clips in the fields of comedy, drama, action, adventure, sports, musicals, current
events,entertainment news, and documentaries; providing online interactive resource and programming
guides on the subjects of movies,television series, and television programs, and video clips tailored to viewer
programming preferences;providing a website featuring audio-visual content, specifically, movies, television
series, television programs, and video clips in the fields of comedy, drama, action, adventure, sports,
musicals, current events, entertainment news, and documentaries.
Int Class 38 and 41
BET (and logo)

-----------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)

635/2019
(151)
29/01/2020
HAZINA TRADING LIMITED
NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
MOHAMADOU NANA BOUBA
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(511)
(510)
(540)

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY
(30) Tomato sauce, wheat flour, vinegar, sugar, spaghetti, rice, biscuits, mustard, mayonnaise, macaroni,
ketchup, candy.
Int Class 30
MOJA (and logo)

-----------------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)
(510)
(540)

655/2019
(151)
23/01/2020
DAWA LIMITED
Plot number 7879/27, Baba dogo Road, Ruaraka and of p.o.box number 16633-00620, Kenya
Mr RAYMOND NDAMAGE of RR & PARTNERS
4248, Rue député Kayuku, Kiyovu, Nyarugenge, Kigali
(5) Antibiotics
Int Class 5
DAWADUR (and logo)

--------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

(510)
(540)

658/2019
(151)
21/01/2020
JAN ELECTRONICS LTD
Ndera, Masoro, Munini, Gasabo,Kigali, Rwanda
MUSSE WELDAY
Kigali
(9) Mobile telephones/cell phones/cellular phones, smartphones, smartwatches, cases for smartphones,
covers for smartphones, loudspeakers, laptop computers, battery chargers., (11) Microwave ovens
[cooking apparatus], refrigerators, light bulbs., (16) Adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites], note
books, pens [office requisites]., (18) Umbrellas, (19) Telephone booths, not of metal/telephone boxes, not
of metal, (22) Tents., (24) Banners of textile or plastic., (25) Hats, shirts and (35) Bill-posting/outdoor
advertising, advertising/publicity, design of advertising materials, direct mail advertising, web indexing for
commercial or advertising purposes, television advertising, modelling for advertising or sales promotion,
on-line advertising on a computer network, radio advertising.
Int Class 9, 11, 16, 18, 19, 22, 24, 25 and 35
JAN (and logo)

-------------------------------------------(111)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(511)

659/2019
(151)
31/01/2020
RWANTECH BOILERS & TECHNICAL ENGINEERS (R) LTD
GIKONDO, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda
KEPHER NYAKUNDI OMBAIRE
KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY
(12) tractors, trailer hitches for vehicles, trailers for transporting bicycles, tilt trucks, tow trucks /
wreckers for transport, tailboard lifts, suspension shock absorbers for vehicles,sun-blinds adapted for
automobiles, torque converters, torsion bars, tramcars,transmission chains, transmission shafts for
land vehicles, transmissions for land vehicles
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(510)
(540)

Int Class 12
RTE (and logo)

-------------------------------------------------III. MADRID MARKS
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

MD/M/1/1002038
(320)
12/12/2018
Coöperatieve Rabobank U.A.
Croeselaan 18 NL-3521 CB Utrecht, The Netherlands
Novagraaf Nederland BV
Hoogoorddreef 5 NL-1101 BA Amsterdam
(9) Carriers of images, sound and other data in electronic, magnetic, optical or other form (not included in
other classes); electronic publications on carriers; electronic publications, downloadable, amongst others
obtainable through electronic and telecommunications means; apparatus for recording, transmission or
reproduction of sound, images or data; data processing equipment; computers and computer (peripheral)
equipment; software; telecommunication instruments and apparatus for receiving, transmitting,
converting, (digitally) distributing and broadcasting of data, sound or images; automatic vending machines,
cash registers, calculating machines, apparatus for conducting financial transactions automatically,
automatic paying machines; credit cards, bank cards, cheque cards and telephone cards equipped with
magnetic strip or other electronic code., (16) Magazines, periodicals, contracts, policies, cheque cards (not
included in other classes), bank cheques, bank books, deposit books, travel documents, posters, show- cards,
printed information material and other printed matter and documents in relation to banking and financing,
insurances, telecommunication, tourism and traveling, exchange transactions, stock market, brokerage,
mortgages and shipping, co-operation system savings system, numismatic and penny system, as well as oral
and written courses; youth magazines, paper, cardboard, paper and cardboard materials not included in
other classes, newspapers and books, photographs, stationery, typewriters and office requisites not included
in other classes, newspapers and books, photographs, stationery, typewriters and office requisites included
in this class, teaching material (except apparatus)., (35) Advertising and commercial affairs; business
management and business economics consultancy, also in the field of merger mediation; business
management of companies; accounting; office functions; drawing up statistics; holding of auctions and public
sales; commercial information; efficiency experts; business mediation in the field of mergers and consultancy
thereon., (36) Financial affairs and insurance; monetary affairs; banking, including mortgages; financial
analysis, estimates and budgets; financial services and consultancy; financing; fiscal valuations, assessments
and consultancy; intermediary services and consultancy related to stock, security and bond transactions;
issuance of securities; intermediary services and consultancy regarding real estate transactions; financial
management; taking care of the financial interests of others; leasing of data communication apparatus,
particularly in relation to financial transactions; management and leasing of real estate; real estate appraisals;
financial management by a finance company; financial participation (investment) in companies, enterprises,
institutions and organizations; financial affairs for the benefit of daughter companies and participations.
and (38) Telecommunications, amongst others in relation to business and financial services.

(540)
--------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

(510)
(540)
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

MD/M/1/1162778
(320)
17/12/2018
Citizen Watch Company of America, Inc. d/b/a Bulova
Empire State Building, 350 Fifth Avenue, 29th Floor New York NY 10118, U.S.A.
Perla M. Kuhn
Fox Rothschild LLP, Princeton Pike Corporate Center 997 Lenox Drive, Building 3 Lawrenceville New
Jersey 08648-2311
(14) Watches.
CARAVELLE
-----------------------------------------MD/M/1/1198998
(320)
16/11/2018
Shenzhen Haozhijie Electronic Technology Co.,Ltd.
Floor 5, Building 1, Zhutouwo Industry District, Bantian, Longgang Zone, Shenzhen Guangdong, Peoples
Republic of China
Beijing Weishihui Intellectual Property Attorney CO., Ltd.
Room 712, 7F, Building 3, No. 19 Beiyuandong Road, Chaoyang District Beijing
(9) Chronographs [time recording apparatus]; clocks [time recording apparatus]; radios; cassette players;
DVD players; insert earphones; transformers [electricity]; electric door bells.
WSTER (and logo)

---------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1296553
(320)
21/12/2018
NODE NEGOCE
59 BOULEVARD EXELMANS F-75016 PARIS, France
NODE NEGOCE
59 BOULEVARD EXELMANS F-75016 PARIS
(29) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and dairy products; edible oils and fats; fats for food; butter;
charcuterie; salted meats; crustaceans (not live); canned meat or fish; cheeses; milk beverages where milk
is predominating., (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations
made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, edible ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt,
mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice for refreshment; sandwiches, pizzas; pancakes; biscuits,
cookies; cakes; rusks; sugar confectionery; chocolate; beverages based on cocoa, coffee, chocolate or tea.
and (32) Beers; mineral and aerated waters; beverages based on fruit and fruit juices; syrups and other
preparations for making beverages; lemonades; fruit nectars; soda water; non-alcoholic aperitifs.
Ma Vie Le bon goût de la vie! (and logo)
------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1385283
(320)
30/11/2018
Guangzhou Chuzi Lingerie Co., Ltd.
No 12, Yunpu road 1, Yunpu industrial estate, Luogang district, Guangzhou Guangdong, Peoples Republic
of China
HangZhou SEBE Intellectual Property Service Co., Ltd.
Room 303, Building 4, No. 9 JiuHuan Road, JiangGan District, HangZhou ZheJiang
(25) Waterproof clothing; clothing; neckties; gloves [clothing]; hosiery; brassieres; shoes; girdles; layettes
[clothing]; swimsuits.
PAERLAN (and logo)

-----------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

(310)

MD/M/1/1407292
(320)
26/11/2018
Closed joint-stock company «Four zero four»
Moskovsky pr., d. 151a, liter A, pom. 15-N RU-196128 Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation
KHRAMKOVA Iuliia Viktorovna
pr. Prosveshhenia, d. 41, kv. 84 RU-194291 Saint Petersburg
(36) Financial analysis; capital investment; financial information; financial consultancy; stock
exchange quotations; brokerage; financial management; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real
estate]; electronic funds transfer; securities brokerage; providing financial information via a web site;
stock brokerage services; financing services.
Binomo
-------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1426353
(320)
05/12/2018
Yara International ASA
Drammensveien 131 N-0213 Oslo, Norway
Onsagers AS
P.O. Box 1813 Vika N-0123 Oslo
(1) Chemicals for use in agriculture, industry, horticulture and forestry, aquaculture and animal
husbandry; fertilizers and manures; compost; plant growth regulators; seed and seed grain treatment
preparations; soil treatment preparations; chemicals for coating of fertilizers and seeds and seed
grain; granulated lime; chemical additives; nitrates.
PROMICRO
----------------------------------------MD/M/1/1354891
(320)
03/12/2018

(750)

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

(731)

129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Rep.of Korea

(740)

Sungam Suh International Patent & Law Firm
9F, Hyunjuk B/D, 114 Yeoksam-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul

(510)

(9) Computer software for personal information management; smartphones; computer application
software for smart phones, mobile telephones, portable computers and tablet computers, namely, software
used to operate voice recognition system; computer software for use by software professionals to
implement an interactive, personalized and intelligent interface for application software and computer
hardware devices; computer software for dictation; computer software used to process voice commands;
speech to text conversion software; voice recognition software; computer software for enabling handsfree use of a mobile phone through voice recognition; computer hardware used for the control of voice
controlled information and communication devices; computer software used for the control of voice
controlled information and communication devices; mobile telephones; computer software for users to
share information to provide interactive and personalized intelligence for use by their computer hard
devices and software for interfacing with the internet; electronic voice recognition apparatus; computer
software for scheduling appointments, reminders, and events on an electronic calendar; telephone-based
information retrieval software; computer software for storing, organizing, and accessing phone numbers,
addresses, and other personal contact information; computers; tablet computers; portable computers;
operating software for portable telecommunications apparatus and digital electronic products. and (42)
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software for creating, authoring, distributing,
downloading, transmitting, receiving, playing, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing
and organizing text, graphics, images, audio, video, and multimedia content, computer software for
personal information management, database management software, database synchronization software,
voice recognition software, speech to text conversion software, voice-enabled software applications,

(510)

(540)
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)
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computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases, computer software used to
process voice commands and create audio responses to voice commands, computer software for dictation,
computer software for scheduling appointments, reminders, and events on an electronic calendar,
computer software for organizing and accessing phone numbers, addresses, and other personal contact
information, computer software for providing travel directions, computer software for enabling hands-free
use of a mobile phone through voice recognition, and computer software for making reservations at hotels
and restaurants; application service provider (ASP) services featuring computer software and providing
online non-downloadable software, namely, computer software for creating, authoring, distributing,
downloading, transmitting, receiving, playing, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing
and organizing text, graphics, images, audio, video, and multimedia content, computer software for
personal information management, database management software, database synchronization software,
voice recognition software, speech to text conversion software, voice-enabled software applications,
computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases, computer software used to
process voice commands and create audio responses to voice commands, computer software for dictation,
computer software for scheduling appointments, reminders, and events on an electronic calendar,
computer software for organizing and accessing phone numbers, addresses, and other personal contact
information, computer software for providing travel directions, computer software for enabling hands-free
use of a mobile phone through voice recognition, and computer software for making reservations at hotels
and restaurants; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software and applications for users
to share information to provide interactive and personalized intelligence for use in interfacing with
computer devices and the internet.
(540)
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

Bixby
----------------------------------MD/M/1/1438320
(320)
14/08/2018
Zürich Beteiligungs-AG (Deutschland)
Platz der Einheit 2 60327 Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Jonas Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH
Hohenstaufenring 62 50674 Köln
(42) Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and
research services; cloud computing; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating
software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; consultancy in the field of energy-saving;
energy auditing; providing technical advice relating to energy-saving measures; technological consultancy
in the fields of energy production and use; research in the field of environmental protection; consultancy
relating to the analysis, development, design and monitoring of computer and telematics systems by
remote access, all the aforesaid services particularly in the fields of insurance, reinsurance, financial
services, risk analysis, risk modelling and risk management; hosting platforms on the Internet; providing
temporary use of on-line applications and software tools, all the aforesaid services particularly in the fields
of insurance, reinsurance, financial services, risk analysis, risk modelling and risk management; electronic
data storage; providing information relating to technological research; computer-aided industrial and
scientific analysis of data; hosting computer software applications of others; hosting interactive
applications; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a web
site.
Z ZURICH (and logo)

-----------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

MD/M/1/1442147
(320)
28/09/2018
ComOn IP GmbH
Asylstrasse 82 CH-8032 Zürich, Switzerland
ComOn IP GmbH
Asylstrasse 82 CH-8032 Zürich
(25) Ready-made clothing; ready-made clothing; clothing; underwear.
T-Bô (and logo)

------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

(510)
(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

MD/M/1/1442172
(320)
29/11/2018
KIA MOTORS CORPORATION
12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu Seoul, Rep.of Korea
SungAm Suh International Patent & Law Firm
9F, Hyunjuk B/D, 114, Yeoksam-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul
(12) Automobiles; sports cars; vans [vehicles]; motor trucks; buses; electric vehicles; bicycles.
TRAILSTER
-----------------------------------MD/M/1/1442223
(320)
05/10/2018
LISEN YE
No. 3, Simao, Guiyao Village, Longmen, Anxi County, Quanzhou City Fujian Province, Peoples Republic
of China
GUANGZHOU HEBEN ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT CONSULTING CO., LTD
Room 307, Science Park B Block, West Gate of Sun-Yet-Sen University, No. 135 Xingang West Road,
Haizhu District, Guangzhou City Guangdong Province
(25) Clothing; underwear; layettes [clothing]; swimsuits; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing].

----------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1442523
(320)
15/11/2018
DONGYING XINDA CREDIT EVALUATION CO., LTD.
ROOM 334, NO. 20 ECO-VALLEY, NO.38 HUANGHE ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000
SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China
BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING
(37) Repair information; construction; construction consultancy; building construction supervision;
plumbing; road paving.

(540)

(310)

--------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1442726
(320)

(750)

Ping An Insurance (Group) Company of China, Ltd.

(731)

15-18F, Galaxy Center, Fuhua Road, Futian District, Shenzhen Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China

03/07/2018
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(740)

Shenzhen Talent Trademark Service
A, 20/F, Building B, Lvjing Square (NEO), 6009 Shennan Middle Road, Futian District, Shenzhen City 518048
Guangdong

(510)

(9) Computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer software applications, downloadable;
electronic publications, downloadable; electronic notice boards; network communication equipment;
portable media players; self-motion advertising machine; computer peripheral devices; computer
programs [downloadable software]; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus., (35) Advertising;
accounting; economic forecasting; personnel management consultancy; relocation for commercial
establishments; business management assistance; business management and organization consultancy;
business appraisals; price comparison services; business auditing; marketing research; procurement
services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; commercial information and advice
for consumers [consumer advice shop]; sponsorship search; brand evaluation services., (36) Banking;
issuance of securities; debt collection agency services; agencies for brokerage of securities; capital
investments; organization of collections; insurance services; insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy;
rental of real estate; real estate management; surety services; lending against security; instalment loans;
public fund raising; marine insurance services; fire insurance underwriting; investment of funds; health
insurance services; loans [financing]; financing services; financial management; financial evaluation
[insurance, banking, real estate]; brokerage; charitable fund raising; brokerage of futures; life insurance
services; real estate services relating to the sale, purchase and leasing of real estate; accident insurance
services; trusteeship; issuance of credit cards; art appraisal., (38) Television broadcasting, electronic
bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; electronic mailing services; computer aided
transmission of messages and images; message sending; rental of information transfer equipment;
computer aided telecommunications consultation; teleconferencing service., (41) Lending libraries;
zoological garden services; production of radio and television programmes; health club services; educational
services; operating lotteries; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; practical training
[demonstration]; publication of books; modelling for artists., (42) Cloud seeding; vehicle roadworthiness
testing; weighing of goods for others; geological surveys; chemical analysis; conversion of computer
programs and data, other than physical conversion; computer software design; maintenance of computer
software; computer hardware consulting; meteorological information; biological research; creating and
maintaining web sites for others; hosting computer sites [web sites]; authenticating works of art; quality
control services for certification purposes., (44) Health care; beauty salon services; sauna services; rental
of sanitation facilities; optician's services; medical assistance; medical clinic services; pharmacy advice;
hospital services; dietary and nutritional guidance; telemedicine services. and (45) Security consultancy;
missing person investigations; escorting in society [chaperoning], clothing rental; on- line social networking
services; dating services; legal research; alternative dispute resolution services; intellectual property
consultancy; litigation services.

(540)

PING AN (and logo)
----------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1442533

(320)

04/09/2018

(750)

Hongxu Household Appliances (Yiwu) Co., Ltd.

(731)

Room 1201, Building A4 of Headquarters Economy Park, Choujiang Street, Yiwu City, JInhua City Zhejiang
Province, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Zhejiang Longshu Trademark Service Co., Ltd.
602 Area C, Jinfuyuan Building, No. 800, Chouzhou North Road, Yiwu City 322000 Zhejiang

(510)

(8) Abrading instruments [hand instruments]; agricultural implements, hand-operated; garden tools, handoperated; hand tools, hand-operated; harpoons; beard clippers; hand implements for hair curling;
manicure sets; pliers; perforating tools [hand tools]; hobby knives [scalpels]; scissors; daggers; table cutlery
[knives, forks and spoons]; knife handles., (9) Computers; smartwatches; monitors [computer hardware];
weighing machines; measures; signal lanterns; cell phones; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus;
protective films adapted for smartphones; headphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; virtual reality headsets;
projection apparatus; observation instruments; temperature indicators; teaching apparatus; measuring
devices, electric; optical apparatus and instruments; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables];
connectors [electricity]; light regulators [dimmers], electric; video screens; protection devices for personal
use against accidents; electric door bells; spectacles; batteries, electric; chargers for electric batteries. and
(11) Lamps; lighting apparatus and installations; cooking apparatus and installations; refrigerators;
radiators, electric; hair driers [dryers]; heating apparatus, electric; water-pipes for sanitary installations;
flushing apparatus; disinfectant apparatus.

(540)

iwoo (and logo)

(310)

------------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1442854
(320)
07/09/2018

(750)

NINGBO SANXING MEDICAL & ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

(731)

Yinzhou Industrial Zone, Jiangshan Town, Yinzhou District, Ningbo City Zhejiang Province, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

Chofn Intellectual Property
B316 Guangyi Plaza, 5 Guangyi Str., Xicheng 100053 Beijing

(510)

(9) Voltmeters; dynamometers; ammeters; inductors [electricity]; complete sets of electrical calibration
device; ohmmeters; watt-hour meters; electric loss indicators; voltage regulators for electric
measurement; galvanometers; measuring devices, electric; oscillographs; voltage testers; frequency
meters; high-frequency apparatus.

(540)

SANXING (and logo)

--------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1442892

(320)

18/09/2018

(750)

DONGYING XINDA CREDIT EVALUATION CO., LTD.

(731)

ROOM 334, NO. 20 ECO-VALLEY, NO.38 HUANGHE ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY
257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(42) Architectural design; architectural consultancy; construction drafting; underwater exploration;
engineering surveying; architectural services; land surveying.

(540)
---------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1442969

(320)

15/11/2018

(750)

SHANDONG HUASHENG RUBBER CO., LTD.

(731)

DAOZHUANG TOWN GOVERNMENT STATION, GUANGRAO COUNTY, DONGYING CITY 257336 SHANDONG
PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

QIANHUI IP ATTORNEYS
20F, BUILDING 1, ZHONGRUN CENTURY CENTER, NO.12111, JINGSHI RD, JINAN 250014 SHANDONG

(510)

(12) Repair outfits for inner tubes.

(540)

CASTLE (and logo)

(310)

-------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1443027
(320)
06/09/2018

(750)

AVISTA OIL AG

(731)

Bahnhofstraße 82 31311 UETZE, Germany

(740)

Gramm Lins & Partner Patent- und Rechtsanwälte PartGmbB
Theodor-Heuss-Straße 1 38122 Braunschweig

(510)

(1) Filtering media of chemical and non-chemical substances included in the class; chemical preparations
and materials for film, photography and printing; unprocessed plastics; adhesives for industrial purposes;
growing media, fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; detergents for use
in manufacture and industry; chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations; salts for
industrial purposes; unprocessed artificial and synthetic resins; starches for use in manufacturing and
industry; putties, fillers and pastes for use in industry; chemical and organic compositions for use in the
manufacture of food and beverages., (19) Building and construction materials and elements, not of
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metal; doors, gates, windows and window coverings, not of metal; structures and transportable buildings,
not of metal; unprocessed and semi-processed materials included in the class, not specified for use namely
pitch, tar, bitumen and asphalt, stone, rock, clay and minerals, wood and artificial wood; statues and works
of art, included in the class; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class., (39)
Transportation information; delivery of goods; freighting; freight forwarding; carting; transport brokerage;
storage of goods; wrapping of goods; collection of recyclable goods [transport]; collection of recyclable
goods [transport]; collection of recyclable goods [transport]; unloading cargo; storage information; freight
brokerage [forwarding (Am.)]; storage; physical storage of electronically stored data or documents;
transport by pipeline; shipbrokerage; marine transport; stevedoring; river transport; rail freight services;
ferry-boat transport; car transport; barge transport; hauling; boat transport; transport and storage of
waste; transportation logistics; transport; freight [shipping of goods]; railway coach rental; railway truck
rental; car rental; rental of storage containers; rental of warehouses; parking place rental; packaging of
goods; distribution of energy; distribution of water; lighterage services; hiring, rental and leasing of objects
in connection with the provision of the before mentioned services, as far as included in this class;
information and consultancy relating to the aforesaid services, as far as included in this class. and (40)
Customer-specific fabrication and preparation services, namely 3D printing, acrylic finishing of vehicles,
etching, custom manufacture of biopharmaceuticals, metal fabrication and finishing services, oil-spill
treatment, lead working, moulding of concrete, boilermaking, custom manufacture of metal hardware,
custom manufacture of molds for use in industry, custom construction of machines, custom color
compounding of paint, metal stamping, blacksmithing, custom manufacture of molded components,
energy production, treatment and transformation of materials, namely textile, leather and fur treatment;
recycling and waste treatment; printing, and photographic and cinematographic development; duplication
of audio and video recordings; air and water conditioning and purification; slaughtering; hiring, rental and
leasing of objects in connection with the provision of the before mentioned services, as far as included in
this class; information and consultancy relating to the aforesaid services, as far as included in this class.
(540)

AVISTA

(310)

-------------------------------------MD/M/1/1443188

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014

(510)

(9) Educational computer software in the field of computers and software coding; downloadable electronic
books, coursebooks, teacher guides, and tutorials in the field of computers and software coding., (41)
Instructional non-downloadable videos in the field of computers and software coding. and (42) Providing
computer software information online; support and consultation services for developing computer
applications.

(540)

EVERYONE CAN CODE

(310)

------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1443281
(320)

(750)

DONGYING XINDA CREDIT EVALUATION CO., LTD.

(320)

10/11/2018

15/11/2018
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(731)

ROOM 334, NO. 20 ECO-VALLEY, NO.38 HUANGHE ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000
SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(45) Legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; litigation services; monitoring
intellectual property rights for legal advisory purposes; legal administration of licences; arbitration
services; legal research; alternative dispute resolution services; mediation; licensing of computer software
[legal services]; legal document preparation services.

(540)

------------------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1443307

(320)

18/10/2018

(750)

Roche Diabetes Care GmbH

(731)

Sandhofer Strasse 116 68305 Mannheim, Germany

(740)

F. Hoffmann-La Roche AG
Grenzacherstrasse 124 CH-4070 Basel

(510)

(9) Computer software and computer hardware for use in the fields of medicine and diagnostics;
computer software for use in the field of diabetes; computer software for use with blood glucose
monitoring instruments; computer software for the evaluation, monitoring and administration of medical
data; mobile apps for medical and diagnostic applications; mobile apps for use in the fields of lifestyle,
health and behavioral modification; mobile apps for providing healthcare services, namely, software for
monitoring and tracking information for diabetes management purposes; computer software for
recording results of blood tests from a blood glucose meter; computer software for medical and diagnostic
purposes, namely, for use in transferring data from medical devices to electronic data management
systems., (10) Medical apparatus and instruments; blood glucose meters, insulin pumps and infusions
sets., (38) Providing of access to platforms and portals on the Internet in the field of medicine; providing
of access to information on the Internet and other data networks in the field of medicine; providing of
access to computer programs on data networks for educating physicians, health professionals and
patients in relation to diabetes management; providing of access to programs and databases for
exchanging information among users of a computer network (online forum) in the field of health and
medicine; providing online forums for transmission of messages among computer users concerning health
and medicine., (41) Education and tuition for medical purposes in the field of diabetes; online education
services; online entertainment services; provision of online training; personal coaching in the fields of
lifestyle, health and behavioral modification; education in the field of health and medicine related to
diabetes management, the use of blood glucose meters, insulin pumps and accessories thereof. and (44)
Medical services; medical services in the field of chronic diseases; providing information and data in the
field of chronic diseases via Internet; telemedicine services.

(540)

MYSUGR
------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1443326

(320)

15/11/2018

(750)

SHANDONG HUASHENG RUBBER CO., LTD.

(731)

DAOZHUANG TOWN GOVERNMENT STATION, GUANGRAO COUNTY, DONGYING CITY 257336
SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

QIANHUI IP ATTORNEYS
20F, BUILDING 1, ZHONGRUN CENTURY CENTER, NO. 12111, JINGSHI RD, JINAN 250014 SHANDONG

(510)

(12) Automobile tires; tires for vehicle wheels.

(540)

ODUBLE ODIN (and logo)

(310)

--------------------------------------MD/M/1/1443378

(750)

Shiseido Company, Limited

(731)

7-5-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0061, Japan

(740)

TANAKA Naofumi

(320)

21/06/2018

Marunouchi Park Building, 2-6-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8222
(510)

(21) Unworked or semi-worked glass (except building glass); pans for cooking, non-electric; non- electric
coffee-pots (not of precious metal); tetsubin (Japanese cast iron kettles), non-electric; kettles, nonelectric; dishware (not of precious metal); ice pails; household whisks (non-electric); cooking skewers;
portable coldboxes; strainers for household purposes; pepper pots; sugar bowls/salt shakers (not of
precious metal); egg cups (not of precious metal); napkin holders/napkin rings (not of precious metal);
trays (not of precious metal); toothpick holders (not of precious metal); kitchen containers for rice; salad
bowls (not of precious metal); colanders for household purposes; shakers; cooked rice scoops [Shamoji];
hand-operated coffee grinders/pepper milIs; funnels; food preserving jars of glass; drinking flasks;
wooden pestles; earthenware mortars; dining trays/stands; bottle openers; cooking graters; tart scoops;
pan-mats/trivets; chopsticks; chopstick cases; ladles/dippers for kitchen use; sieves/sifters for cooking;
chopping boards; insulating flasks/vacuum bottles; rolling pins; grills; toothpicks; lemon squeezers; nonelectric waffle irons; cleaning and laundry equipment; gloves for household purposes; toilet utensils
(cosmetic utensils); dental floss; tub brushes; metal brushes; brushes for pipes; industrial brushes; ship
scrubbing brushes; pig bristles for brushes; clothes brushes; shoe-brushes; shoe horns; shoe shine cloths;
handy shoe shiners; shoe-trees; packaging containers of glass or ceramic; troughs for livestock (mangers);
poultry rings; ironing boards; feeding vessels for pets; brushes for pets; flower pots; hydroponic
instruments for home gardening; cinder sifters for household use; boxes of metal for dispensing paper
towels; tailors' sprayer; boot jacks; kotedai [ironing boards]; bird cages; bird baths; watering cans;
chamber pots; coal scuttles; soap dispensers; piggy banks (not of metal); toilet paper holders; mouse
traps; fly swatters; hera-dai (tailor's tracing-spatula boards); hot bath water stirrers; bathroom pails;
candle extinguishers and candlesticks (not of precious metal); vases (not of precious metal); upright
signboards of ceramic or glass; koro (incense burners)/perfume burners; portable outdoor cooking sets;
flower bowls (not of precious metal).
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(540)

---------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1443892

(320)

16/11/2018

(750)

Colgate-Palmolive Company

(731)

300 Park Avenue New York NY 10022, U.S.A.

(740)

Nadine Jacobson Fross Zelnick Lehrman & Zissu, P.C.
4 Times Square, 17th Floor New York NY 10036

(510)

(3) Non-medicated toothpaste, non-medicated mouthwash, cosmetic whiteners in the nature of
cosmetic teeth whitening preparations., (5) Medicated toothpaste, medicated mouth rinses; medicated
oral care products, namely, a professional tooth whitening kit comprised primarily of medicated tooth
whitening gel, and also syringes and mouth trays, for at-home use. and (21) Toothbrushes, interdental
cleaners, dental floss.

(540)

Colgate (and logo)

(310)

-------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1443917
(320)

(750)

Vingroup Joint Stock Company

(731)

No. 7, Bang Lang 1 Street, Vinhomes Riverside Ecological Urban Area, Viet Hung Ward, Long Bien
District Hanoi City, Viet Nam
AMBYS HANOI LAW FIRM
No. 3, Lane 123, Auco Road, Tayho District Hanoi City
(4) Lubricating oils; lubricating greases; motor oils; fuel oils., (11) Air conditioners for vehicles; anti-glare
devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; defrosters for vehicles; headlights for automobiles; lights for vehicles;
heaters for vehicles; lamps for directional signals of automobiles; vehicle reflectors., (12) Land vehicles;
automobiles; off road light utility vehicles; motorcycles; scooters; three-wheeled motorcycles; threewheeled scooters; mopeds; bicycles; electric bicycles; electric assist bicycles; all terrain vehicles;
snowmobiles; golf cars; engines and motors for land vehicles; cars; sports cars; electric vehicles;
tricycles; vehicles for locomotion by rail., (35) Advertising and publicity services; retail services or
wholesale services for automobile and their parts, fuels, lubricating oil, lubricating grease., (37)
Installation, maintenance and repair of land vehicles, automobiles, motorcycles; automobile cleaning;
automobile polishing. and (42) Industrial design, including design of automobiles and parts thereof;
furnishing design services for the interiors of automobiles; vehicle roadworthiness testing; quality
control; mechanical research; research and development of new products relating automobiles.

(740)
(510)

(540)

15/08/2018

V (and logo)
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------------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1444016

(320)

09/10/2018

(750)

FINANGEL LTD

(731)

Ioanni Stylianou 6, 2nd floor, Flat/Office 202 CY-2003 Nicosia, Cyprus

(740)

AGENCY TRIA ROBIT
Vilandes iela 5 LV-1010 Riga

(510)

(36) Savings bank services; safe deposit services for valuables; safe deposit services for precious metals;
safe deposit services for securities; banking consultancy; banking; merchant banking and investment
banking services; issuance of bank checks; processing of bank transfer transactions; online banking;
internet banking; telephone banking; trading of bank acceptances; automated banking services; banking
and financing services; banking and financial services; computerized banking services; banking services
relating to the deposit of money; property investment banking services; automated teller machine (ATM)
banking services; banking, financial and insurance services; investment banking; rental of automated
teller machines (ATMs); investment banking consultancy and advisory services; providing bank account
information by telephone; private banking; commercial banking; merchant banking; banking services
relating to the acceptance of fixed interval installment payments; consumer banking services provided
by credit unions; financial evaluation (insurance, banking, real estate); providing information, consultancy
and advice in the field of investment banking; on-line commercial banking; banking services provided via
cellular phone; financial evaluation services for insurance, banking and real estate purposes; electronic
banking via a global computer network (internet banking); providing on- line information relating to
financial, banking, insurance and investment services; providing information and advice in the field of
finance; advisory services relating to personal finance; financial consultancy; financial consultancy and
advisory services; financial management and consultancy services; financial management of building
projects; insurance and financial information and consultancy services; financial consultancy for lottery
winners; financial consultancy relating to investments; providing information in the field of personal
finance; financial management of shares in other companies; financial management and brokerage
of futures funds; financial management of collective investment schemes; financial management of real
estate projects; financial information and advisory services; advisory services relating to investments and
finance; financial and investment market risk analysis, appraisal and projection; financial consultancy in
the field of risk management; financial consultancy and information services; financial consultancy
relating to real estate investment; financial consultancy relating to infrastructure investment; financial
consultancy relating to credit services; financial consultancy relating to student loan services; financial
consultancy relating to loans; financial management and investment services relating to equities; financial
management and investment services relating to securities; financial management of stocks; financial
management of building renovation projects; financial management of building occupancy expenses;
financial management, analysis and information services; financial consultancy relating to the execution
of cashless payment transactions; providing information and research in the field of finance and financial
investments; information, advisory, consultancy and research services relating to finance and
investments; financial management and investment services relating to securities and equities;
financial management and
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brokerage services in the field of equities, futures, stocks, bonds and other securities; currency trading;
financial and monetary transactions; financial and monetary affairs; foreign exchange information
services; on-line real-time currency trading; providing information relating to financial and monetary
affairs; insurance, financial affairs, monetary affairs and real estate affairs; on-line cash account services;
on-line business fund raising services; on-line financial planning services; conducting of financial
transactions on-line; conducting of financial affairs on-line; on-line bill payment services; on-line trading
of options on the options exchange market; on-line discount securities brokerage services; providing online investment account information; providing financial information on-line; on-line financial
transactions; on-line escrow services relating to the exchange of services; stock exchange information
provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; financial information provided on-line from
a computer database or the internet; on-line trading of financial instruments, shares, options and other
derivative products; on-line brokerage for trading and transactions relating to currency and other
financial products; providing securities market information via an on-line computer database; providing
stock market information via an on-line computer database; domestic remittance services provided online; providing on-line information about reinsurance from a computer database or the internet; providing
on-line information about insurance from a computer database or the internet; providing on- line
financial information from a computer database or the internet; providing financial and insurance
information on-line from a computer database or a global communication network; agencies for trading
of securities; issuance of tradable securities; issuance of tokens of value; securities exchange price
quotations; lending against securities; securities lending; financial securities exchange services; securities
trading; share price information; securities portfolio management; trading of securities and bonds;
trading of securities options; securities arbitrage; trusteeship of securities; securities deposit services;
securities underwriting; brokerage of bonds and other securities; issuance of mortgage-backed securities;
investment services relating to securities; quotation of stock exchange prices; brokerage of foreign
market securities futures; providing information relating to securities trading; providing stock market
information; providing loans secured by commercial paper; conducting of capital market transactions;
securities trading services provided via the internet; management of portfolios of transferable securities;
automated securities brokerage; securities trade execution services; financing of loans against security;
financial investment in the field of securities; financial services relating to investment securities;
agencies for trading of securities index futures; agencies for trading of foreign market securities futures;
issuance of tokens of value in the nature of restaurant vouchers; issuance of tokens of value in the nature
of trading stamps; brokerage of securities options; brokerage of shares and other securities; providing
information relating to securities underwriting; providing information relating to securities brokerage;
trading of securities contracts; trading of securities options and foreign market securities futures; trading
of foreign market securities futures; management of listed securities; automated securities trade
execution services; transfer agency services rendered to issuers of investment securities; brokerage of
securities index futures; agencies for brokerage of securities; trading of domestic market securities
futures; trading of securities, securities index futures, securities options, and domestic market securities
futures; agencies for brokerage of securities index futures; agencies for brokerage of foreign market
securities futures; trusteeship of money, securities, personal property and land; completion of financial
transactions for stocks, bonds, securities and equities for others; providing information relating to
domestic and foreign market securities futures; providing information relating to the trading of
securities options; providing information relating to the trading of foreign market securities futures;
providing information relating to brokerage of securities options; providing information relating to
brokerage of foreign market securities futures; providing information relating to the trading of domestic
market securities futures; securities trading and investing services for others provided via the internet;
trading of securities and securities index futures in foreign markets; financial advisory services relating
to securities, derivatives and other financial products; insurance services
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relating to price protection for goods purchased using credit cards; holding securities, funds and other
assets in escrow; financial investment services in the fields of securities, mutual funds and portfolio
management; providing information relating to safe deposit services for valuables; providing information
relating to the trading of securities and securities index futures in foreign markets; providing information
relating to safe deposit services for securities; trading of financial instruments, securities, shares, options
and other derivative products; management of private equity funds; real estate investment; financial
investment services; mutual fund investment; financial investment and advisory services; consultancy in
the field of private equity investment; arranging of financial investments; investment brokerage;
brokerage of financial investments; real estate investment management; public equity investment
management; financial investment management; investment services; investment management;
variable insurance investment services; global investment research services; property investment and
management services; financial investment in the field of real estate; financial investment services in
relation to the printing industry; providing information and advice in the field of financial investments;
providing information in the fields of finance and investment; advisory services relating to investments
and pensions; advisory services relating to financial investment; investment management services
relating to annuities; public and private equity financing; advisory services relating to financial planning
and investment; brokerage of financial investments in energy companies; investment consultancy,
brokerage and management services; commodity investment advice; investment management services
in the field of acquiring joint ventures; real estate services relating to the management of property
investments; advisory services relating to financial investment management; financial analysis services
relating to investments; providing information and analysis via the internet in the field of financial
investments; investment management services relating to variable annuities; advisory services relating
to credit and debit control, investment, grants and financing of loans.
(540)

(310)

inangel (and logo)

-------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1444017
(320)

15/11/2018

(750)

APPLE INC.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop, MS 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014

(510)

(9) Computer software enabling users to create, save, and launch sequences of commands and logic
within and between other computer software applications and computer software functionality;
computer software for personal information management.

(540)

-----------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1444058

(320)

16/11/2018

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way, MS 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014

(510)

(9) Educational software for classroom instruction.

(540)

------------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1444349

(320)

02/07/2018

(750)

Shantui Construction Machinery Co., Ltd.

(731)

No. 58, G327 Highway, High-Tech District, Jining City Shandong Province, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Unitalen Attorneys At Law
7th Floor, Scitech Place, No. 22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave. 100004 Beijing

(510)

(7) Bulldozers; earth moving machines, namely scrapers; road rollers; loaders; trimming dozers;
pipelayers; graders; excavators; torque converters not for land vehicles; conveyors [machines].

(540)

SHANTUI (and logo)

----------------------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1444445

(320)

02/07/2018

(750)

JINAN MECH PIPING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

(731)

Meigui Zone of Industrial Park, Pingyin 250400 Jinan City, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

QIANHUI IP ATTORNEYS
20F, Building 1, Zhongrun Century Centre, No. 12111, Jingshi Road, Jinan City 250014 Shandong Province

(510)

(6) Casings of metal for oilwells; ducts of metal for ventilating and air-conditioning installations;
hardware of metal, small; anchors; nozzles of metal; jets of metal; elbows of metal for pipes; oil nozzle;
pipe joints of metal; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; fittings of metal for pipes; reinforcing
materials of metal for pipes; collars of metal for fastening pipes; drain traps [valves] of metal; water- pipe
valves of metal; manifolds of metal for pipelines; steel pipes; rope thimbles of metal; ducts and pipes of
metal for central heating installations; water-pipes of metal; sleeves [metal hardware]; drain pipes of
metal; pipes of metal; pipe muffs of metal; fittings of metal for compressed air lines; metal cylinder;
pipework of metal; thimbles of metal; ducts of metal for ventilating and air-conditioning
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equipments; manifolds of metal for pipelines; penstock pipes of metal; canal pipes of metal; cable joints
of metal, non-electric; washers of metal; safety chains of metal; grease nipples; strengthening material
of metal for pipes; metal ring for fastening pipes; pipe clamp of metal; casing of metal for rope; ducts of
metal, for central heating installations; pipes of metal, for central heating installations; railway points;
steel wire; locks of metal, other than electric; safes [strong boxes]; transport pallets of metal; containers
of metal [storage, transport]; badges of metal for vehicles; soldering wire of metal; identification
bracelets of metal, for hospitals. and (11) Taps [cocks, spigots] [faucets (Am.)] for pipes; drip irrigation
emitters [irrigation fittings]; watering installations, automatic; water faucets; anti-splash tap nozzles;
faucets for pipes; heating installations; hot water heating installations.
(540)

MAIKE (and logo)

--------------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1443612

(320)

(750)

K LEONIDAS INTERNET LTD

(731)

Galateias 2-4 CY-8046 Paphos, Cyprus

(740)

K LEONIDAS INTERNET LTD

15/03/2018

Galateias 2-4 CY-8046 Paphos
(510)

(9) E-books; directories [electric or electronic]; databases; electronic databases., (16)
Bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes;
artists' materials; paint brushes; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks; paper
and cardboard; printed matter; business card paper [semi-finished]; industrial paper and
cardboard; typewriters; electric typewriters; electronic typewriters; electrical and electronic
typewriters; typewriters, electric or non-electric; newspapers; magazine supplements for
newspapers; books; ledgers [books]; reference books; resource books; educational books;
printed books; directories; hotel directories; classified directories; city directories; telephone
directories; business cards; trade journals; promotional publications; advertising posters;
address lists; address books; books; catalogues; business forms; calendars; brochures; flyers;
journals; general feature magazines; magazines [periodicals]; magazine covers; legal journals;
newspapers; newsletters; periodicals; printed periodicals., (35) Advertising services relating to
newspapers; advertising in periodicals, brochures and newspapers; arranging subscriptions to
newspapers for others; providing advertising space in periodicals, newspapers and magazines;
arranging for the provision of advertising space in newspapers; subscriptions (arranging of -) to
books, reviews, newspapers or comic books; providing online commercial directory information
services; providing commercial directory information via the internet; providing business
directory information via a global computer network; compilation of business directories;
compilation of directories for publishing on the internet; compilation of directories for
publishing on global computer networks or the internet; business information; business surveys;
business consulting; business enquiries; business administration; business acquisitions; business
analysis; business promotion; business advice; business
expertise
services;
business
recruitment consultancy; business representative
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services; business efficiency studies; computerised business research; business consultancy
services; business accounts management; business management organisation; business office
services; business statistical studies; business strategy services; strategic business planning;
consultancy regarding business organisation and business economics; professional business
consulting; recruitment services; professional recruitment services; executive recruitment
services; personnel recruitment services; office support staff recruitment services; providing
business information in the field of social media; providing marketing consulting in the field of
social media; arranging commercial transactions, for others, via online shops; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; advertising, marketing and
promotional services; business analysis, research and information services; business assistance,
management and administrative services; commercial trading and consumer information
services; advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services;
distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material; loyalty, incentive and bonus
program services; product demonstration and product presentation to the public; public
relations services; provision of advertising space, time and media; organizing and conducting
trade shows and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; advertisement and publicity
services by television, radio, mail; advertisement for others on the internet; advertising;
advertisement via mobile phone networks; advertising of business web sites; database
marketing; database management; business management services; business administration;
office functions; marketing; arranging of trade fairs; organisation of trade fairs; promotion of
fairs for trade purposes; trade information; trade promotional services; providing trade
information; organizing of trade shows; exhibitions (arranging -) for business purposes;
exhibitions (arranging -) for commercial purposes; exhibitions (conducting -) for business
purposes; exhibitions (conducting -) for trade purposes; promotion services; business
promotion; sales promotion; promotional services; promotional marketing; business
promotion services; trade promotional services; advertising and promotion services;
negotiation of commercial transactions for third parties; negotiation and conclusion of
commercial transactions for third parties; negotiation and settlement of commercial
transactions for third parties; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third
parties via telecommunication systems; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and
sellers of goods and services; on-line trading services in which seller posts products to be
auctioned and bidding is done via the internet; sales promotion; marketing; auctioneering;
auctioneering services; provision of telephone directory information; provision of telephone
directory information to subscribers; telephone directory assistance services., (38) Telephone
call completion services for directory assistance customers; forums [chat rooms] for social
networking; chatroom services for social networking; provision of access to an electronic
marketplace [portal] on computer networks; telecommunication services; broadcasting
services; computer communication and internet access; provision and rental of
telecommunications facilities and equipment; telephone and mobile telephone services;
telecommunications services; satellite transmission; broadcasting of television programmes;
telex services; news agency; news agency services; telematics services., (41) Publication of
newspapers, periodicals, catalogs and brochures; rental of newspapers and magazines;
multimedia publishing of magazines, journals and newspapers; publication of electronic
newspapers accessible via a global computer network; library services provided by means of a
computerised database containing information extracted from newspapers; publication of
newspapers; publishing of newspapers; publication of printed directories; publication of online
guide books, travel maps, city directories and listings for use by travellers, not downloadable;
business training; business educational services; education; providing of training;
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entertainment; providing entertainment information. and (45) Online social networking services;
internet-based social networking services; licensing of databases; on-line social networking
services; online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile
applications.
(540)

industry (and logo)

---------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1444470

(750)

TURKIYE MAARIF VAKFI

(731)

Ord. Prof. Dr. Fahrettin Kerim Gökay Caddesi Erdem Sokak, No: 5 Altunizade Üsküdar İSTANBUL, Turkey

(740)

ISMAIL SAFI ISIK
iTower Bomonti, Merkez Mah. Akar Cad. No: 3 Kat: 27 Sisli - Istanbul
(16) Paper and cardboard; goods made of paper or cardboard not otherwise classified by function or
purpose, for example, paper bags, cardboard bags, envelopes and containers for packaging; disposable
paper products, bibs, handkerchiefs and table linen of paper; goods made of plastic for packaging and
envelopment; printing blocks; printed matter; books, magazines, newspapers, invoices, vouchers,
calendars, photographs, tables, coupons, stamps; stationery and office requisites except furniture; paper
sheets, erasers, adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for
artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; office machines; paintbrushes., (38) Services
which consist essentially of the diffusion of radio or television programs; telecommunications, including
the services providing Internet service; news agency services., (41) Services consisting of all forms of
education; services having the basic aim of the entertainment, amusement or recreation of people
including ticket agency services for cinema presentations, sports competitions, theatre presentations,
museum facilities, concerts; publication of texts, books, magazines ext; film production and services for
production of radio and television programs; news reporters' services and photographic reporting;
photography services; translation services. and (43) Services providing food and drink; temporary
accommodation; temporary accommodation reservations, rental of wedding ceremony rooms, rental of
meeting rooms for conference and other meetings; day-nursery services.

(510)

(540)

(320)

16/07/2018

FOUNDATION MAARIF DE TURQUIE (and logo)

-------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1444581

(320)

30/11/2018

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
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One Apple Park Way, MS: 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014
(510)

(9) Telecommunications computer software for wearable devices.

(540)
(310)

--------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1444669
(320)

(750)

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

(731)

129, Samsung-Ro, Yeongtong-Gu, Suwon-Si Gyeonggi-Do, Rep.of Korea

(740)

Y.P. LEE, MOCK & PARTNERS

26/10/2018

12F Daelim Acrotel, 13 Eonju-ro 30-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul
(510)

(9) Wrist-mounted smartphones; watches that communicate data to smartphone; smartphones in the
shape of a watch; wearable digital electronic devices incorporating smartphones in the shape of a watch;
wearable digital electronic devices, comprised primarily of smart watchbands that communicate data to
smartphones comprised primarily of software and display screens for viewing, sending and receiving texts,
emails, data and information to smartphones; smart watches that communicate data to smartphones,
through Internet websites and other computer and electronic communication networks; watches
incorporating cameras and MP3 players, and that communicate data to smartphones and PDAs; wearable
computers; wearable computer peripherals; smartglasses; wearable digital electronic communication
devices; software for smartphones in the shape of a watch; bands for smartphones in the shape of a watch;
straps for smartphones in the shape of a watch; chargers for smartphones in the shape of a watch; cable
for smartphones in the shape of a watch. and (14) Watch bands and straps; parts and fittings for
wristwatches; watch cases [parts of watches].

(540)

Samsung Galaxy Fit
---------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1444777

(320)

17/09/2018

(750)

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

(731)

129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Rep.of Korea

(740)

BAE, KIM & LEE IP GROUP
11th Floor, Shinduk Bldg., 343, Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu Seoul 137-858

(510)

(9) Telematics terminal; computer networking and data communications equipment for
automobiles; mobile telephones for use in vehicle; emergency telephone apparatus; software
for vehicles; internet messaging software for vehicles; communications software for vehicles;
data communications software for vehicles; data processing software for vehicles; computer
software which provides over the air updates to other software; computers for cars; apparatus
for the transmission and reproduction of images for vehicles; transmitters of electronic signals;
OBD (On-Board Diagnosis) apparatus for automobiles; displays in meters for automobiles; audio,
video apparatus for cars; car audio apparatus; apparatus for reproducing image for cars; video
recording apparatus for vehicles; vehicle radio attached to cars; satellite receiver attached
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to cars; car attachable video receiving apparatus; car attachable communication apparatus; car
attachable navigation apparatus for vehicles; remote control apparatus attachable to
automobiles; car attachable navigation apparatus using satellites; car attachable wireless
transmitter of sound information; car attachable receiving apparatus for communication; car
attachable microphone for communication apparatus; wireless earphones for vehicles;
earphones for electric audio and visual apparatus and instruments of vehicles; computer
software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; software for diagnostics and
troubleshooting; display management software; display panels for automobiles; LED panels for
automobiles; touch panels for automobiles; electronic display units for automobiles; electronic
driver-interface displays for automobiles; solenoid valves; temperature detection and control
apparatus for water cooling installations; electronic sensors for vehicle instrumentation;
navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computers); car navigations; remote control
apparatus for autonomous vehicles; wireless transmission and receiving equipment for use in
connection with autonomous and hands-free driving, automobile safety features and warning
or alarm functions, accident prevention and traffic alerts; cameras for vehicle; network
surveillance cameras; black box camera for cars; automatic vehicle speed control apparatus;
motion detecting sensors; position sensing gauges; acceleration measuring sensors for
automobiles; self-diagnostic apparatus for operation record of automobiles; car recognizing
cameras; apparatus and instruments for controlling lighting; cables for electrical and optical
signal transmission for automobiles; software for processors of autonomous vehicles; software
for controlling autonomous vehicles; operating systems for autonomous cars; computer software
for use in connection with autonomous and hands-free driving, automobile safety features and
warning or alarm functions, accident prevention and traffic alerts; recorded computer
software for safe car driving; downloadable computer security software; operation recording
apparatus for car; processors for controlling autonomous vehicles; simulators for the steering
and control of vehicles; black box for cars; complex black box apparatus for car navigation;
computer hardware that enables real-time information exchange and information access from
people, devices, machines, equipment; electronic control unit for automobiles, namely,
electronic apparatus for interacting an automobile customer service center; computer controls
for lighting apparatus and instruments; data security apparatus; smart card for conducting
security chip technology; electronic memory for security; security terminal for authentication;
controllers and regulators for idle speed, speed, speed limitation and electric gas pedals;
automatic steering apparatus for vehicles, namely, electric and electro-hydraulic steering aids;
axle load monitoring apparatus; car alarm apparatus; distance warning and control apparatus for
vehicles; anti-theft detection apparatus; drowsiness warning apparatus for vehicles; speed
control apparatus for vehicles; optical and acoustic speed warning apparatus for vehicles;
maintenance indicators for vehicles; network cameras with software and hardware for internet
of things; digital cameras with software and hardware for internet of things; tv cameras with
software and hardware for internet of things; alarms with software and hardware for internet
of things; remote control apparatus with software and hardware for internet of things; electric
audio and visual apparatus and instruments with software and hardware for internet of things;
electric and electronic video surveillance installations with software and hardware for internet
of things; closed circuit television image recording devices with software and hardware for
internet of things; speakers with software and hardware for internet of things; tv with
software and hardware for internet of things; wireless communication devices for internet of
things; remote control apparatus for internet of things; application software for internet of
things; mobile application software for internet of things; computer software for remote control
of electronic apparatus; computer software for data sharing and communication
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between electronic devices; interface for a computer that enables internet of things; prerecorded usb flash drives featuring software used to allow electronic devices to share data and
communicate with each other; computer hardware modules for use in internet of things (iot)
electronic devices; application software for automobiles for internet of things; biochips with
software and hardware for internet of things; blood glucose testing apparatus with software
and hardware for internet of things; weight scales with software and hardware for internet of
things; breathing masks with software and hardware for internet of things; wearable
telecommunication machines and implements with software and hardware for internet of
things; software interfaces with multi health devices to record health conditions; sensors for the
internet of things; digital signage; computer software for personal information management;
interactive entertainment software for use with computers; interactive computer software;
computer software for dictation; computer software used to process voice commands; speech
to text conversion software; voice recognition software; computer software used for the control
of voice controlled information and communication devices; computer software for users to
share information to provide interactive and personalized intelligence for use by their computer
hard devices and software for interfacing with the internet; computer software for scheduling
appointments, reminders, and events on an electronic calendar; computer software to enable
the provision of information via communications networks; character recognition software;
gesture recognition software; computer software for biometric systems for the identification and
authentication of persons; computer software development tools for use in the fields of artificial
intelligence; computer software for use in managing and controlling production schedules,
shipping schedules, purchase of materials, inventories and accounts; computer software and
computer programs for use in relation to artificial intelligence, machine learning, deep learning
and building neural networks; data synchronization software; computer software for the
synchronization of data between a remote station or device and a fixed or remote station or
device; application development software; operating system software; robot operating
computer programs; computer programs used as software development tools for robot
operating programs; computer programs used as software development tools for control
devices that perform sequence control, servo control, control of industrial robots, numerical
control, control of energy conversion, inverter control or electronic control; computer programs
for control devices that perform sequence control, servo control, control of industrial robots,
numerical control, control of energy conversion, inverter control or electronic control; computer
software used for setup, maintenance or test operation of control devices that perform sequence
control, servo control, control of industrial robots, numerical control, control of energy conversion,
inverter control or electronic control; inverter control computer programs; computer programs
for controlling electronic power converters; electronic servo motor control computer programs;
computer programs for electronic control units; industrial process control software; electronic
apparatus with artificial intelligence, in particular for controlling, regulating and operating robots;
computer hardware and software, in particular with artificial intelligence for controlling,
regulating and simulating robots, mobile platforms and tools; computer software for use in big
data analysis; computer software for collecting, editing, modifying, organizing, synchronizing,
integrating, monitoring, transmitting, storage and sharing of data and information; computer
software for data backup, recovery and archiving; computer software for data warehousing;
computer software for data protection and data security; computer software for data transfer
and migration; computer software for logging changes within a database; computer software
for searching databases; database management software; computer software for creating,
configuring, provisioning and scaling databases; computer software for improving database
performance; computer software for
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configuring, provisioning and scaling data cache storage for databases; computer software for
storing, retrieving, caching, extracting, formatting, structuring, systematizing, organizing,
indexing, processing, querying, analyzing, replicating and controlling access to data; business
intelligence software; business analytics software for collecting and analyzing data to facilitate
business decision making; computer software for speech, facial and optical character recognition;
computer software for image analysis, identification, processing, conversion, cropping, resizing
and enhancement; computer software for event logging, reporting, analysis and alert generation;
computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer
software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining
information from various databases; computer software for enabling electronic devices to
operate and communicate locally while retaining the benefits of analytics and high- level services
in the cloud; computer software that automates the processing of un-structured, semistructured and structured information and data stored on computer networks and the internet;
computer software that provides access to cloud-based scalable computing resources and data
storage; data processing software; computer software for data and document capture,
transmission, storage and indexing; light emitting diode (LED) displays; virtual reality headsets;
blank usb flash drives; blank flash memory cards; digital door locks; digital signage display panels;
smart watches; solid state drives; smartphones; wearable activity trackers; tablet computers.,
(11) Air conditioners with software and hardware for internet of things; in-door lighting
apparatus with software and hardware for internet of things; refrigerators with software and
hardware for internet of things; air cleaners with software and hardware for internet of things;
laundry washing machines with software and hardware for internet of things; dishwashing
machines with software and hardware for internet of things; air driers with software and
hardware for internet of things; ovens with software and hardware for internet of things; robot
cleaners with software and hardware for internet of things; humidifiers with software and
hardware for internet of things; electric clothes management apparatus in the nature of garment
steamers for household purposes; dehumidifiers for household use; electric laundry dryers;
apparatus for cooking, namely, cooktops; electric clothes management machines for drying
clothes for household purpose., (38) Telematics services; data transmission via telematic
networks; transmission of information via national and international networks; transmission and
reception transmission of database information via the telecommunication network; telematic
in-vehicle communication service for wireless vehicle navigation and tracking; interactive
teletext services using artificial intelligence; transmission, broadcasting and reception of audio,
video, still and moving images, text and data using artificial intelligence; digital broadcasting
using artificial intelligence; teletext and interactive broadcasting services using artificial
intelligence. and (42) Development of control software for electrical vehicle equipment; design
of control device for autonomous vehicles; development of software for autonomous vehicles;
design of motor vehicle parts; automobile technology research; development of vehicles;
advanced product research in the field of artificial intelligence; research and consultancy
services relating to artificial intelligence; technical support services, namely, developing
technologies for others in the fields of artificial intelligence; providing information on computer
technology and programming via a website; software design and development in the fields of
augmented reality, artificial intelligence, machine learning, and the internet of things; scientific
research consulting in the fields of machine learning, artificial intelligence and robotics; providing
scientific information, advice and consultancy in the fields of machine learning, artificial
intelligence and robotics; development of new technology in the fields of machine learning,
artificial intelligence and robotics; scientific research and development in the fields of machine
learning, artificial intelligence and robotics; consultancy
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in the design and development of computer hardware and computer software for robotics and
automation technology; database design and development; computer programming and
software design; data automation and collection service using software; computer technology
support services; providing an online information in the fields of information technology,
technology support and computer network management from a computer database;
collaborative computer programming; providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer
environments through cloud computing; cloud hosting provider services of electronic databases;
product design using artificial intelligence; design of products using artificial intelligence;
evaluation of product design using artificial intelligence.
(540)

SAMSUNG
--------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1444795

(320)

03/07/2018

(750)

Phlexglobal Limited

(731)

Mandeville House, 62 The Broadway Amersham, Buckinghamshire HP7 0HJ, United
Kingdom

(740)

Beck Greener
Fulwood House, 12 Fulwood Place London WC1V 6HR

(510)

(9) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing,
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming,
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs,
DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer
software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; computer software and telecommunications
apparatus to enable connection to databases, local area networks and the Internet;
computer software to enable teleconferencing, videoconferencing and videophone services;
computer software to enable searching and retrieval of data; computer software for
accessing databases, telecommunications services, computer networks and electronic
bulletin boards; computer software, hardware and firmware for use in connection with
experiments, tests, investigations, trials and projects relating to chemical, cosmetic, clinical,
medical, pharmaceutical, naturopathic, veterinary, sanitary, fitness, wellbeing, nutritional,
healthcare, beverage and food related products and services; computer software, firmware
and hardware for use in connection with trial master file document creation and
management; protective clothing, footwear and headgear; sound, video, television and
radio apparatus and instruments; communication, telecommunication, telephone and
mobile telephone apparatus and instruments; telephones, mobile telephones,
communications devices and cases therefore; ringtones [downloadable]; screen savers and
screen wallpaper; communication, wireless communication and mobile communication
devices; reading tablets and other devices for reading and viewing text, images and audiovisual content; software applications (apps), including apps for installation on telephones,
mobile telephones and communications and wireless
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communication devices; accessories for telephones, telephone handsets, communication
and wireless communication devices; battery chargers and adapters including battery
chargers and adapters for use with and telephones, mobile telephones, communication and
wireless communication devices; bags and cases adapted for holding or carrying telephones,
mobile telephones communications and wireless communications equipment and
accessories; electronic and computerised personal organisers; aerials; batteries; micro
processors; key boards; modems; calculators; display screens; electronic global positioning
systems; electronic navigational, tracking and positioning apparatus and instruments;
apparatus and instruments for geolocation; monitoring apparatus and instruments;
recordings; digital recordings; films; animations; animated cartoons; sound, audio, visual and
audio-visual content and recordings; sound, audio, visual and audio-visual recordings and
content provided by downloading and/or streaming from computers and communications
networks, including the Internet and the world wide web; apparatus for access to broadcast
or transmitted programmes; holograms; satellite broadcast receiving and decoding
apparatus and instruments; apparatus, instruments and media for use in recording, storing,
generating, carrying, transmitting, manipulating, processing, reproducing and playback of
sounds, images, signals, data, software, code, information and audiovisual content;
computer hardware and firmware; computer games software and firmware; instructional
apparatus and instruments; non-printed, electronic, optical and digital publications; data
cards; memory cards; electronic, magnetic, and optical identity cards; encoded pre-paid
cards; encoded payment cards; encoded credit cards; encoded charge cards; encoded debit
cards; smart cards; cameras; photographic transparencies and films; video films;
cinematographic films; pre-recorded video and cinematographic films; spectacles;
sunglasses; cases for spectacles and sunglasses; parts, fittings and accessories for all the
aforesaid goods., (35) Advertising; business management; business administration; office
functions; marketing; promotion; public relations; endorsement; publicity services; business
netwroking and business inquiries; representation and agency services for business
purposes; dissemination and display of advertisements and of advertising, marketing,
promotion, public relations, endorsement and publicity materials; compilation and
transcription of data; compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet;
compilation of directories; compilation of data; rental of advertising time; rental of
advertising space; provision of space and space in publications, electronic publications,
magazines, websites and other media for advertising goods and services; advertising,
marketing and promoting goods and services by distribution and transmission of
advertisements including advertisements in the nature of audio, video, text messages and
emails via wireless and mobile devices and communications devices; distribution of samples;
market research services; organization of fairs and trade shows for business, advertising and
promotion purposes; auctioneering services; business information, research, assistance and
advice; accountancy services; data-processing services; electronic data and information
processing; data processing for the collection of information for business purposes; on-line
data processing services; information, advice, assistance and consultancy relating to
business document management; business services namely data- processing,
documentation creation and management services; data-processing, creation and
management of documents for use in connection with experiments, tests, investigations,
trials and projects relating to chemical, cosmetic, clinical, medical, pharmaceutical,
naturopathic, veterinary, sanitary, fitness, wellbeing, nutritional, healthcare, beverage, and
food related products and services; data-processing, creation and management of
documents for use in connection with trial master files; personnel and
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human resource services; recruitment services; purchasing services; retail services, mail
order services and wholesaling services in connection with the provision of the following:
communications products, computing products, apps, optical, photographic, electronic and
electrical products, recordings, films, videos, music, entertainment, educational, audio,
visual and audio-visual recordings, medical products, pharmaceutical products, clinical
products, documents, publications, printed materials, art works; organisation and
management of business incentive and loyalty schemes; administrative processing and
organising of mail order services; arranging of business introductions; business research
and survey services; business forecasting services; provision of business, clerical and
secretarial services; news and current affairs clippings services; provision of information and
advice to prospective purchasers of goods and services; telephone answering and message
handling services; operation of telephone call centres; business managing of remote
monitoring centres; data management and electronic stocktaking services; providing
consulting services relating to any of the aforesaid via web sites and web pages; information,
advice and assistance relating to all the aforesaid; including (but not limited to) any of the
aforesaid services provided online, and/or provided for use with and/or by way of the
Internet, the world wide web and/or via communications, telephone, mobile telephone
and/or wireless communication networks. and (42) Scientific and technological services and
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; hosting of
internet sites, web sites, computer sites and microsites; IT advice, assistance, information
and consulting; providing search engines and internet search facilities; design services;
graphic design; web site design; interior and exterior design; digitisation of documents and
content; weather forecasting and providing meteorological information; design and
development of computer hardware and software; computer programming; software as a
service; application service provider services; updating of computer software; consultancy in
the design and development of computer hardware; maintenance of computer software;
computer system analysis; industrial design and industrial design services; surveying
services; quantity surveying services; construction drafting; engineering; urban planning;
technical advisory and assistance services in the field of information technology;
technical drawing services; technical testing services; quality testing services; product
design; interior design; web site design; quality control services; technological services;
materials and construction materials testing and research services; professional services
relating to research, design and development; computer software services relating to
experiments, tests, investigations, trials and projects relating to chemical, cosmetic, clinical,
medical, pharmaceutical, naturopathic, veterinary, sanitary, fitness, wellbeing, nutritional,
healthcare, beverage, and food related products and services and/or relating to dataprocessing, creation and management of documents for use in connection with trial master
files; scientific, research, technological, testing, laboratory and design services including such
services relating to chemical, cosmetic, clinical, medical, pharmaceutical, naturopathic,
veterinary, sanitary, fitness, wellbeing, nutritional, healthcare, beverage and food related
products and services; providing consulting services relating to any of the aforesaid via
websites and webpages; advice, information and assistance relating to all the aforesaid;
including (but not limited to) any of the aforesaid services provided online, and/or provided
for use with and/or by way of the Internet, the world wide web and/or via communications,
telephone, mobile telephone and/or wireless communication networks or devices.
(540)

PHLEXGLOBAL
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(310)

------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1444998
(320)

22/03/2018

(750)

MECALAC FRANCE

(731)

PAE Les Glaisins, 2 avenue du Pré de Challes F-74940 ANNECY-LE-VIEUX, France

(740)

CABINET LAURENT ET CHARRAS
50 Chemin de la Bruyère F-69574 DARDILLY Cedex

(510)

(7) Machines and motors and their parts, intended for agriculture, compressing, building, demolition, soil
moving, soil improvement, earthwork, forestry, landscaping, lawn care, lifting, marine propulsion, material
handling, mining, mulches, oil and gas distribution, oil and gas exploration, oil and gas production, paving,
pipe installation, electricity production, construction and repair of roads, preparation and restoration of
sites, tunnel drilling, piggybacking, maintenance of railways and vegetation management; machine tools;
motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); machine couplings and transmission components (other
than for land vehicles); digging teeth of buckets for earth-moving machines; earth-moving, soil-improving
and material-handling machines, namely, backhoe loaders, off- road loaders, wheeled loaders, tracked
excavators, wheeled excavators; earth-moving, soil-leveling and material-handling machines, namely, face
shovels, telescopic material-handling equipment, caterpillar material-handling equipment, wheeled
material-handling equipment, crawler tractors, pipe-laying machines, track loaders, compacting machines,
compacting piles, wheeled bulldozers, motor graders, industrial tractors; earth-moving, soil-leveling and
material-handling machines, namely, silvicultural machinery, crawler skidders, wheeled skidders,
forwarders, crawler mowers, articulated boom loaders; loaders (machines); backhoe loaders (machines);
accessories, namely, asphalt spades, augers, backhoes, blades, block-handling tools, hydraulic arrows,
buckets, cold-leveling sleds, compactors, vibratory compactors, hitches, crushing machines, cutting jaws,
loppers, forks, pallet lifts, grapples, hammers, hoppers, lift assemblies, all the aforesaid goods being
intended for earth-moving, soil-conditioning and material-handling machines; accessories, namely, lifting
hooks, material-handling arms, multiprocessors, plows, sprayers, spray nozzles, rakes, slitting saws, saws,
scarifiers, shovels, shears, snow turbines, snow plows, snow plow side wings, all the aforesaid goods for
earth-moving, soil-conditioning and material- handling machines; accessories, namely, stump grinders,
inch, tillers, excavators, trusses, all the aforesaid goods being intended for earth-moving, soilconditioning and material-handling machines; marine motors and engines; industrial engines; diesel
engines for machines; gas engines other than for land vehicles; natural gas engines for machines; valves
(parts of machines); spark plugs; air filters (machine or motor parts); water regulators (parts of machines);
oil filters; couplings other than for land vehicles; assembly presses; starters for motors and engines; pumps
[machines]; excavators; excavators; hydraulic shovels and excavators; bulldozers; skid steer loaders;
harvesters; pickers; scrapers (earth-moving machine parts); pavers; agricultural machines; engines for
industrial, marine and other applications, and parts thereof; engines for electric, industrial, diesel, gas and
natural gas generators and power generators, and parts thereof; cutting machines; compacting machines;
filters (parts of machines, motors or engines); belts (parts for motors and engines); blades (parts of
machines); earth-moving machines; machines and apparatus for moving, earth-moving and handling on
tracks or on wheels; crawler loaders; crawler power shovels; road marking machines; road construction
machines; lifting apparatus; mobile cranes; crawler cranes; farm apparatus and instruments other than
those manually operated; steamrollers; forestry machines; pipe laying machines; compacting machines;
buckets for earth moving machines; hydraulic jacks; forestry machines for exploitation, extraction, loading
and transport of timber; excavators; air filters (machine or motor parts); motor levelers; diggers
(machines); belt conveyors; belts for machines; belts for motors and engines; blades (parts of machines);
compressed air machines; compressed air
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pumps; compressors as parts of machines; drilling machines; drilling machines; fuel economizers for
motors and engines; gearboxes other than for land vehicles; gear drives other than for land vehicles;
grinding machines; cowlings (parts of machines); hammers [parts of machines]; pneumatic hammers;
handling apparatus [for loading and unloading]; hoists; tool holders; hoppers [unloading] [parts of
machines]; winches [machines]; lawnmowers [machines]; elevator belts; lifting apparatus; loading ramps;
pneumatic transporters; presses; pulleys; pumps [machines]; grinders, shredders (machines); reduction
gears other than for land vehicles; mechanical shovels; mechanical loading shovels; shaft couplings
(machines)., (12) Vehicles for agriculture, compaction, construction, demolition, soil treatment, soil
layout, earth-moving, forestry, landscaping, lifting, marine propulsion, material handling, extraction,
mulching, oil and gas distribution, oil and gas exploration, oil and gas production, paving, pipe laying,
electricity generation, road construction and repair, site preparation and repair, tunnel drilling and
vegetation management, piggybacking, railway maintenance; military vehicles; apparatus for locomotion
by land, air or water; tractors and tractor motors; road transport trucks and trailers; vehicles for mining,
paving, agriculture, forestry, soil management and handling, namely, articulated trucks, off-road trucks,
construction dumpers, non-road tractors; forklift trucks with internal combustion; electric forklift trucks;
wheels; vehicle tracks; trucks; dump trucks; dump trucks, namely, dumpers (land vehicles); self-loading
vehicles; track vehicles; all-terrain vehicles; vehicles for transport loads; land vehicles including loading,
compacting, pipe laying and sizing apparatus., (36) Financing services; development and setting up of
financing solutions; commercial financing services; financing of projects; equipment financing; financing
for the purchase of public work machinery; financing and financing solutions for the purchase of vehicles
and machines for moving, earth moving or handling; information services and advice relating to financing
and financing solutions. and (37) Installation and repair of vehicles, equipment, machines, motors, machine
tools, and their parts, intended for agriculture, compressing, building, urban engineering, demolition, soil
moving, soil configuration, earth moving, forestry, landscaping, lawn maintenance, lifting, marine
propulsion, handling materials or rubble, mining, mulches, oil and gas distribution, oil and gas exploration,
oil and gas production, paving, installation of pipes and pipelines, production of electricity, construction
as well as road maintenance and repair, site preparation and restoration, tunnel drilling, vegetation
management, piggybacking, railway maintenance; rental of earth-moving, construction, handling, oil and
gas extraction and mining (by rail, road, water or air) machinery and equipment, couplings and
transmission components as well as parts, components and accessories for the aforesaid products; rental
of construction site machinery and equipment capable of transporting materials and rubble (by rail, road,
water or air) as well as parts, components and accessories for the aforesaid products.
(540)

MECALAC
-------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1445007

(320)

02/07/2018

(750)

GUANGDONG JUHAO LIGHTING ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.

(731)

Yongxing Industrial, Henglan Town, Zhongshan 528400 Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Guangdong Huading Intellectual Property Agency co., LTD
The 1901th floor of No. 1, Ziling International Building, No. 82 of Zhongshan 5th Road 528400 Zhongshan
City, Guangdong Province

(510)

(11) Extractor hoods for kitchens; lamps; electric hair dryers; cooking utensils, electric; heating
apparatus, electric; cooling appliances and installations; disinfectant apparatus; bath heater.
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(540)

JUHAO (and logo)

(310)

--------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445141
(320)

(750)

HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY

(731)

12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu Seoul, Rep.of Korea

(740)

SungAm Suh International Patent & Law Firm

30/11/2018

9F, Hyunjuk B/D, 114 Yeoksam-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul 06252
(510)

(12) Automobiles; sports cars; vans [vehicles]; motor trucks; motor buses; RV automobiles; sport utility
vehicles; parts and accessories for automobiles.

(540)

PALISADE
-----------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1445160

(320)

31/10/2018

(750)

Dongying Huilian Financial Services Co.,Ltd.

(731)

No. 533, Building A, Central Street, Hean Community, Hekou District, Dongying City Shandong Province,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Beijing Runwen Intellectual Property Attorney Co., Ltd.
Floor 3, Unit 1, Bldg 4, Courtyard 6, Chama Street, Xicheng District 100055 Beijing

(510)

(36) Financial analysis; financial management; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate];
financial consultancy.

(540)

ZHONGLUHUILIAN (and logo)
---------------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1445175

(320)

31/10/2018

(750)

Dongying Huilian Financial Services Co.,Ltd.

(731)

No. 533, Building A, Central Street, Hean Community, Hekou District, Dongying City Shandong Province,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Beijing Runwen Intellectual Property Attorney Co., Ltd.
Floor 3, Unit 1, Bldg 4, Courtyard 6, Chama Street, Xicheng District 100055 Beijing

(510)

(35) Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; advertising;
business management consultancy; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services
of others.

(540)
-------------------------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1445181

(320)

23/11/2018

(750)

HEKOU DISTRICT BOHAI ROAD MING ZHE NONG JIA LE XIAO GUO TAI RESTAURANT

(731)

NO. 1, WEST SECTION OF BOHAI ROAD, HEKOU DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(32) Aerated water; soda water; beer; fruit juices; vegetable juices [beverages]; syrups for beverages; beerbased cocktails; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; waters [beverages]; must.

(540)
(310)

-------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445239
(320)

23/11/2018

(750)

SHANDONG FENGYUAN TIRE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

(731)

YICHENG ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE OF ZAOZHUANG 277300 SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

QIANHUI IP ATTORNEYS
20F, BUILDING 1, ZHONGRUN CENTURY CENTER, NO. 12111 JINGSHI RD, JINAN 250014 SHANDONG

(510)

(12) Remote control vehicles, other than toys; pneumatic tires; tires, solid, for vehicle wheels;
automobile tires; adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; amphibious airplanes; seaplanes;
hydroplanes; yachts; air cushion vehicles.

(540)

saferich (and logo)
------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1445248

(320)

04/12/2018

(750)

Zino Davidoff SA

(731)

Rue Faucigny 5 CH-1700 Fribourg, Switzerland

(740)

Isler & Pedrazzini AG
Postfach 1772 CH-8027 Zürich

(510)

(3) Perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics; scented waters; scented body sprays; perfumes; liquid perfume,
namely eau fraîche; eau de Cologne; toilet water; eau de parfum; toiletries; shower gels; after-shave
cologne; deodorant sprays for personal use; deodorant sticks for personal use; antiperspirants.

(540)

DAVIDOFF RUN WILD
------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1445257

(320)

31/10/2018

(750)

Suzhou Greenleaf Daily Commodity Co., Ltd.

(731)

No.198, Anyang Road, Xushuguan Town, Gaoxin District, Suzhou City Jiangsu Province, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

GUANGZHOU UTC INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CO., LTD.
12/F, Building A4, Guangzhou Economic Development Zone, No.241 of Kexuedadao, Luogang District,
Guangzhou Guangdong Province

(510)

(3) Essential oils; cosmetics for animals; cleaning preparations; air fragrancing preparations; polishing
preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes;
sunscreen preparations; facial cleansers.

(540)

SEALUXE (and logo)
---------------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1445283

(320)

23/11/2018

(750)

DONGYING TIANDONG PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.

(731)

NO. 1236, NANER ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(35) Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; providing
business information via a web site; sales promotion for others; provision of an on-line marketplace for
buyers and sellers of goods and services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and
services of others; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; retail or wholesale
services for pharmaceutical preparations; retail or wholesale services for hygienic preparations;
pharmaceutical retail or wholesale services; retail or wholesale services for medical supplies.

(540)

(310)

-------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445287
(320)

(750)

Dongying Huilian Financial Services Co.,Ltd.

(731)

No. 533, Building A, Central Street, Hean Community, Hekou District, Dongying City Shandong Province,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Beijing Runwen Intellectual Property Attorney Co., Ltd.

31/10/2018

Floor 3, Unit 1, Bldg 4, Courtyard 6, Chama Street, Xicheng District 100055 Beijing
(510)

(42) Computer software design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and
development of computer hardware; maintenance of computer software; computer software
consultancy; computer virus protection services; information technology [IT] consultancy; computer
technology consultancy.

(540)

ZHONGLUHUILIAN (and logo)

(310)

-----------------------------------MD/M/1/1445297
(320)

(750)

DONGYING RUN YAN BIOTECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

(731)

BUILDING 6, NO.38 HUANGHE ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG
PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(3) Cosmetics; shampoos; bath foam; washing powder; essential oils; beauty masks; dentifrices.

(540)

Qianzhuang (and logo)

23/11/2018

--------------------------------------84

(310)

MD/M/1/1445305

(320)

31/10/2018

(750)

Dongying Huilian Financial Services Co.,Ltd.

(731)

No. 533, Building A, Central Street, Hean Community, Hekou District, Dongying City Shandong Province,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Beijing Runwen Intellectual Property Attorney Co., Ltd.
Floor 3, Unit 1, Bldg 4, Courtyard 6, Chama Street, Xicheng District 100055 Beijing

(510)

(41) Arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and
conducting of in-person educational forums; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; teaching;
organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of exhibitions for cultural or
educational purposes; arranging and conducting of symposiums; educational examination.

(540)
(310)

---------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445345
(320)

(750)

DONGYING RUN YAN BIOTECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

(731)

BUILDING 6, NO.38 HUANGHE ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG
PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.

23/11/2018

ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING
(510)

(3) Soap; stain removers; polishing preparations; grinding preparations; extracts of flowers [perfumes];
cosmetics; dentifrices; incense; cosmetics for animals; air fragrancing preparations.

(540)

i-young (and logo)

(310)

------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445348
(320)

(750)

SHANDONG YONGSHENG RUBBER GROUP CO., LTD.

(731)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, GUANGRAO COUNTY DONGYING CITY 100053 SHANDONG
PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING TIANZUO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CO., LTD.

23/11/2018

C405, 4/F, GUANGYI BUILDING, NO.5, GUANGYI STREET, GUANGNEI, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING
(510)

(12) Inner tubes for pneumatic tires [tyres]; tires for vehicle wheels; bicycle tires [tyres]; pneumatic
tires [tyres]; tires, solid, for vehicle wheels; vehicle wheel tires [tyres]; inner tubes for bicycles, cycles;
automobile tires [tyres]; inner tubes (repair outfits for –).

(540)

TROCMOH (and logo)
------------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1445376

(320)

23/11/2018

(750)

DONGYING TIANDONG PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.

(731)

NO. 1236, NANER ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(35) Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; providing
business information via a web site; sales promotion for others; provision of an on-line marketplace for
buyers and sellers of goods and services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and
services of others; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; retail or wholesale
services for pharmaceutical preparations; retail or wholesale services for hygienic preparations;
pharmaceutical retail or wholesale services; retail or wholesale services for medical supplies.

(540)
----------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1445411

(320)

17/10/2018

(750)

JIHUA 3514 LEATHER AND SHOES CO., LTD

(731)

SHANGZHUANG TOWN, LU QUAN DISTRICT, SHIJIAZHUANG CITY HEBEI PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of
China

(740)

HEBEI TRADEMARK AGENCY CO., LTD
ROOM 0216, NO. 316 TIYU SOUTH STREET, SHIJIAZHUANG CITY HEBEI PROVINCE

(510)

(25) Clothing; shoes; hats; gloves; scarfs.

(540)
(310)

----------------------------------MD/M/1/1445443

(750)

NINGBO DEGSON ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

(731)

No. 1585 Xiaolin Road, Cixi, Ningbo 315321 Zhejiang, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

CCPIT PATENT & TRADEMARK LAW OFFICE

(320)

30/04/2018

10/F, Ocean Plaza, 158 Fuxingmennei Street 100031 Beijing
(510)

(9) Data processing apparatus; disk drives for computers; quantity indicators; electron scorer; apparatus
to check franking; money counting and sorting machines; fingerprint scanners; mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; dictating machines; Electronic Random Number Indicator Equipment [ERNIE];
plotters; attendance recorders; weighing apparatus and instruments; automatic measuring instruments;
measures; gauges; signaling panels, luminous or mechanical; fluorescent lamp ballast for electric lights;
switchboards; network communication device; tape recorders; electronic audible devices with books; speed
measuring apparatus [photography]; teaching projection lamp; surveying apparatus and instruments; air
analysis apparatus; laser direction instrument; voltage regulators for vehicles;
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instruments and controls for internal combustion engines; material testing instruments and machines;
water meter; audiovisual teaching apparatus; instrument and measuring apparatus for physico-chemical
experiment and composition analysis; measuring devices, electric; watthour meters; metal detectors for
industrial or military purposes; atomic ray instrument; optical apparatus and instruments; cables electric;
semi-conductors; electrical resistance material; printed circuits; electronic chips; conductors electric;
magnetic materials and appliances included in this class; terminals [electricity]; electric couplings; low
voltage power sources; fluorescent screens; remote control apparatus; remote controller for household
use; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; electric installations for the remote control of industrial
operations; automatic device for power station; lightning conductors; electrolysers; electrolytic tank; fire
extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protection devices for personal use against
accidents; protective goggles; alarms; fire alarms; correcting lenses [optics]; accumulators, electric; mobile
power supply (rechargeable batteries); animated cartoons; egg-candlers; portable remote control car
arrester.
(540)
(310)

----------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445452
(320)
31/10/2018

(750)

HeKou District Xianhe Old Wine Chateau

(731)

The East Gate, Aolun Water Factory, Xingkaihu Road, Xianhe Town, Hekou District, Dongying Shandong,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Beijing Runwen Intellectual Property Attorney Co., Ltd.
Floor 3, Unit 1, Bldg 4, Courtyard 6, Chama Street, Xicheng District 100055 Beijing

(510)

(33) Peppermint liqueurs; rice alcohol; baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; fruit extracts, alcoholic;
cocktails; wine; aperitifs; alcoholic essences.

(540)

XIANHELUDONG (and logo)

(310)

-----------------------------------MD/M/1/1445462

(750)

HeKou District Xianhe Old Wine Chateau

(731)

The East Gate, Aolun Water Factory, Xingkaihu Road, Xianhe Town, Hekou District, Dongying Shandong,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Beijing Runwen Intellectual Property Attorney Co., Ltd.

(320)

31/10/2018

Floor 3, Unit 1, Bldg 4, Courtyard 6, Chama Street, Xicheng District 100055 Beijing
(510)

(31) Nuts [fruits]; lemons, fresh; vegetables, fresh; citrus fruit, fresh; grapes, fresh; sea-cucumbers, live.

(540)

XIANHELUDONG (and logo)
---------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1445534

(320)

31/10/2018

(750)

HeKou District Xianhe Old Wine Chateau

(731)

The East Gate, Aolun Water Factory, Xingkaihu Road, Xianhe Town, Hekou District, Dongying Shandong,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Beijing Runwen Intellectual Property Attorney Co., Ltd.
Floor 3, Unit 1, Bldg 4, Courtyard 6, Chama Street, Xicheng District 100055 Beijing

(510)

(29) Crustaceans, not live; crayfish, not live; fish, not live; fish fillets.

(540)

XIANHELUDONG (and logo)
-----------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1445540

(320)

09/10/2018

(750)

SHANGHAI TOBACCO GROUP CO.,LTD.

(731)

717 CHANG YANG ROAD, YANGPU DISTRICT 200030 SHANGHAI, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

CREATOP & CO.
22A-B, TOWER 3, GATEWAY PLAZA, NO.2601 XIETU ROAD SHANGHAI

(510)

(34) Tobacco; cigarettes; cigars; hand-rolling tobacco.

(540)
(310)

--------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445628
(320)

(750)

Shenzhen Chengtai Electronic and Technology Co., LTD

(731)

6th Floor, Building C, Qinyu Industrial Zone, Sanwei, Sanwei Community, Hangcheng Street, Baoan District
Shenzhen, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Chofn Intellectual Property

31/10/2018

B316 Guangyi Plaza, 5 Guangyi Str., Xicheng 100053 Beijing
(510)

(9) Personal stereos; mobile radios; wireless broadband radios; cabinets for loudspeakers; car audio
speakers; wireless speakers; headphones; earphones; camcorders; television apparatus.

(540)

T&G (and logo)

(310)

--------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445631
(320)

(750)

YEARCON CO., LTD.

(731)

No.239, Wenzhong East Road, Wenxi Town, Qingtian County 323903 Zhejiang Province, Peoples Republic
of China

(740)

Beijing Gujinlai Intellectual Property Agent Office

23/11/2018
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Rooms 1209 and 1210, Floor 12th, Building No.4, Courtyard No.8, Chama Street, Xicheng District 100055
Beijing
(510)

(18) Animal skins; school bags; attaché cases; handbags; travelling bags; leather straps; umbrellas; pocket
wallets. and (25) Clothing; layettes [clothing]; swimsuits; shoes; football shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves
[clothing]; neckties.

(540)
-----------------------------------------------(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

MD/M/1/1445650
(320)
23/11/2018
YEARCON CO., LTD.
No.239, Wenzhong East Road, Wenxi Town, Qingtian County 323903 Zhejiang Province, Peoples Republic
of China
Beijing Gujinlai Intellectual Property Agent Office
Rooms 1209 and 1210, Floor 12th, Building No.4, Courtyard No.8, Chama Street, Xicheng District 100055
Beijing
(18) Imitation leather; school bags; briefcases; travelling bags; pocket wallets; shopping bags; umbrellas;
umbrella covers; parasols. and (25) Clothing; layettes [clothing]; swimsuits; waterproof clothing; tips for
footwear; footwear uppers; shoes; sports shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; neckties; girdles.
YEARCON (and logo)
---------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445656
(320)
28/06/2018
FARESIN FORMWORK S.P.A.
Via della Meccanica, 1 BREGANZE (VI), Italy
Dr. Modiano & Associati SpA
Via Meravigli, 16 I-20123 MILANO
(6) Shuttering of metal for concrete; metallic formwork for concrete; reinforcing materials, of metal, for
concrete; reinforcing materials of metal for building; beams of metal; alignment clamps of metal for
shuttering; clamps of metal for shuttering; alignment supports of metal for shuttering; couplings of metal
for shuttering; plaques of metal for shuttering; screw nuts of metal for shuttering; pipes of metal for
shuttering; hooks of metal for shuttering; plates of metal for shuttering; connectors of metal for
shuttering; ties of metal for shuttering; metal mould supporting stirrups for shuttering; props of metal
for supporting shuttering; brackets of metal for shuttering; scaffolding of metal; materials of metal for
scaffolds; metal connectors for decking and decking joists; metal brackets for use in the construction and
assembly of decking; scaffolding platforms of metal; scaffolding ladders of metal; scaffolding railings of
metal; common metals and their alloys, ores; metal materials for building and construction; transportable
buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; small items of metal hardware; metal
containers for storage or transport; safes.
FARESIN FORMWORK (and logo)
-------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1445670

(320)

23/07/2018

(750)

DURMAZLAR MAKİNA SANAYİ VE TİCARET ANONİM ŞİRKETİ

(731)

Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 75. Yil Bulvari No:4 Nilüfer Bursa, Turkey

(740)

Erdem Kaya Patent ve Dan. A.Ş.
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Konak Mah. Kudret Sok., Elitpark Plaza No: 12 D: 27 Nilüfer / BURSA
(510)

(7) Machine tools to process wood, metal, glass and plastic materials; lathes, milling machines, planing
machines, saw blades, sanding machines, industrial grinding machines, cutting machines, plastic
injection machines, threading machines; working machines, construction machines; bulldozers,
excavators, road making machines, drainage machines, rock drilling machines, loaders, road sweeping
machines [self propelled], rolling mills, rams, molding machines, rolling mill cylinders, lifting and hoisting
machines; elevators for people and material, moving pavements, ramps, lifts, cranes, moving staircases
(escalators), belt conveyors, elevators; milking machines, churns, dairy machines, incubators for eggs
and brooding machines, engines and motors, segments, transmission chains and shafts, transmission
shaft bearings, crank shafts, pressure reducers, pressure regulators, pressure valves, hydraulic and
pneumatic controls, pulleys, bobbins, pistons for engines and sleeves, speed governors, driving
mechanisms, torque transformers (converters), counter pedals, clutches, cardan joints (universal joints),
turbines, other than for land vehicles (for working machines and water and air vehicles, turbines); brake
mechanisms and segments, brakes, brake linings and shoes, brake repair sets, other than for vehicles;
starters, dynamos, bicycle dynamos, spark plugs, igniting devices, injectors; exhausts, exhaust
installations, engine mufflers; belts, v-belts, dynamo belts, conveyor belts for engines and motors;
bearings, ball or roller bearings; carburetors, carburetor feeders; fuel economizers for engines, fuel
conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines (LPG conversion apparatus); radiators (engine
cooling) for vehicles, fans for engines; oil, fuel and air filters for engines and motors; hydraulic and
pneumatic cylinders (pistons), cylinder heads other than engine parts, electric engines (other than for
land transportation vehicles), rack and pinion jacks for tires, alternators, generators, electrical
generators, solar generators, painting machines, spray guns for paint, electrical punching machines and
guns, glue guns (electric), pressurized air or liquid spray guns, electric hand drills, chainsaws, decoupling
machines, industrial robots, shearing machines for animals, compressed air machines, compressors;
welding machines; electric welding machines, point welding machines, printing machines and apparatus;
mine working machines for crumbling and breaking; packaging machines, filling-tapping and covering
machines, labelers, separators; machines for manufacturing of leather and fabric goods; sewing
machines, embroidery machines, edging machines, button looping and sewing machines, cutting
machines; textile machines; weaving machines, threshing machines, reed machines, thread bending
machines (ring machines), weaving looms; electric pumps, engines or motors; pressure tanks, water
pumps (electro pumps, motor pumps), diver pumps, pumps for heating installations; pumps (parts of
machines, engines or motors) (liquid and gas pumps), casting machines and their parts, catalytic
converters; vehicle washing installations, automatic kneading machines, dough shaping machines, drying
machines for setting dough aside, dough cutting machines; metal annealing machines, machines for
separating foreign bodies, sieving machines, electro magnetizing (separator) machines, vibro silo
machines (for discharging materials); milling machines, grain processors, grain breaking machines, wheat
brushing machines, peeling and separating machines; electric closing mechanisms for vehicle windows.

(540)

durmazlar (and logo)
---------------------------------------

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

MD/M/1/1445677
(320)
02/07/2018
Zheng Chuanghong
Room 2003, No. 2, Tongjingli, Haizhu District Guangzhou, Peoples Republic of China
Hangzhou Wuzhou Trademark Service Co., Ltd.
5F, Block B, Julong Building, No.9, Hangda Road, Xihu District, Hangzhou Zhejiang
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(510)

(540)

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)
(310)
(750)
(731)

(9) Cellular phones; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; computer peripheral
devices; protective films adapted for smartphones; satellite navigational apparatus; headsets; chargers
for electric batteries; readers [data processing equipment]; cameras [photography]; materials for
electricity mains [wires, cables].
ankax (and logo)
------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445730
(320)
08/10/2018
THE NAVIGATOR COMPANY, S.A.
Península da Mitrena - Sado, Sado P-2910-738 SETÚBAL, Portugal
RCF - PROTECTING INNOVATION, S.A.
RUA DO PATROCÍNIO, Nº 94 P-1399-019 LISBOA
(41) Cultural activities; organizing and conducting competitions and awarding prizes; organization and
management of seminars, symposia, meetings, conferences and congresses; organizing and directing
social, cultural and artistic events, as well as institutional, scientific, artistic and literary exhibitions for
cultural or educational purposes.
PRÉMIO NAVIGATOR ARTE EM PAPEL (and logo)
---------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445733
(320)
12/10/2018
Leon Cycle GmbH
Eckenerstr. 3 30179 Hannover, Germany
HORAK. RECHTSANWÄLTE PARTNERSCHAFT MBB
Georgstr. 48 30159 Hannover
(12) Vehicles, namely bicycles, powered or assisted by an energy management system, namely an electric
motor, generator, electronic circuitry and control panel, for monitoring and controlling the providing of
propulsion energy proportional to user demands, and for charging a battery; recreational vehicles
namely snowmobiles, personal watercraft, boats, all-terrain vehicles, light and ultralight aircraft,
motorcycles, motor scooters; bicycles, being powered or assisted by electricity; motors and engines for
land vehicles, being powered by electricity.
LEON CYCLE (and logo)
--------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1445768
(320)
29/10/2018
SHENGLI OILFIELD CHANGLONG RUBBER AND PLASTICS CO., LTD.
NO. 83, NORTH ONE ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE,
Peoples Republic of China
BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING
(17) Rings of rubber; sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of machines; insulators for cables; pipe
muffs, not of metal; insulating tapes; rubber stoppers; flexible hoses, not of metal; electrical insulating
materials.
SHENGL I LONG (and logo)
------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445829
(320)
29/10/2018

(750)

SHENGLI OILFIELD CHANGLONG RUBBER AND PLASTICS CO., LTD.

(731)

NO. 83, NORTH ONE ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.

(740)
(510)

(540)
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ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING
(510)

(1) Plastics, unprocessed; dispersions of plastics; compositions for repairing inner tubes of tires;
compositions for repairing tires; plasticizers; mastic for tires; filtering materials [unprocessed plastics].

(540)

SHENGL I LONG (and logo)

(310)

------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445844
(320)

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way, MS 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014

(510)

(9) Computer software enabling users to create, save, and launch sequences of commands and logic
within and between other computer software applications and computer software functionality;
computer software for personal information management.

(540)

SIRI SHORTCUTS

29/11/2018

(310)

--------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445894
(320)
01/12/2018
Moon Netting ApS
Kronprinsessegade 18 DK-1306 København K, Denmark
HOUSE OF TRADEMARK
Maiken Lind, Mikkelborg Park 22, 2. th, DK-2970 Hørsholm
(5) Insecticides., (22) Tents; integrated parts of tents in the form of interior lining and curtains treated
with insecticides; tarpaulins; tarpaulins treated with insecticides; hammocks; hammocks treated with
insecticides; cordage; ropes, not of metal; cords made of textile fibres; hammocks treated with insect
repellents and insecticides. and (24) Mosquito nets, including mosquito nets impregnated with insect
repellents and insecticides; mosquito nets of polyethylene and polyester; fabrics of cotton, wool, silk
cloth, polyethylene, polyester, rayon and nylon; fabrics of cotton, wool, silk cloth, polyethylene, polyester,
rayon and nylon, all treated with insecticides; fabrics for textile use; non-woven textile fabrics; textile
fabrics for making up into household textile articles; textiles treated with insecticides; textile fabrics for
the manufacture of clothing; face towels [made of textile materials]; towels of textile; bed linen; bed
sheets; mattress covers; bed throws; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; duvet covers; pillowcases; comforters;
sleeping bags; bed covers; throws; throws; table linen; table linen, not of paper; textile napkins; place
mats of textile; textile tissues; linen (household-); curtains; curtains treated with insecticides; curtains
for doors; net curtains; net curtains treated with insecticides; curtains; wall hangings of textile;
curtain holders of textile material.
Tsara
--------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445905
(320)
02/07/2018

(750)

JINAN MECH PIPING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

(731)

Meigui Zone of Industrial Park, Pingyin 250400 Jinan City, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

QIANHUI IP ATTORNEYS

(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)

(540)

20F, Building 1, Zhongrun Century Centre, No. 12111, Jingshi Road, Jinan City 250014 Shandong Province
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(510)

(6) Steel pipes; ducts of metal, for central heating installations; water-pipes of metal; sleeves [metal
hardware]; elbows of metal for pipes; tubbing of metal; drain pipes of metal; pipes of metal; pipe muffs
of metal; junctions of metal for pipes; pipework of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; collars
of metal for fastening pipes; clips of metal for cables and pipes; casings of metal for oilwells; gutter pipes
of metal; branching pipes of metal; ducts of metal for ventilating and air-conditioning installations;
penstock pipes of metal. and (11) Metal pipe components for water heating equipment, including pipe
steam valve, pipe water valve, water nozzle, three direction pipe joint, four direction pipe joint, pipe hoop,
pipe fittings for the aforesaid goods.

(540)
(310)

----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445957
(320)

(750)

YEARCON CO., LTD.

(731)

No.239, Wenzhong East Road, Wenxi Town, Qingtian County 323903 Zhejiang Province, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

Beijing Gujinlai Intellectual Property Agent Office
Rooms 1209 and 1210, Floor 12th, Building No.4, Courtyard No.8, Chama Street, Xicheng District
100055 Beijing

(510)

(18) Fur-skins; handbags; bags; leather laces; umbrellas; walking sticks; covers for animals; pocket wallets;
animal skins. and (25) Clothing; knitwear [clothing]; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; scarfs; girdles;
sleep masks; shower caps; ready-made clothing; sashes for wear.

23/11/2018

(540)

Y YEARCON (and logo)

(310)

-----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1445959
(320)
23/11/2018

(750)

YEARCON CO., LTD.

(731)

No.239, Wenzhong East Road, Wenxi Town, Qingtian County 323903 Zhejiang Province, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

Beijing Gujinlai Intellectual Property Agent Office
Rooms 1209 and 1210, Floor 12th, Building No.4, Courtyard No.8, Chama Street, Xicheng District
100055 Beijing

(510)

(18) Fur-skins; handbags; bags; leather laces; umbrellas; walking sticks; covers for animals; pocket
wallets; animal skins. and (25) Clothing; knitwear [clothing]; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing];
scarfs; girdles; sleep masks; shower caps; ready-made clothing; sashes for wear.

(540)

Y YEARCON (and logo)
-------------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1446073

(320)

21/11/2018

(750)

Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co. KG

(731)

55218 Ingelheim, Germany

(740)

Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co. KG
55218 Ingelheim

(510)

(5) Pharmaceutical preparations.

(540)

CO-MICARDIS

(310)

-------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1446224
(320)

(750)

Häfele GmbH & Co KG

(731)

Adolf-Häfele-Str. 1 72202 Nagold, Germany

(740)

KOHLER SCHMID MÖBUS PATENTANWÄLTE PARTNERSCHAFTSGESELLSCHAFT MBB
Gropiusplatz 10 70563 Stuttgart

(510)

(6) Building materials, fittings for furniture, building, construction, connections, windows, doors, sliding
doors and decorative purposes and furniture hinges, parts and fastening material therefor of common
metals; profiled and decorative mouldings of metal for use in building; metal door frames; rails for sliding
doors of metal; drawer guides of metal; shelf brackets (metal-); room dividers of metal; furniture casters
of metal; base profiles of metal; locks and keys, of metal; lock cases, strikers; ventilation grilles of metal
for fitting in windows, doors, furniture and walls; metal hardware; nuts, bolts and fasteners of metal, in
particular pegs, screws, pins, tool boxes of metal, including those with wheeled undercarriages or parts
and with inset compartments; frames, rails, holders and hooks of metal., (9) Apparatus and instruments
for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; electric
battery chargers, in particular electric switches, circuit breakers, key buttons being electrical switches,
dimmers, plugs, plug-in connectors and plug couplers, electrical sockets and covers for electric outlets;
junction boxes and connection boxes; frames, covers, buttons, rockers, built-in sockets, intermediate
plates, housings, being electric fittings; cable ducts and cable connectors for electrical purposes; control
modules (electric or electronic -); power suppliers; ballasts for electrical lighting fittings; signal cables for
IT, AV and telecommunication; electrical cabling; apparatus for industrial, household, heating, light and
electric control; electronic devices for home automation; optical, measuring, signaling and control
apparatus and instruments; electrotechnical and electronic devices, apparatus and instruments (included
in this class), namely for switching, controlling, regulating and checking; alarm systems, alarm
installations, signalling installations; electrical monitors and monitor modules; sensors and detectors for
noise, movement, contact, light, sun, wind, smoke, temperature, gas, liquid; video systems, security
systems, electrotechnical and electronic locking systems, in particular for house and apartment doors;
thermostats, room temperature regulators, thermometers (not for medical purposes); electrotechnical
and electronic installation bus systems, in particular consisting of the following devices: sensors,
actuators, binary inputs, line couplers, area couplers, power supplying apparatus; electrotechnical and
electronic components (included in this class), interfaces, fuses, relays, electrical contacts, it, audiovisual,
multimedia and photographic equipment; computer networks and data communications apparatus and
equipment, in particular servers and software for home automation; computer hardware for computer
networks, computer network routers, communication hubs; computers; data storage devices; peripheral
equipment adaptable thereto; apparatus for the transmission of data, programming

19/06/2018
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units (electronic -); access and entry control apparatus, in particular readers for radio frequency
identification (RFID); readers for encoded magnetic cards; biometric access control systems, biometric
identification systems, electronic control and reading modules; electric and electronic locks; electronic
and magnetic keys; software; computer software; computer software for biometric systems for the
identification and authentication of persons; audio devices and radio receivers; brackets for setting up
flat screen TV sets and computer monitors; cable troughs and ducts; cable conduits; cable connectors,
non-metallic., (11) Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying,
ventilating, water supply; electric fans; air conditioning fans; food and beverage cooking, heating, cooling
and treatment equipment; refrigerating cabinets, deep freezing apparatus, electric cooking ovens for
household use, range hoods; lighting and lighting reflectors, in particular lights, electric lights, LED lighting
fixtures, HID lights for buildings, neon lights, light shades, lights for furniture, spotlights, ceiling lights,
wall lamps, workplace lighting, lights for living spaces; computer-controlled lighting devices and
apparatus, electric light bulbs, LED bulbs, sockets for bulbs; sanitary and bathroom installations and
plumbing fixtures. and (20) Furniture, parts and fittings therefor made of plastic or wood, in particular
desks, work tables, standing desks, computer furniture, office chairs, kitchen furniture, kitchen worktops,
reception counters and frames and fittings therefor, beds, mattresses and bed slats for mattresses, room
dividers, structural joint connectors, not of metal, indoor window blinds [shades] [furniture], drawers and
drawer fronts; insert trays, shelves, drawer dividers, shelf dividers, dividers, articulated and panel
supports; cable conduit hooks, trays, not of metal, pull-out supports for cupboards; table legs, furniture
feet, furniture casters (not of metal); baskets, shelves not of metal; non-metal shelf brackets; clothes
hangers and clothes hooks, clothes stands and coathooks; coat racks; hooks, not of metal, for clothes
rails; fittings for furniture, building, construction, connections, windows, doors, sliding doors and
decorative purposes and furniture hinges, parts and fastening material therefor, none being of metal;
drawers and drawer guide and drawer fittings, including drawer runners and cupboard pull- outs, not of
metal; non-metallic sliding doors for furniture; rails for sliding doors, not of metal, ventilation grilles, not
of metal, for installation in windows, doors, furniture and walls; tool boxes, not of metal, empty; plastic
inserts [trays] for tool boxes; fixing materials, not of metal, in particular bolts, plugs, screws, pins, clamp
connectors; cable fasteners and holders, non-metallic; profiled, shaped and decorative mouldings, all not
of metal; mirrors (silvered glass); picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport;
storage baskets, chests and crates, not of metal; locks, parts for locks, locking plates, keys, fitting aids for
locks, all being of plastic; ladders and movable steps, non-metallic; goods of wood, cork, reed, cane,
wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother of pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all
these materials, or of plastics.
(540)

Ä (and logo)

(310)

-----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1446425
(320)

(750)

Suzhou Greenleaf Daily Commodity Co., Ltd.

(731)

No.198, Anyang Road, Xushuguan Town, Gaoxin District, Suzhou City Jiangsu Province, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

GUANGZHOU UTC INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CO., LTD.

31/10/2018

12/F, Building A4, Guangzhou Economic Development Zone, No.241 of Kexuedadao, Luogang District,
Guangzhou Guangdong Province
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(510)

(10) Feeding bottles; feeding bottle teats; feeding bottle valves; breast pumps; pacifiers for babies;
babies' bottles; babies' pacifiers [teats]; dummies [teats] for babies.

(540)

avancer (and logo)

(310)

-----------------------------------------MD/M/1/1446568
(320)

(750)

HeKou District Xianhe Old Wine Chateau

(731)

The East Gate, Aolun Water Factory, Xingkaihu Road, Xianhe Town, Hekou District, Dongying
Shandong, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Beijing Runwen Intellectual Property Attorney Co., Ltd.

31/10/2018

Floor 3, Unit 1, Bldg 4, Courtyard 6, Chama Street, Xicheng District 100055 Beijing
(510)

(33) Peppermint liqueurs; rice alcohol; baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; fruit extracts,
alcoholic; cocktails; wine; aperitifs; alcoholic essences.

(540)

XIANHELAOJIUPIN (and logo)

(310)

---------------------------------------MD/M/1/1446597
(320)

(750)

DONGYING HEBANG CHEMICAL CO., LTD.

(731)

THE NORTH OF GANGBEIYI ROAD, THE WEST OF DONGGANG ROAD, DONGYING PORT ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT ZONE, HEKOU DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(40) Incineration of waste and trash; decontamination of hazardous materials; sorting of waste and
recyclable material [transformation]; recycling of waste and trash; water treating; destruction of
waste and trash; production of energy.

25/12/2018

(540)
(310)

---------------------------------------MD/M/1/1446727
(320)

(750)

SHANDONG HONGXU CHEMICAL CO. LTD

(731)

ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE OF DONGYING PORT, DONGYING CITY
257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(1) Sulfuric acid; acetone; dimethyl sulfate; formic aldehyde for chemical purposes; ethyl alcohol;
methacrylic acid.

(540)

HongXu (and logo)

10/12/2018
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(310)

MD/M/1/1446770

(320)

10/12/2018

(750)

SHANDONG HONGXU CHEMICAL CO. LTD

(731)

ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE OF DONGYING PORT, DONGYING CITY
257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(1) Sulfuric acid; acetone; dimethyl sulfate; formic aldehyde for chemical purposes; ethyl alcohol;
methacrylic acid.

(540)
(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)
(510)
(540)

------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1446855
(320)
20/12/2018
Johnson & Johnson
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza New Brunswick NJ 08933, U.S.A.
Cara A. Boyle, Esq. Fross Zelnick Lehrman & Zissu, P.C.
4 Times Square, 17th Floor New York NY 10036
(30) Non-medicated breath freshening lozenges.
LISTERINE
-------------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1446874

(320)

10/12/2018

(750)

SHANDONG HONGXU CHEMICAL CO. LTD

(731)

ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE OF DONGYING PORT, DONGYING CITY
257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(1) Sulfuric acid; acetone; dimethyl sulfate; formic aldehyde for chemical purposes; ethyl alcohol;
methacrylic acid.

(540)
(310)

--------------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1446941
(320)
03/12/2018

(750)

ZHEJIANG ORIENT GENE BIOTECH CO.,LTD.

(731)

NO.3787, YANGGUANG ROAD EAST, DIPU STREETS, ANJI ZONE, HUZHOU CITY 313300 ZHEJIANG
PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

HangZhou Tianhao Intellectual Property Firm
Room 805, Jinsha Century Building, NO. 900, Jinsha Avenue, Economic and Technological Development
Zone, Hangzhou City Zhejiang Province
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(310)

MD/M/1/1447025

(320)

12/12/2018

(750)

Heineken Brouwerijen B.V.

(731)

Tweede Weteringplantsoen 21 NL-1017 ZD Amsterdam, The Netherlands

(740)

Chiever BV
Barbara Strozzilaan 201 NL-1083 HN Amsterdam

(510)

(32) Beers and non-alcoholic beers.

(540)

Heineken (and logo)

(510)

--------------------------------------------------------------(5) Biological preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for medical purposes; chemical
preparations for the diagnosis of pregnancy; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; disinfectants;
depuratives; pesticides; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; adhesive bands for medical purposes.

(540)

HEALGEN (and logo)

(310)

----------------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1446995
(320)
15/11/2018

(750)

DONGYING XINDA CREDIT EVALUATION CO., LTD.

(731)

ROOM 334, NO. 20 ECO-VALLEY, NO.38 HUANGHE ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000
SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(41) Arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; education information; vocational retraining;
correspondence courses; tutoring; academies [education]; vocational guidance [education or training
advice]; coaching [training]; educational services provided by schools; boarding school education.

(540)
---------------------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1447066

(320)

16/07/2018

(750)

TURKIYE MAARIF VAKFI

(731)

Ord. Prof. Dr. Fahrettin Kerim Gökay, Caddesi Erdem Sokak No: 5, Altunizade Usküdar ISTANBUL, Turkey

(740)

ISMAIL SAFI ISIK
iTower Bomonti, Merkez Mah. Akar Cad. No: 3 Kat: 27 Sisli Istanbul

(510)

(16) Paper and cardboard; goods made of paper or cardboard not otherwise classified by function or
purpose, for example, paper bags, cardboard bags, envelopes and containers for packaging; disposable
paper products, bibs, handkerchiefs and table linen of paper; goods made of plastic for packaging and
envelopment; printing blocks; printed matter; books, magazines, newspapers, invoices, vouchers, calendars,
photographs, tables, coupons, stamps; stationery and office requisites except furniture; paper sheets,
erasers, adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists;
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; office machines; paintbrushes., (38) Services
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which consist essentially of the diffusion of radio or television programs; telecommunications, including
the services providing Internet service; news agency services., (41) Services consisting of all forms of
education; services having the basic aim of the entertainment, amusement or recreation of people including
ticket agency services for cinema presentations, sports competitions, theatre presentations, museum
facilities, concerts; publication of texts, books, magazines ext; film production and services for production
of radio and television programs; news reporters' services and photographic reporting; photography
services; translation services. and (43) Services providing food and drink; temporary accommodation;
temporary accommodation reservations, rental of wedding ceremony rooms, rental of meeting rooms for
conference and other meetings; day-nursery services.
(540)

TURKISH MAARIF FOUNDATION (and logo)

-----------------------------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1447080

(320)

12/12/2018

(750)

Heineken Brouwerijen B.V.

(731)

Tweede Weteringplantsoen 21 Amsterdam NL-1017 ZD, The Netherlands

(740)

Chiever BV
Barbara Strozzilaan 201 NL-1083 HN Amsterdam

(510)

(32) Beers and non-alcoholic beers.

(540)

Heineken (and logo)

(310)

------------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1447107
(320)
12/12/2018

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way, MS169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014

(510)

(9) Computer software for creating and recording music; computer software for sound mixing and
synthesizing; computer software for digital audio production, processing, and editing; computer
software for control and customization of audio effects.

(540)

ENVERB
------------------------------------------------------
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(310)
(750)
(731)
(740)

(510)

(540)

MD/M/1/1447158
(320)
12/07/2018
GUANGZHOU SANHENG INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
No. 642, Xintang Avenue West, Xintang Town, Zengcheng District, Guangzhou City Guangdong
Province,Peoples Republic of China
GUANGDONG JUNMA IP AGENCY CO., LTD.
Rm. 1709-1712, Hangao Building, No. 1030 Fenghuang South Road, Wanzaisha, Xiangzhou District,
Zhuhai City Guangdong Province
(2) Food dyes; inkjet ink cartridge; anti-corrosive preparations; mastic [natural resin]; dyes; pigments;
laser printer toner cartridge; toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers; organic pigments; ink
cartridge for computer, printer, word processor., (9) Rulers [measuring instruments]; electric light
regulators; video recorders; computer peripheral devices; wires, electric; stabilized voltage supply;
punched card machines for offices; weighing apparatus and instruments; network router; false coin
detectors., (16) Paper; copying paper [stationery]; toilet paper; lithographic works of art; adhesives [glues]
for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials; brown paper cardboard; note books; plastic film
for wrapping; stapler; teaching materials [except apparatus]; drawing rulers; printing sets, portable [office
requisites]; geographical maps; stationery; ink; inking pads; writing instruments. and (17) Latex [rubber];
rings of rubber; rubber lagging; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of rubber or plastics;
soundproofing materials; bags [envelopes, pouches] of rubber, for packaging; foam glass for building;
flexible tubes, not of metal; insulating gloves; waterproof packings.
tianse (and logo)
------------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1447207

(320)

31/10/2018

(750)

Suzhou Greenleaf Daily Commodity Co., Ltd.

(731)

No.198, Anyang Road, Xushuguan Town, Gaoxin District, Suzhou City Jiangsu Province, Peoples Republic
of China

(740)

GUANGZHOU UTC INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CO., LTD.
12/F, Building A4, Guangzhou Economic Development Zone, No.241 of Kexuedadao, Luogang District,
Guangzhou Guangdong Province

(510)

(5) Food for babies; mineral food supplements; flaxseed dietary supplements; wheat germ dietary
supplements; protein dietary supplements; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; nutritional
supplements; lecithin dietary supplements; diabetic bread adapted for medical use; royal jelly dietary
supplements.

(540)

Nilrich (and logo)

(310)

--------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1447208
(320)

(750)

Suzhou Greenleaf Daily Commodity Co., Ltd.

(731)

No.198, Anyang Road, Xushuguan Town, Gaoxin District, Suzhou City Jiangsu Province, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

GUANGZHOU UTC INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CO., LTD.
12/F, Building A4, Guangzhou Economic Development Zone, No.241 of Kexuedadao, Luogang
District, Guangzhou Guangdong Province

31/10/2018
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(510)

(3) Cakes of toilet soap; hair conditioners; bath lotion; cosmetics; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes;
dentifrices; degreasing preparations; toilet bowl detergents; laundry preparations; shampoos.

(540)

kardli (and logo)

(310)

------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1447326
(320)

(750)

Xi'an Muyi Household Products Co., Ltd.

(731)

Room B1702-B1706, No. 9 Harbour Road, Xi'an International Port Area, Xi'an Shaanxi Province, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

Chofn Intellectual Property

31/10/2018

B316 Guangyi Plaza, 5 Guangyi Str., Xicheng 100053 Beijing
(510)

(35) Personnel management consultancy; relocation services for businesses; business management
consultancy; sponsorship search; marketing research; advertising; publicity; sales promotion for others;
drawing up of statements of accounts; systemization of information into computer databases.

(540)
(310)

------------------------------------MD/M/1/1447381
(320)

(750)

Mohamad Majed Alalaham

(731)

Calle platero Suárez, número 11, planta 4, puerto 15 E-46009 Valancia, Spain

(740)

Mohamad Majed Alalaham

12/08/2018

Calle platero Suárez, número 11, planta 4, puerto 15 E-46009 Valancia
(510)

(9) Downloadable children's educational software; downloadable educational software featuring
instruction in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education;
downloadable educational software featuring teaching assistance and curriculum development for
various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels for use by,
mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting students; downloadable children's educational
software for mobile devices; downloadable educational software for mobile devices featuring instruction in
various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable
educational software for mobile devices featuring teaching assistance and curriculum development for
various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels for use by
mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting students; prerecorded electronic media
featuring instruction in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher
education; downloadable podcasts in various disciplines at the middle school, high school and higher
education; downloadable electronic books, namely, educational workbooks for students, educators,
parents, mentors, tutors, and others involved in assisting students featuring various disciplines at the
elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels; downloadable electronic textbooks
featuring various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education
downloadable electronic textbooks featuring teaching assistance and curriculum development for various
disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education subjects for use by
parents, mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting
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students; downloadable electronic course materials featuring various disciplines at the elementary,
middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable electronic course materials featuring
teaching assistance and curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle school,
high school, and higher education levels for use by parents, mentors, tutors, instructors and others
involved in assisting students; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of educational
assessment materials for use by teachers, administrators, parents, and others in evaluating student
performance, assessing cognitive and academic achievement, and preparing test materials for students
from early learning through secondary school; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of
educational assessment materials for use by students, namely, practice test questions in various disciplines
at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable electronic publications
in the nature of test preparation course materials in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school,
high school and higher education; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of assessment
materials for use in assessing teachers and administrators in elementary through secondary educational
levels; downloadable electronic books and publications in connection with fiction and non- fiction, howto, and reference books for use by adults offered in the trade markets prerecorded electronic media
featuring business and finance, computer and internet technology, and other technical subject matter;
downloadable electronic reference books in the field of business and finance, graphics and web design,
networking, business processes, information security, software development and management, web
development, and computer and internet technology; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and
relationship advice and guidance; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with qualification advanced
training, personal qualification, vocational qualification, audio-visual communication technologies, online
conferences, video conferencing systems and online lectures., (16) Study guides, textbooks, trade books
and supplemental materials, tests, practice tests, workbooks and instructional and teaching materials in
connection with classes from early learning through post-graduate levels; non-fiction trade and reference
books for adults and children; fiction books for adults and children; newspapers; computer program
manuals for use in business, home computing and computer training; none of the aforesaid relating to
religion and relationship advice and guidance; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with qualification
advanced training, personal qualification, vocational qualification, audio-visual communication
technologies, online conferences, video conferencing systems and online lectures., (35) Registration for
others in interactive online courses of instruction at the undergraduate and post- graduate levels
via a global computer information network; providing career placement, job readiness and career
information services by means of an interactive website; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and
relationship advice and guidance., (38) Online audio and video streaming of educational content; providing
online chat rooms, online discussion services, online forums and electronic bulletin boards for transmission
of messages and content among computer users concerning education, providing online facilities enabling
real time interaction with other computer users in connection with classes from the elementary through
post-secondary levels; providing online bulletin boards in connection with classes offered from the
elementary through post-secondary levels; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and relationship advice
and guidance., (41) Publishing services, namely, publication of books, electronic books, course materials,
tests, testing sheets, practice tests, standardized tests and scoring, and customized publications; testing
services, namely, administering and scoring of standardized educational and psychological tests and
professional certifications; online educational services in connection with classes from the elementary
through the post-secondary levels; providing online tutoring featuring instruction at the elementary,
middle school, high school, and higher education levels; online educational services provided to
educational institutions and school districts in the fields of assessment and improvement of student
learning, instructor training, curriculum development, course management, and distribution of printed and
electronic materials in connection therewith; development and dissemination
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of educational materials of others via global computer information network in connection with classes
offered from the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels, namely, digital
textbooks, instructors manuals, supplementary reading materials, instructional materials in the nature of
self-assessment and study tools for students, homework assignments, course assessment and course
management materials; online non-downloadable video games; online non-downloadable newspapers
in the field of current affairs, business and finance; providing seminars in the field of teacher training,
professional development, computer and technical training, and business and finance; educational
services, namely, providing interactive educational instructional information and quizzes for children via
a website; information services, namely, providing information to the public in the field of education by
means of a world wide computer network and printed publications; educational services, namely,
providing interactive online courses of instruction at the undergraduate and post-graduate levels via a
global computer information network, distance learning at the primary, secondary, undergraduate,
graduate, and corporate education levels, and providing a webliography of educational materials available
over a global computer information network; education services, namely, providing training in the design,
building, instruction and management of educational course work, and educational workshops offered
over a global computer information network, conducting seminars and workshops on issues related to
global computer information network based technologies in education; information in the field of
elementary education through post-secondary educational curriculums provided online from a computer
database; providing educational information featuring course materials, practice tests, course
assignments, textbooks and supplemental materials, and student notes in connection with classes in the
elementary school through post-secondary level provided online from a computer database; none of the
aforesaid relating to religion and relationship advice and guidance; none of the aforesaid services in
connection with qualification advanced training, personal qualification, vocational qualification, audiovisual communication technologies, online conferences, video conferencing systems and online lectures.,
(42) Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software and applications for educational institutions
and school districts in the fields of assessment and improvement of student learning, instructor training,
curriculum development and management; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software
featuring practice exam questions and other tutorial materials in connection with classes from the early
learning through post-graduate levels; student information systems, namely, online non- downloadable
software for the collection, compilation, storage and analysis of data pertaining to school administration,
student performance, teacher development and all aspects of educational administration in the early
learning through post-graduate levels; application service provider (ASP) featuring software for accessing
non-downloadable publications, audio, video, text and graphics; computer services, namely, designing and
implementing interactive network web pages for others for the transfer and dissemination of information
via a global computer information network; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and relationship
advice and guidance. and (45) On-line synchronous and asynchronous social networking services for
students and instructors; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and relationship advice and guidance.
(540)

ALPHA PUBLISHING

(310)

---------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1447405
(320)
29/11/2018

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
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One Apple Park Way, MS 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014
(510)

(9) Computer software used in developing other software applications; application development
software.

(540)

ML (and logo)

(310)

------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1447999
(320)

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way, MS 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014

(510)

(9) Computer software for creating and recording music; computer software for sound mixing and
synthesizing; computer software for digital audio production, processing, and editing; computer
software for control and customization of audio effects.

(540)

SILVERVERB

(310)

---------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1448110
(320)
19/10/2018

(750)

DONGYING QINGHUA TRADING CO., LTD.

(731)

WUGANQIAO NAN, XISI ROAD, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of
China

(740)

BEIJING RUNWEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ATTORNEY CO., LTD.
ROOM 304, UNIT 1, BLDG 4, COURTYARD 6, CHAMA STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING

(510)

(11) Air cooling apparatus; filters for air conditioning; air-conditioning installations; air conditioners
for vehicles; evaporators for air-conditioning apparatus.

(540)

WECOOLEST (and logo)

(310)

---------------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1448132
(320)
20/10/2018

(750)

WEIFANG HUADONG RUBBER CO.,LTD.

(731)

LIUJIAHETOU VILLAGE, TAITOU TOWN, SHOUGUANG CITY, WEIFANG CITY 262700 SHANDONG PROVINCE,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

WEIFANG CHENGXIN TRADEMARK OFFICE.
67, MINSHENGDONG ROAD, KUIWEN DISTRICT, WEIFANG SHANDONG PROVICE

(510)

(12) Tires for vehicle wheels; solid tires for vehicle wheels; automobile tires; inner tubes for pneumatic
tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; spikes for tires; pneumatic tires; casings for pneumatic tires [tyres];
adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; inner tubes for bicycle tires.

(540)

ROCKBLADE (and logo)

12/12/2018

-------------------------------------------------104

(310)

MD/M/1/1448252

(320)

19/12/2018

(750)

Acino Pharma AG

(731)

Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg, Switzerland

(740)

Acino Pharma AG
Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg

(510)

(5) Pharmaceutical products.

(540)

Velogir

(310)

-----------------------------------------------------19/12/2018
MD/M/1/1448254
(320)

(750)

Acino Pharma AG

(731)

Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg, Switzerland

(740)

Acino Pharma AG
Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg

(510)

(5) Pharmaceutical products.

(540)

Hypretive

(310)

---------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1448257
(320)
19/12/2018

(750)

Acino Pharma AG

(731)

Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg, Switzerland

(740)

Acino Pharma AG
Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg

(510)

(5) Pharmaceutical products.

(540)

Upozan

(310)

------------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1448264
(320)
19/12/2018

(750)

Acino Pharma AG

(731)

Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg, Switzerland

(740)

Acino Pharma AG
Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg

(510)

(5) Pharmaceutical products.

(540)

Ortacta
------------------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1448267

(320)

(750)

Acino Pharma AG

(731)

Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg, Switzerland

(740)

Acino Pharma AG

19/12/2018

Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg
(510)

(5) Pharmaceutical products.

(540)

Pulsafy

(310)

---------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1448283
(320)

(750)

Acino Pharma AG

(731)

Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg, Switzerland

(740)

Acino Pharma AG

19/12/2018

Birsweg 2 CH-4253 Liesberg
(510)

(5) Pharmaceutical products.

(540)

Adjunex
--------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1448284

(320)

09/10/2018

(750)

Patrick Schur

(731)

Eggmattweg 7 CH-4312 Magden, Switzerland

(740)

Patrick Schur
Eggmattweg 7 CH-4312 Magden

(510)

(9) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling,
checking (supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity;
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media,
sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers;
software; fire extinguishers., (35) Advertising; commercial business management; commercial
administration; office functions., (36) Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate
affairs., (38) Telecommunications., (39) Transport; packaging and storage of merchandise; travel
organization., (41) Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities., (42) Scientific and
technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis and
research services; design and development of computers and software., (44) Medical services; veterinary
services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry
services. and (45) Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; detective
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agency services; baby sitting; escorting in society (chaperoning), mediation; marriage agency services,
dating services; horoscope casting; undertaking services, crematorium services, organization of religious
meetings; clothing rental.
(540)
(310)

------------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1448401
(320)
28/11/2018

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.
11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST,
DONGCHENG DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING

(510)

(9) Smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile phones; couplers (data
processing equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video screens; network
communication equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries);
tablet computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus;
camcorders; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); modems; portable
media players; cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers; downloadable mobile phone software
applications; recorded computer programs.

(540)

HONOR 20A

(310)

------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1448406
(320)

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.
11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST,
DONGCHENG DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING

(510)

(9) Smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile phones; couplers (data
processing equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video screens; network
communication equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries);
tablet computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus;
camcorders; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); modems; portable
media players; cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers; downloadable mobile phone
software applications; recorded computer programs.

(540)

HONOR 50C

28/11/2018

----------------------------------------107

(310)

MD/M/1/1448461

(320)

21/11/2018

(750)

Shenzhen Aifengchengpin Trading Co., Ltd

(731)

1006, Block A Qunxing Square, HuaqiangNorth Road, Huaqiang North Street, Futian Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

Shenzhen YaYi Intellectual Property Agency Co., Ltd.
1331-1332, Weidonglong Technology Mansion, Longhua Str., Longhua New District, Shenzhen
Guangdong

(510)

(9) Computers; time recording apparatus; weighing machines; telephone apparatus; telephone covers;
loudspeakers; photographic cameras; electric accumulators; cables, electric; integrated circuits; electric
switches; fire extinguishers; protection devices for personal use against accidents; annunciators;
spectacles; intercoms; covers for smartphones; wireless headsets for smartphones; cabinets for
loudspeakers; battery chargers; batteries, electric; solar cells; earphones; electrical power supplies; cases
for smartphones; cell phone straps; electric connectors; electronic pens [visual display units]; blank USB
flash drives; memory cards for video game machines; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic;
chargers for electronic cigarettes.

(540)

VIDVIE (and logo)

(310)

-----------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1448583
(320)
29/11/2018

(750)

SAKURA BLOSSOM LIMITED

(731)

First FlOOR, BLOCK ONE, QUAYSIDE BUSINESS PARK, DUNDALK CO LOUTH A91 DP8R, Ireland

(740)

Wilson Gunn
Charles House, 148 Great Charles Street Birmingham B3 3HT

(510)

(9) Computer software; game software; gaming software; betting software; gambling software; computer
games; computer games programmes. and (41) Provision of internet games; gaming services; gambling
services; betting services; online gaming services; online gambling services; online betting services; online
slot machine games; slot machine games provided through mobile software.

(540)

WELLBET

(310)

-------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1448858
(320)

(750)

AUX GROUP CO., LTD.

(731)

Mingzhou Industrial Park, Jiangshan Town, Yinzhou District, Ningbo Zhejiang, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Chofn Intellectual Property
B316 Guangyi Plaza, 5 Guangyi Str., Xicheng 100053 Beijing

(510)

(9) Protection devices for personal use against accidents; face recognition device; voltmeters; facsimile
machines; signal lanterns; optical apparatus and instruments; light conducting filaments [optical fibers
[fibres]]; dynamometers; animated cartoons; semi-conductors; transformers [electricity]; dictating
machines; computer software applications, downloadable; charging device for rechargeable equipment;

07/09/2018
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ammeters; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; inductors [electricity]; complete sets of electrical
calibration device; cell phones; camcorders; data processing apparatus; electric apparatus for
commutation; ohmmeters; surveying apparatus and instruments; fire-extinguishing apparatus; cameras
[photography]; charging stations for electric vehicles; connectors [electricity]; theft prevention
installations, electric; watt-hour meter; switches, electric; electrified fences; batteries, electric; battery
chargers; galvanometers; measuring devices, electric; electrical adapters; wires, electric; electrolysers;
resistances, electric; eye glasses; ticket dispensers; time switches, automatic; automatic measuring
instruments; accumulator boxes; weighing apparatus and instruments; pedometers; remote control
apparatus; lightning rods; apparatus to check franking; distribution boxes [electricity]; measures;
integrated circuits; counterfeit coin detectors; explosion-proof power distributing device for high voltage;
plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; video monitors. and (35) Provision of an on-line
marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; search engine optimization for sales promotion;
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; personnel management consultancy;
relocation services for businesses; business auditing; business management and organization consultancy;
sponsorship search; marketing; publicity; sales promotion for others; commercial administration of the
licensing of the goods and services of others; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising
purposes; import-export agencies; providing business information via a web site.
(540)

AUX (and logo)

(310)

----------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1448862
(320)
12/12/2018

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way, MS 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014

(510)

(9) Computer software used in developing other software applications; application development
software.

(540)
(310)

--------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1448968
(320)

(750)

Promasidor IP Holdings Limited

(731)

Ebene Junction, Rue de la Démocratie Ebéne, Mauritius

(740)

Marius SCHNEIDER attorney-at-law
Avenue Louise 250 B-1050 Brussels

(510)

(29) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; milk, condensed milk
and milk powder; flavoured milk, flavoured condensed milk and flavoured milk powder; milk and milk
products enriched with vitamins and/or minerals; stock including stock cubes, pastes and granules;
bouillon; bouillon concentrates and preparations for making bouillon including paste bouillons and
granulated bouillons; broth and broth concentrates; soups and preparations for making soups, instant,
de-hydrated and frozen soups; preparations for making ragouts and stews; extracts of vegetables for

06/09/2018
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cooking; purees including tomato puree, pastes including tomato paste and herb pastes; pickles;
vegetable-based snack meals and instant snack foods; meat-based snack meals and instant snack foods;
ready-to-cook foods consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; cooked and preserved food
products consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; chilled and frozen ready meals consisting
primarily of meat and vegetable; ready-cooked meals and instant meals based on meat, fish, poultry or
vegetables; processed legumes, snack foods based on legumes., (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice,
tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery,
edible ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice
for refreshment; salts, seasonings, flavourings and condiments; flavourings and seasoning including
flavourings and seasonings made from fish, vegetables, lobsters, meat, pickles, poultry and/or shrimps
including those in de-hydrated powder and paste formats; marinades containing herbs, seasonings and/or
spices; alimentary seasoning; aromatic preparations for food; blends of herbs, seasonings and spices;
condiments, included in powder form; culinary herbs; curry mixes and powder, dry seasonings and dry
condiments; edible spices; sauces including those in frozen, wet and dry formats; gravy mix; cereal-based
snack meals and instant snack foods; rice-based snack meals and instant snack foods; ready-to-use
seasoning mixes for the preparation of dishes and sauces; ready-to-use spice mixes for the preparation of
dishes and sauces; ready-to-cook foods consisting primarily of cereals, pasta or rice; dried, cooked and
preserved food products consisting primarily of cereals, pasta or rice; ready- cooked meals and instant
meals based on grains or noodles; dressings for salad and sauces (condiments). and (32) Beers; mineral and
aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other
preparations for making beverages; flavoured fruit drinks in the form of liquid or powder; energy drinks and
isotonic beverages.
(540)

BAILIE GOLD (and logo)

(310)

--------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449051
(320)

(750)

WEIFANG HUADONG RUBBER CO.,LTD

(731)

LIUJIAHETOU VILLAGE, TAITOU TOWN, SHOUGUANG CITY, WEIFANG CITY SHANDONG PROVINCE,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

WEIFANG CHENGXIN TRADEMARK OFFICE

03/12/2018

67, MINSHENGDONG ROAD, KUIWEN DISTRICT, WEIFANG SHANDONG PROVICE
(510)

(12) Tires for vehicle wheels; solid tires for vehicle wheels; automobile tires; inner tubes for pneumatic
tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; spikes for tires; pneumatic tires; casings for pneumatic tires [tyres];
adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; inner tubes for bicycle tires.

(540)

SAILWIN (and logo)

(310)

-------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449091
(320)

(750)

HE BEI CHENG DE LOLO COMPANY LIMITED

(731)

No. 8 West High-Technology Industrial Development Zone, Chengde Hebei, Peoples Republic of China

04/09/2018
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(740)

CCPIT PATENT AND TRADEMARK LAW OFFICE
10/F, Ocean Plaza, 158 Fuxingmennei Street 100031 Beijing

(510)

(29) Prepared nuts; milk substitutes; almond milk; milk; milk beverages, milk predominating; soups; eggs;
tofu; walnut milk-based beverages; coconut milk-based beverages; soybean milk; yogurt; ham; fruit jellies;
processed edible seaweed; almond milk-based beverages; peanut milk-based beverages; fish-based
foodstuffs; tinned fruits; ground almonds; edible fats. and (32) Almond-based beverages, other than milk
substitutes; walnut-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; peanut-based beverages, other than milk
substitutes; non-alcoholic beverages; water beverages; mineral water beverages; vegetable drinks; legumebased beverages; beer; preparations for making beverages.

(540)
(310)

-------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449105
(320)

(750)

Emway Singapore Pte Ltd

(731)

7 Penjuru Close, #03-00 Soon Hock Holding Logistics Bldg. Singapore 608779, Singapore

(740)

ALPHA & OMEGA LAW CORPORATION

09/11/2018

100 Beach Road, #24-08 Shaw Towers Singapore 189702
(510)

(28) Action figures (toys or playthings); action toys; air pistols (toys); articles of clothing for toys; balloons
(toys); bath toys; battery operated toys; bouncing toys; building blocks (toys); building bricks (toys); caps
(percussive) for toy pistols; caps for pistols (toys); children's ride-on toy vehicles; children's toy bicycles
(other than for transport); children's toys; clothing for toy figures; construction toys; cosaques (toy
fireworks); craft toys sold complete; craft toys sold in kit form; cuddly toys; detonating caps (toys); drawing
toys; educational toys; electric train sets (toys); electronic activity toys; electronic activity toys incorporating
a talking mechanism; electronic remote controlled toy vehicles; electronic remote controlled toys; electronic
sound controlled toy motor cars; electronic toys; electronically operated toy vehicles; equipment for
making soap bubbles (toys); fighting machines being toys; figurines being toys; fluffy toys; flying discs (toys);
games incorporating toy cars; imitation bones being toys for dogs; imitation cosmetic preparations being
toys; inflatable pool toys; inflatable toys; interlocking toy construction pieces; kits of parts (sold complete)
for constructing miniatures (toys); kits of parts (sold complete) for constructing toy models; kits of parts
(sold complete) for constructing toys; kits of parts (sold complete) for making toy model cars; kits of parts
(sold complete) for making toy models; kits of parts (sold complete) for the assembly of toys; kits of parts (sold
complete) for the construction of toys; metal toys; miniature car models (toys or playthings); miniature
vehicles being toys; mobiles (toys); model aeroplanes (toys or playthings); model aeroplanes (toys or
playthings) being capable of flight; model aeroplanes (toys or playthings) having a motor and flown by
remote control; model animals (toys or playthings); model cars (toys or playthings); model cars (toys or
playthings) for sale in kit form; model cars (toys or playthings) having a motor and driven by remote control;
model figures (toys or playthings); model figures (toys or playthings) for sale in kit form; model figures (toys
or playthings) for use in playing war games; model live steam locomotives (toys or playthings); model toys;
model vehicles (toys or playthings); model vehicles (toys or playthings) incorporating a motor; models (toys
or playthings); models (toys or playthings) incorporating a motor; models being toys; motor driven plush
toys; motor driven stuffed toys; motor driven toy animals; motor driven toy cans; motor driven toy dolls;
motor driven toy flowers; motor driven toy plants; motor driven toys which react to sound by moving;
motorised ride-on toy vehicles; musical
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toys; non-motorised toys for riding; paper models (toys); paper toys; pedal-propelled wheeled toys;
percussion caps (toys); pinball games machines (toys); plastic models being toys; plastic scale models (toys
or playthings) sold in kit form; plastic toys; plastic toys for use in the bath; plug-in bricks (toys); plush figures
(toys); plush stuffed toys; plush toys; punching toys; radio-controlled toy vehicles; remote control toys;
remote controlled flying toys; remote controlled toys in the form of vehicles; ride-on toy vehicles; ride-on
toys; rockets being toy models; rocking toys; rubber toys; scale model cars (toys); scale model kits (toys);
scale models (toys or playthings) incorporating a motor; scale models (toys); scooters (toys); shovels (toys or
playthings); soap bubbles (toys); soft toys; soft toys in the form of animals; soft toys in the form of bears;
soft toys in the form of birds; soft toys in the form of elks; spinning tops (toys); spinning toys; stuffed
animals (toys); stuffed plush toys; stuffed toy animals; stuffed toy figurines; stuffed toys; tactile educational
toys (playthings); toy action figures; toy aeroplane launching devices; toy aeroplanes; toy air vehicles; toy
animals; toy automobiles; toy balloons; toy banks; toy bears; toy bicycles; toy binoculars; toy birds; toy
blocks; toy buckets; toy building block sets; toy building blocks; toy building bricks; toy building components;
toy buildings; toy cable railways; toy cameras (not capable of taking a photograph); toy camping apparatus;
toy car games; toy car tracks; toy card games; toy cars; toy castles; toy cats; toy computers (not working);
toy construction sets; toy cosmetics (not usable); toy dogs; toy dolls; toy exercise apparatus; toy figures; toy
fingernails; toy fingerprinting kits; toy fish; toy flowers; toy flying saucers; toy food; toy furniture; toy
garages; toy guitars; toy gun holsters; toy guns; toy hand tools; toy horns; toy household apparatus; toy
houses; toy human characters; toy intruder alert devices; toy jewellery; toy listening devices; toy masks;
toy microphones; toy military machines and toy figures; toy miniature model boats; toy model kits; toy
model vehicles; toy modelling dough; toy models; toy musical boxes; toy ninja weapons; toy periscopes;
toy petrol supply apparatus; toy pistols; toy plants; toy playground apparatus; toy playsets; toy prams; toy
printing sets; toy pushchairs; toy racing sets; toy scooters; toy sporting apparatus; toy sticks; toy
supermarket checkout apparatus; toy tableware; toy telephones (not functioning); toy tents; toy tool sets;
toy tools; toy torches (not working); toy traffic control apparatus; toy trains; toy tricycles (playthings); toy
trucks; toy trumpets; toy vanity cases; toy vehicles; toy walkie-talkies (not functioning); toy weapons; toy
wheelbarrows; toy whistles; toys; toys adapted for educational purposes; toys being clockwork; toys
being for sale in kit form; toys for babies; toys for babies when teething; toys for birds; toys for cats; toys
for dogs; toys for domestic pets; toys for infants; toys for pet animals; toys for use in prams; toys in the
form of binoculars; toys in the form of buses; toys in the form of cameras (not capable of taking a
photograph); toys in the form of drawing apparatus for children; toys in the form of microscopes; toys in
the form of ponies; toys in the form of pressurized aerosol containers; toys in the form of puzzles; toys in
the form of rings; toys in the form of spectacles; toys in the form of spider-like creatures; toys in the form
of teddy bears; toys in the form of telescopes; toys in the form of typewriters; toys in the nature of imitation
foodstuffs; toys incorporating money boxes; toys made of metal; toys made of paper; toys made of plastics;
toys made of plush; toys made of rubber; toys made of wood; toys relating to magic; toys sold in kit form;
transportable toys; water toys (other than swimming aids); wheels for toy vehicles; whistles (toys); whistling
toys; wooden toy building blocks; wooden toys; xylophones being musical toys.
(540)

emco (and logo)
------------------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1449120

(320)

20/11/2018

(750)

Pernod Ricard India Private Limited

(731)

5th floor, D-3, District Centre, Saket New Delhi 110017, India

(740)

PERNOD RICARD - Group Intellectual Property Hub (GIPH) - EM Team
12, place des Etats-Unis F-75016 Paris

(510)

(33) Spirits and liqueurs.

(540)

IMPERIAL BLUE (and logo)

(310)

-------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449150
(320)

(750)

WERFENLIFE S.A.

(731)

Plaça d'Europa, 21-23 E-08908 L'HOSPITALET DE LLOBREGAT, Spain

(740)

CURELL SUÑOL S.L.P.
Via Augusta, 21 E-08006 Barcelona

(510)

(5) Diagnostic reagents for medical or veterinary use; immunoassay reagents for medical or veterinary
use; medical reagents for clinical use; reagents for clinical analysis for medical or veterinary use; reagents
for microbiological analysis for medical or veterinary use; reagents for use in analyzers for medical or
veterinary purposes; reagents for in-vitro use in laboratories for medical or veterinary purposes; chemical
reagents for testing for medical or veterinary use., (10) Medical apparatus and instruments for analysis in
laboratories and clinical diagnosis of human diseases. and (35) Procurement services for third parties, sale
services and import-export services for: in-vitro diagnosis and analysis products, apparatus and
instruments, diagnostic kits comprising receivers for samples and reagents for testing selected bacteria,
equipment for biomolecular tagging consisting of reagents for use in scientific research, mixtures of
chemical reagents in kit form, other than those for medical or veterinary use, mixtures of chemical
reagents, not for medical or veterinary use, testing reagents for scientific use, monoclonal antibody
reagents for medical use, diagnostic reagents, other than for use in medical laboratories, diagnostic
reagents for scientific or research use, assay reagents, other than those for medical use, assay reagents for
industrial use, immunoassay reagents, other than those for medical use, laboratory reagents for scientific
use, reagents for microbiological analysis not for medical or veterinary use, reagents for chemical
analysis, reagents for research, reagents for medical research, reagents for use in immunoserology,
reagents for use in scientific apparatus for chemical or biological analysis, reagents for use with analyzers,
other than for medical or veterinary use, diagnostic reagents for medical or veterinary use, immunoassay
reagents for medical or veterinary use, medical reagents for clinical use, reagents for clinical analysis for
medical or veterinary use, reagents for microbiological analysis for medical or veterinary use, reagents
for use in analyzers for medical or veterinary use, reagents for in- vitro use in laboratories for medical or
veterinary use, chemical reagents for testing for medical or veterinary use, computer applications and
computer programs intended for laboratory information systems, data management for specific
clinical applications, comprehensive solutions for communication, clinical diagnosis and patient-focused
systems, such as management of therapies, chronic disorders and telemedicine, medico-surgical products
for use in the hospital sector, scientific, analytical and laboratory instruments.
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(540)

WERFEN (and logo)

(310)

---------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449519
(320)
28/11/2018

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.
11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST,
DONGCHENG DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING

(510)

(9) Smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile phones; couplers
(data processing equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video screens;
network communication equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable
batteries); tablet computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound transmitting
apparatus; camcorders; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); modems;
portable media players; cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers; downloadable mobile
phone software applications; recorded computer programs.

(540)

HONOR 30A

(310)

--------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449520
(320)

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.
11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST,
DONGCHENG DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING

(510)

(9) Smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile phones; couplers (data
processing equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video screens; network
communication equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries);
tablet computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus;
camcorders; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); modems; portable
media players; cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers; downloadable mobile phone
software applications; recorded computer programs.

(540)

HONOR 30C

28/11/2018

--------------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1449521

(320)

28/11/2018

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.
11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST, DONGCHENG
DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING

(510)

(9) Smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile phones; couplers (data
processing equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video screens; network
communication equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries);
tablet computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus;
camcorders; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); modems; portable
media players; cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers; downloadable mobile phone software
applications; recorded computer programs.

(540)

HONOR 40X

(310)

----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449522
(320)

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.

28/11/2018

11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST,
DONGCHENG DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING
(510)

(9) Smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones;
cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile phones;
couplers (data processing equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video
screens; network communication equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source
(rechargeable batteries); tablet computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound
transmitting apparatus; camcorders; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer
peripheral); modems; portable media players; cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers;
downloadable mobile phone software applications; recorded computer programs.

(540)

HONOR 50A
---------------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1449523

(320)

28/11/2018

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.
11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST,
DONGCHENG DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING

(510)

(9) Downloadable mobile phone software applications; recorded computer programs; covers for
smartphones; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile
phones; smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; couplers (data processing
equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video screens; network communication
equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries); tablet
computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; camcorders; cell
phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); modems; portable media players;
cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers.

(540)

HONOR 40C

(310)

--------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449524
(320)

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China
NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.

(740)

28/11/2018

11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST,
DONGCHENG DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING
(510)

(9) Smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile phones; couplers (data
processing equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video screens; network
communication equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries);
tablet computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus;
camcorders; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); modems; portable
media players; cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers; downloadable mobile phone
software applications; recorded computer programs.

(540)

HONOR 20X

(310)

--------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449525
(320)

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China

28/11/2018
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(740)

NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.
11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST, DONGCHENG
DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING

(510)

(9) Smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile phones; couplers (data
processing equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video screens; network
communication equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries);
tablet computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus;
camcorders; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); modems; portable
media players; cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers; downloadable mobile phone software
applications; recorded computer programs.

(540)

HONOR 50X

(310)

----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449526
(320)

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China
NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.
11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST, DONGCHENG
DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING

(740)

28/11/2018

(510)

(9) Smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile phones; couplers (data
processing equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video screens; network
communication equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries);
tablet computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus;
camcorders; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); modems; portable
media players; cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers; downloadable mobile phone software
applications; recorded computer programs.

(540)

HONOR 20C

(310)

--------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449527
(320)

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.
11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST,
DONGCHENG DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING

(510)

(9) Smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile phones; couplers
(data processing equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video screens;
network communication equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source

28/11/2018
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(rechargeable batteries); tablet computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound
transmitting apparatus; camcorders; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer
peripheral); modems; portable media players; cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers;
downloadable mobile phone software applications; recorded computer programs.
(540)

HONOR 40A

(310)

--------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449529
(320)

(750)

SHAANXI HEAVY-DUTY AUTOMOBILE CO., LTD.

(731)

Jingwei Industrial Park, Xi'An Economic and Technological Development Zone 710200 Xi'An, Shaanxi,
Peoples Republic of China
CHINA TRADEMARK & PATENT LAW OFFICE CO., LTD
14, Yuetan Nanjie, Xichengqu, Yuexin Bld. 100045 Beijing

(740)

26/07/2018

(510)

(4) Wheel anti-slippery plaster; dust removing preparations; electrical energy; industrial oil; motor fuel;
petrol; fuel; lubricating oil; illuminating wax; petroleum, raw or refined., (7) Washing installation for
vehicle; vehicle bearing; dynamotor; hoists; automobile motor piston; automobile motor spark plug;
automobile motor camshaft; maintenance machines for vehicle; automobile oil pump; road building
machines., (9) Vehicle breakdown warning triangles; vehicle navigation instrument [with car computer];
vehicle radio; vehicle battery; wires, electric; anti-theft warning apparatus; computers; fire engines. and
(42) Conversion of data and documents from physical to electronic media; vehicle roadworthiness testing;
geological surveys; industrial design; chemical analysis; technical project studies; computer software
design; construction engineering services [technical project studies in the field of construction]; hosting
computer sites [web sites]; quality testing.

(540)

SHACMAN (and logo)

(310)

-----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449538
(320)
20/12/2018

(750)

FERRERO INTERNATIONAL S.A.

(731)

Findel Business Center, Complexe B, Rue de Trèves L-2632 Findel, Luxembourg

(740)

MSA IP, Milojevic, Sekulic and Associates
C/ Valle de Laciana, 65 E-28034 Madrid

(510)

(30) Pastry and confectionery; biscuits; cakes; chocolate and chocolate-based products; cereal-based
snacks; edible ices.

(540)

RAISINETS
--------------------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1449540

(320)

28/11/2018

(750)

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

(731)

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples
Republic of China
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(740)

NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.
11TH FLOOR, TOWER C, BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST,
DONGCHENG DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING

(510)

(9) Smartphones; smartglasses; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile phones; couplers (data
processing equipment); cabinets for loudspeakers; audio and video receivers; video screens; network
communication equipment; mobile telephones; batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries);
tablet computers; headphones; earphones; television apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus;
camcorders; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); modems; portable
media players; cameras (photography); pedometers; loudspeakers; downloadable mobile phone
software applications; recorded computer programs.

(540)

HONOR 30X

(310)

-----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449549
(320)

(750)

SHANDONG JIEJINGDIANCHE NEW ENERGY TECHNOLOGY CO.LTD.

(731)

BLOCK 1, NO.10689 TAIXIANG STREET, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, WEIFANG CITY 261057
SHANDONG PROVINCE, Peoples Republic of China

(740)

WEIFANG CHENGXIN TRADEMARK OFFICE.
67, MINSHENGDONG ROAD, KUIWEN DISTRICT, WEIFANG SHANDONG PROVICE

(510)

(12) Caravans; electric vehicles; rickshaws; dining cars; trailers [vehicles]; motor homes; motor tricycle;
vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; dining carriages; camping car. and (35) Advertising;
advertising agency services; systemization of information into computer databases; rental of vending
machines; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; sales promotion for
others; personnel management consultancy; business management and organization consultancy;
marketing; book-keeping.

(540)

JEKEEN (and logo)

(310)

------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449613
(320)

(750)

FERRERO INTERNATIONAL S.A.

(731)

Findel Business Center, Complexe B, Rue de Trèves L-2632 Findel, Luxembourg

(740)

MSA IP, Milojevic, Sekulic and Associates

13/12/2018

20/12/2018

C/ Valle de Laciana, 65 E-28034 Madrid
(510)
(540)

(30) Pastry and confectionery; biscuits; cakes; chocolate and chocolate-based products; cereal-based snacks;
edible ices; all the aforementioned goods containing peanut butter.
BUTTERFINGER
----------------------------------------------
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(310)

MD/M/1/1449767

(320)

20/12/2018

(750)

FERRERO INTERNATIONAL S.A.

(731)

Findel Business Center, Complexe B, Rue de Trèves L-2632 Findel, Luxembourg

(740)

MSA IP, Milojevic, Sekulic and Associates
C/ Valle de Laciana, 65 E-28034 Madrid

(510)

(30) Pastry and confectionery; biscuits; cakes; chocolate and chocolate-based products; cerealbased snacks; edible ices.

(540)

BABY RUTH

(310)

------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449799
(320)

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way, MS: 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014

(510)

(9) Telecommunications apparatus and instruments; apparatus for the transmission of voice, data, images,
audio, video, and multimedia content; network communication apparatus; electronic book readers;
computer software for setting up, configuring, operating and controlling computers, computer peripherals,
mobile devices, mobile telephones, smartwatches, wearable devices, earphones, headphones, set top
boxes, audio and video players and recorders, home theatre systems, and entertainment systems;
biometric identification and authentication apparatus; monitors, display screens, virtual and augmented
reality displays; cameras sold as a component feature of computers; flashes for cameras sold as a
component feature of computers; keyboards, mice, mouse pads, track pads and touch bars; sound
recording and reproducing apparatus; digital audio and video players and recorders; audio speakers; audio
amplifiers and receivers; voice recording and voice recognition apparatus; microphones sold as a
component feature of computers; radios; radio transmitters and receivers; data storage apparatus;
electrical connectors, wires, and cables; electronic agendas.

(540)

MAC

(310)

----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1449910
(320)

(750)

Samsung C&T Corporation

(731)

123, Olympic-ro 35-gil, Songpa-gu Seoul, Rep.of Korea

(740)

BAE, KIM & LEE IP GROUP

21/12/2018

17/09/2018

11th Floor, Shinduk Bldg., 343 Gangnam-daero, Secho-gu Seoul 137-858
(510)

(5) Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of colorectal cancer; biopharmaceuticals for the treatment
of cancer; antibodies for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of autoimmune
diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of arthritis; pharmaceutical preparations for the
treatment of diseases of the metabolic system; pharmaceutical preparations for the
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treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammatory diseases;
biopharmaceuticals; pharmaceuticals, biosimilars and biological preparations for medical purposes;
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of leukemia; vaccines against pneumococcal infections;
pharmaceutical preparations for ocular use; pharmaceutical drug for the treatment of anemia; biochemical
preparations for medical purposes; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes;
nutraceuticals for use as dietary supplements., (10) Respiration monitors; apparatus for monitoring
patients and analysing arrhythmias; equipment for respiratory technology, namely, respiratory
masks for medical purposes; apparatus for the treatment of deafness for hearing-impaired children;
medical hearing and speaking equipment for the hearing-impaired children; medical equipment for the
hard of hearing, for diagnosis and therapy purposes; equipment for the localization of tumours; apparatus
for dosage planning and the documentation of tumour radiotherapy; linear accelerators for tumour
radiotherapy; medical apparatus and equipment for recording, processing, storing and reproducing
medical images; point-of-care diagnostic apparatus, equipment and instruments for medical purposes;
protective devices and protective screens for protecting against exposure to x-rays, for medical purposes;
apparatus for ECG long-term storage and computerized ECG evaluation electroencephalography; electromedical apparatus and equipment for x-ray diagnostics and x-ray therapy; medical equipment for digital
image recording, for contrast medium analysis with real time image reproduction; urine analysis
apparatus; measuring apparatus for cardiac catheterization; medical CT scanners; peripheral devices of
medical CT scanners; dental CT scanners; parts and fittings of dental CT scanners; magnetic resonance
imaging [MRI] apparatus; gloves for medical purposes; patient monitoring sensors and alarms; biometric
medical scanners for health check and diagnosis; biometric identification medical apparatus for health
check and diagnosis., (11) Sterilizing device for hospitals., (12) Connected vehicles; driverless cars
[autonomous cars]; parts and fittings for autonomous vehicles; electric reversing alarms for vehicle
incorporating parking assistance apparatus with foreview and rearview sensors; anti-theft warning
apparatus for motor cars with software and hardware for internet of things. and (44) Medical information
services provided via the internet; medical and pharmaceutical consultation; hygienic and beauty care for
humans and animals; cosmetic and medical services for the care of the skin; dentistry; conducting physical
examination for medical purposes; hospitals; medical clinics; telemedicine services; providing health
information; medical equipment rental; conducting physical examination for medical purposes via the
internet.
(540)

SAMSUNG

(310)

------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1450037
(320)

(750)

NODE NEGOCE

(731)

59 BOULEVARD EXELMANS F-75016 PARIS, France

(740)

NODE NEGOCE
59 BOULEVARD EXELMANS F-75016 PARIS

(510)

(29) Meat; fish; poultry; game; preserved fruit; frozen fruits; dried fruits; cooked fruits; preserved
vegetables; deep-frozen vegetables; dried vegetables; cooked vegetables; jellies; jams; compotes; eggs; milk;
dairy products; oils for food; butter; charcuterie; salted meats; crustaceans (not live); shellfish (not live);
edible insects, not live; canned meat; canned fish; cheeses; milk beverages, milk predominating., (30) Coffee;
tea; cocoa; sugar; rice; tapioca; flour; cereal preparations; bread; pastries; confectionery; edible ices;
honey; agave syrup (natural sweetener); yeast; salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments); spices; ice for
refreshment; sandwiches; pizzas; pancakes; biscuits, cookies; cakes; rusks; sugar confectionery;

08/01/2019
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chocolate; cocoa-based beverages; coffee-based beverages; tea-based beverages., (32) Beers; mineral
waters (beverages); carbonated waters; fruit-based beverages; fruit juices; syrups for beverages;
preparations for making beverages; lemonades; fruit nectars; soda water; non-alcoholic aperitifs. and (33)
Alcoholic beverages (except beers), wines; wines with protected designation of origin; wines with protected
geographical indication.
(540)

MAVIE
----------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1450087

(320)

23/11/2018

(750)

Anhui Shangge Lighting Appliance Co., Ltd.

(731)

Zhenning Road, Heli Park, Ningguo Economic Technological Development Zone, Xuancheng Anhui,
Peoples Republic of China

(740)

Yiwu chengzhi enterprise management consulting co. LTD
No. 13-1, dongfang building, Chouchengstreet, Yiwu city Zhejiang province

(510)

(11) Electric lamps; lamps; lighting apparatus and installations; lights for vehicles; lights for
automobiles; gas lamp; radiators, electric; lighters; ornamental fountains; hair driers [dryers].

(540)

SGS (and logo)
--------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1450306

(320)

12/12/2018

(750)

Medwand Solutions, Inc.

(731)

851 South Rampart Boulevard, Suite #110 Las Vegas NV 89145, U.S.A.

(740)

Ross A. Epstein CKR Law LLP
1330 Avenue of the Americas, 14th Floor New York NY 10019

(510)

(9) Computer hardware and software, for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving,
processing, transmitting and displaying data; computer hardware and software for medical imaging
apparatus; software for controlling and managing patient medical information; computer hardware for
communicating audio, video and data between computers via a global computer network, wide-area
computer networks, and peer-to-peer computer networks; integrated circuits incorporation algorithms for
use in processing data. and (10) Medical apparatus and instruments for diagnostic use.

(540)

MEDWAND
------------------------------------------

(310)

MD/M/1/1450340

(320)

10/09/2018

(750)

Limited Liability Company "Marka"

(731)

Pushkin street, 6, ap. 199, Naberezhnye Chelny RU-423800 Republic of Tatarstan, Russian Federation

(740)

Kornilova Anna Aleksandrovna
Schmitt & Orlov LLC, Radischeva Ulitsa, No. 39, Office 418 RU-191123 Saint-Petersburg
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(510)

(30) Coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; rice; tapioca; sago; artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals;
bread; pastry; confectionery; ice cream; honey; treacle; yeast; baking powder; salt; mustard; vinegar;
condiments; spices; edible ices. and (43) Services for providing food and drink; providing temporary housing
accommodation.

(540)

Akulchev (and logo)

(310)

-----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1450656
(320)

(750)

Comunità di Sant'Egidio

(731)

Piazza Sant'Egidio, 3a I-00153 Roma, Italy

(740)

Marco Barbone
Via Michele Mattei, 17 I-82100 Benevento

(510)

(36) Charitable fund raising; arranging charitable collections [for others]; providing monetary grants to
charities; providing information relating to charitable fund raising; investment of funds for charitable
purposes; organising of charitable collections; arranging of funds for overseas aid projects; charitable fund
raising in view of disaster precautions and prevention; charitable fund raising by means of entertainment
events; memorial fund raising; charitable services, namely financial services; eleemosynary services in the
field of monetary donations; benevolent fund services; fund raising; charitable fund raising services for
underprivileged children; financial sponsorship of cultural events; financial sponsorship of theater events;
financial sponsorship of dance events; financial sponsorship of visual arts events; financial sponsorship and
funding of radio programs; financial sponsorship and funding of television programs; financial sponsorship
of sporting activities; financial sponsorship and funding of films. and (45) Safety, rescue, security and
enforcement services; information services relating to health and safety; information services relating to
safety; security services for the protection of property and individuals; security services for the protection
of individuals; security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; adoption
placement; fostering of children; consulting in the field of personal relationships; providing clothing to
needy persons [charitable services]; provision of emotional support to families; providing patient advocate
services to hospital patients and patients in long term care facilities; providing personal support services
for cancer patients and their families; companionship services for the elderly and disabled; animal
adoption services; guardianship services; on-line social networking services; granting of licences to others
for the use of industrial property rights and copyright; adoption agency services; pro bono legal services;
religious services namely conducting religious meetings and ceremonies, conducting religious prayer
services; providing shoes to needy persons [charitable services].

(540)

SANT'EGIDIO (and logo)

22/10/2018

--------------------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1450712

(320)

20/07/2018

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way， MS: 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014
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(510)

(38) Streaming of podcasts and other video, audio, and multimedia content via telecommunications
networks., (41) Entertainment and educational services, namely, providing ongoing podcast programs in
the fields of entertainment, music, news, current events, public affairs, politics, government, sports,
fitness, recreation, health, medicine, business, finance, history, arts, culture, society, education, science,
technology, children, families, religion, spirituality, games, hobbies, fiction, and topics of general interest.
and (42) Hosting a website for the storing, sharing, and posting of podcasts and multimedia content.

(540)
(310)

------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1452122
(320)

(750)

SOLARISFLOAT, LDª

(731)

Rua da Guarda, 675 - PERAFITA MATOSINHOS P-4455-466, Portugal

(740)

MARIANA CASTRO
APARTADO 1068 P-4471-909 MAIA

(510)

(9) Databases; pre-recorded cassettes; electronically recorded media content; data recorded
electronically; recorded data [magnetic]; directories [electric or electronic]; attenuators; telematic
apparatus; data storage devices; recording apparatus; pre-recorded compact discs; pre-recorded compact
discs featuring games; pre-programmed discs; recorded data files; cinematographic film, exposed;
electronic diaries; digital organizers; electronic agendas; amplifiers; aerial amplifiers; control amplifiers;
distribution amplifiers; power amplifiers; optical semiconductor amplifiers; signal expanders; keyboard
amplifiers; digital amplifiers; electrical amplifiers; electroacoustic amplifiers; electronic amplifiers; optical
enhancers; amplifiers for bass guitars; smart rings; encryption apparatus; decoding apparatus; data
collection apparatus; replicating apparatus; speech recognition apparatus; ultrahigh frequency translator
apparatus; digital signal processing apparatus; demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; selfsynchronizing digital encryptors; encoding and decoding apparatus and instruments; radio apparatus and
instruments; signal cables for IT, AV and telecommunication; magneto-optical pens; pickups for
telecommunication apparatus; telephone credit cards; magnetic encoders; optical encoders; analogue
convertors; decoders; analogue to digital converters; signal decoders; electronic decoders;
demultiplexers; ships logs [electric]; ships logs [electronic]; electronic dictionaries; digitisers; electronic
digitisers; automatic disc changers; audio/visual and photographic devices; multiport controllers; imaging
devices for scientific purposes; mounting devices for cameras; multifunctional devices which incorporate
copier and facsimile functions in the standalone mode; dual amplifier balancers; communications
equipment; data processing equipment and accessories (electrical and mechanical); telematic terminal
apparatus; cases for electronic diaries; radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags; radio frequency
identification tags (RFID tags); time data generators; color filters for liquid crystal displays; label readers
[decoders]; radio-frequency identification (RFID) readers; radio frequency identification readers (RFID
readers); electronic notebooks; indicator lights for telecommunication apparatus; credit card encoding
machines; masers [microwave amplifiers]; wearable monitors; multimedia multiplexers; multiplexers; time
division multiplexers; video multiplexers; thin film transistor- liquid crystal display (TFT-LCD) panels;
security tokens [encryption devices]; preamplifiers; speech processors; pulse code modulating processors;
digital voice signal processors; time programmers; electronic interactive whiteboards; optical receivers;
multiport repeaters; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; digital input and output scanners;
projected capacitive touch sensors; frequency synthesizers; amplifier tuners; mounting racks for
telecommunications hardware; mounting brackets adapted for computers; superconductive magnet
apparatus; magnetic coils; electromagnetic coils; magnetic pens; demagnetisers; head demagnetisers;
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magnetic wall stud finders; electromagnets; starter electromagnets; magnetic badges; magnetic filters;
magnets; magnetic field generators, other than for medical use; decorative magnets; decorative
refrigerator magnets; erasing magnets; fridge magnets; magnets (decorative-); magnets for industrial
purposes; permanent magnets; lifting magnets; decorative magnets in the shape of animals; decorative
magnets in the shape of numbers; decorative magnets in the shape of letters; magnetic cores;
magnetrons; ion beam supply apparatus; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water;
cathodic protection apparatus; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; electrolysers; ion implanters;
ozonisers [ozonators]; ozonators [not for medical purposes]; electrostatic precipitators; laboratory
equipment, namely fluidized bed dryers; piezoelectric igniters; uninterruptable power supply apparatus;
uninterruptible power supply apparatus [battery]; regulated power supply apparatus; electricity mains
apparatus; apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; photovoltaic cells and modules;
apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing electricity; electric and electronic components;
power-line transmission apparatus; DC/AC converters; AC/DC converters; galena crystal detectors for use
in electronics; optical inspection apparatus for industrial use; target surveillance apparatus [optical]; target
surveillance apparatus [telescopic]; optical apparatus and instruments; laboratory apparatus and
instruments for use in physics; apparatus and instruments for astronomy; optical goods; infrared optical
apparatus; pouches for optical apparatus; borescopes; borescopes for inspecting work; optical phase
shifters; optical condensers; chains for spectacles and for sunglasses; optical beam deflectors; target
seekers [optical]; target seekers [telescopic]; inspection mirrors; mirrors [optics]; mirrors for inspecting
work; stereoscopes; infrared filters; polarization filters; optical glass filters; optical filters; instruments
containing eyepieces; lasers; circle lenses (optical); lenses (optical); anti-reflective lenses; plastic lenses;
interchangeable lenses; ophthalmic lenses; optical lenses; LED microscopes; contact lens blanks; objectives
[lenses] [optics]; smartglasses; glasses, sunglasses and contact lenses; micrometer screws for optical
instruments; prisms [optics]; prisms for optical purposes; side guards for eyeglasses; optical reflectors;
target trackers [optical]; optical glass; target trackers [telescopic]; faraday rotator glass (optical glass); fire
hose nozzles; alarms and warning equipment; security control apparatus; smoke detectors; theft
prevention apparatus, other than for vehicles; holographic security apparatus; security apparatus for
processing audio signals; security apparatus for elevators; signalling apparatus; target surveillance
apparatus [electronic]; target surveillance apparatus [electric]; electronic surveillance apparatus; safety
monitoring apparatus [electric]; fire extinguishing apparatus for automobiles; sprinkler systems for fire
protection; fire engines; fire beaters; fire pumps; cards encoded with security features for identification
purposes; emergency drench showers; rearview cameras for vehicles; traffic cones; handheld security
wands; baby monitors; fire extinguishing apparatus; safety equipment for forest-fire extinguishment;
protective and safety equipment; signal mirrors; emergency eyewash station; electronic tags; electronic
security tags; fire extinguishers; fire-resistant flying suits; security encoded key cards; security magnetic
cards; signalling apparatus and instruments; life-saving apparatus and instruments; fire resistant gloves;
flashing safety lights; fire hose; oxygen masks, not for medical use; safety markers; fire-extinguishing
systems; image recognition systems for traffic signals; electronic security systems for home network; video
surveillance systems; restraints (safety-), other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; fire trucks;
reflective apparel and clothing for the prevention of accidents; breathing apparatus, except for artificial
respiration; breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; respiratory apparatus, other than for
medical use; buoyancy bladders for diving; air tanks for use in scuba diving; diving helmets; divers' weight
belts; nose clips for divers and swimmers; buoyancy compensator devices for divers; divers' life jackets;
diving suits; respiratory mask filters [non-medical]; aqualungs; gloves for divers; divers' gloves; divers'
masks; breathing masks; scuba masks; respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration; diving goggles;
divers' nose clips; scuba goggles; weights; diving weights; oxygen regulators; regulators for scuba diving;
rebreathers for diving; ear plugs for divers; snorkels; diving snorkels; compressed air
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bailout units for diving; needles for surveying compasses; alidades; cartographic apparatus; missile launch
control apparatus; flight controlling apparatus; vehicle automatic driving control devices; sensors for
determining position; infrared gun sighting apparatus; radar jamming apparatus; target location
apparatus [electric]; target location apparatus [optical]; infrared locating apparatus; target location
apparatus [telescopic]; target location apparatus [electronic]; tactical guided navigational missile
apparatus; aircraft landing navigational guidance apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board
computers]; electric navigational instruments; navigating apparatus (electronic-); global positioning
instruments; marine navigation apparatus; inertial navigational instruments; satellite navigational
apparatus; underwater sonar navigational apparatus; navigating apparatus [sextants]; target surveillance
apparatus [satellite]; electronic tracking apparatus and instruments; electronic navigational and
positioning apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; vehicle tracking apparatus;
aircraft landing navigational guidance apparatus; radar reflecting apparatus; navigational buoys; radio
buoys; directional compasses; gyrocompasses; magnetic compasses; magnetic compasses for surveying;
marine compasses; homing heads; compasses for measuring; car navigation computers; flight path
controls for projectiles; wearable activity trackers; automated car parking control devices (steering
devices); steering devices for vehicle navigation apparatus; vehicle navigation apparatus; car automatic
steering control devices; infrared devices for guiding weapons; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles;
target seekers [electric]; target seekers [electronic]; missile trackers; electronic devices used to locate lost
articles employing the global positioning system or cellular communication networks; loran navigation
machines; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; personnel tracking devices; air traffic control
apparatus; navigating apparatus [compasses]; cases for satellite navigation devices; electronic tags for
goods; magnetic gyrocompasses; computer hardware for the transmission of positioning data; computer
hardware for the compilation of positioning data; computer hardware for the collection of positioning
data; computer hardware for the dissemination of positioning data; computer hardware for the processing
of positioning data; airborne data acquisition instruments; cosmographic instruments; navigational
instruments; target sights for artillery [electronic]; Target sights for artillery (laser]; target sights for guns
[laser]; target sights for guns [electronic]; octants; marine navigational hardware in the nature of
autopilots; computer programs for use in the autonomous navigation of vehicles; radio beacons;
GPS receivers; radio direction finders; target trackers [electric]; target trackers [electronic]; target trackers
[satellite]; sensors for determining position; sextants; vehicle tracking systems; guidance navigational
systems for missiles; electronic navigation systems; vehicle navigation systems featuring interactive
displays; satellite navigational system for bicycles; global positioning systems for use with bicycles;
integrated electronic driver navigational assistance systems for land vehicles; on-board electronic
navigational systems in land vehicles for providing driving assistance; on-board electronic navigational
systems in land vehicles for providing parking assistance; electronic global positioning systems; computer
software for the dissemination of positioning data; computer software for the transmission of positioning
data; computer software for the compilation of positioning data; computer software for the processing of
positioning data; computer software for the collection of positioning data; dashboard mounts for
navigation devices; GPS transmitters; radar transmitters; automatic altitude indicators; computerized
vehicle engine analyzers; acidity analysers; multichannel analyzers; chromatogram analyzers for scientific
or laboratory use; electric power analyzers; photo electron spectroscopy analyzers [not for medical
purposes]; spectrum analyzers, other than for medical use; fluorescence analyzers; flue gas analyzers;
residual gas analyzers; image analyzers; luminescence analyzers; engine analyzers; x-ray analyzers [other
than for medical use]; electronic colour analyzers; physical analyzers [other than for medical use];
photometric analyzers [other than for medical use]; petrochemical analyzers; universal disturbance
analyzers; physical analysing apparatus [other than for medical use]; diagnostic apparatus, not for
medical purposes; automatic dosage apparatus; dosage
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dispensers; electronic display apparatus; checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; vehicle
speed control apparatus and instruments; astrometric measuring apparatus and instruments; safe load
indicating apparatus; meteorological instruments; food analysis apparatus; air analysis apparatus; engine
diagnostic apparatus; transducers; dust measuring apparatus; pressure indicator plugs for valves; load
cells; rotary encoders; filling level detectors; controllers (regulators); wireless controllers to remotely
monitor and control the function and status of security systems; air pollution measuring devices; wireless
controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of other electrical, electronic, and
mechanical devices or systems; luminescence measuring devices; thermomagnetic cut-out devices; testing
and quality control devices; stroboscopes; temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes;
thermosensitive temperature indicator strips; sunshine recorders; load indicators; phase indicators;
electricity indicators; heat sensing identification indicators; neon light indicators for use in electrical
circuits; digital indicators; luminous indicators; electronic control instruments; measuring, counting,
alignment and calibrating instruments; monitoring instruments; low tyre pressure indicators; instruments
for analysing photographs; photographic surveying instruments; level switches; switchboards
incorporating indicating lamps; decorative wind socks for indicating wind direction; currency recognition
machines; wind socks for indicating wind direction; mechanisms for counteroperated apparatus; satellite
finder meters; electrical phonomotors; software for recording job performance; electrical control panels;
sensors and detectors; vehicle speed control systems; probes for scientific purposes; high frequency
transducers; force transducers; pressure transducers; torque transducers; electro-optic transducers;
piezoelectrical transducers; linear transducers; ultrasonic transducers; electron beam accelerators; particle
accelerators; aerometers; magnetic agitators for laboratory use; stills for laboratory experiments; scientific
apparatus for laboratory use; gene amplifiers; vials for laboratory use; research laboratory analyzers for
measuring, testing and analyzing blood and other bodily fluids; audiovisual teaching apparatus; automatic
ion-exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; automatic chromatography apparatus for
laboratory use; laboratory equipment, namely particle classifying apparatus; liquid chromatography
apparatus for laboratory use; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; cell culture apparatus for
laboratory use; vacuum distillation apparatus for laboratory use; distillation apparatus for scientific
purposes; temperature sensing apparatus for scientific use; ultrasonic detector apparatus for laboratory
use; diagnostic apparatus for testing food; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; electrophoresis
apparatus, not for medical purposes; ejector seat training apparatus; teaching apparatus; teaching and
instructional apparatus; spectrometry apparatus; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus];
biometric identification apparatus; digital weather stations; geophysical research apparatus; ionization
apparatus for scientific or laboratory use; polygraph machines; separating apparatus for laboratory use;
temperature sensitive testing apparatus for scientific use; apparatus and instruments for scanning ion
microscopy; apparatus and instruments for scanning ion conductance microscopy; apparatus and
instruments for scanning probe microscopy; laboratory apparatus and instruments; apparatus and
instruments for microscopy; instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; chemistry apparatus
and instruments; geophysic apparatus; geoseismic apparatus; laboratory optical apparatus; apparatus
for analysing gases; apparatus for automatic chromatography; instruments for diagnosis [for scientific
use]; oxygen transvasing apparatus; glassware for use in a laboratory; hollow glassware for laboratory use;
meteorological balloons; laboratory countertops; test benches; betatrons; industrial betatrons; telescopes;
biochips; biomicroscopes; bioreactor for cell culturing; disposable plastic bioreactors for cell culture;
bioreactors for laboratory use; bioreactors for research use; burettes; crucibles [laboratory]; heat
exchange crucibles for scientific use; slide boxes; containers for microscope slides; environmental test
chamber (temperature simulation equipment); anaerobic chambers for laboratory or scientific use;
laminar flow hoods for laboratory use; hyperbaric oxygen chambers for nonmedical purposes; fume
cupboards for laboratory use; capillary
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tubes; capillary tubing; titration cells; coelostats; laboratory centrifuges; DNA chips; cyclotrons; fraction
collectors; electronic collars to train animals; combustion spoons; chromatography columns; liquid
chromatography columns for scientific use; distillation columns for laboratory use; separation columns for
scientific purposes; microscope condensers; science sets for children being instructional apparatus;
science sets for children being teaching apparatus; beakers [laboratory glassware]; chromatographs for
scientific or laboratory use; densimeters; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; microarray slides; disposable
dispenser syringes for laboratory use; devices for analyzing genome information; microscope illuminating
devices; optical frequency metrology devices; devices for analyzing protein sequence used as laboratory
apparatus; electrodes for laboratory research; scientific apparatus for determining the water content in
petroleum products; vacuum apparatus for laboratory use; laboratory swabs [laboratory instruments];
spectrograph apparatus; spectrocolorimeters, other than for medical diagnostic use; astronomical
spectrographs; digital weather stations; nuclear resonance spectrometers [other than for medical use];
stereomicroscopes; medical simulators [teaching aids]; cases fitted with dissecting instruments not for
medical use; cases fitted with dissecting instruments for scientific or research purposes; cases fitted
with dissecting instruments [microscopy]; filter diaphragms for laboratory use; laboratory filters; filters for
blood and blood components for laboratory experiments; stoves for use in experiments; heating furnaces
specifically adapted for laboratory experiments; furnaces for laboratory use; drying ovens for laboratory
use; microwave ovens for laboratory use; ovens for laboratory experiments; photomicroscopes; vials for
scientific purposes; insulated bottles [flasks] for laboratory use; vacuum flasks for laboratory use; gasifiers
for laboratory use; air• gas producers for scientific experiments in laboratories; particle generators;
hydrometers; constant humidity incubators for laboratory use; constant temperature incubators for
laboratory use; incubators for bacteria culture; laboratory incubators [other than for medical use];
incubators for laboratory use; liquid chromatography injectors for scientific use; laboratory instrument for
the detection of pathogens and toxins in a biological sample for research use; chromatography instruments
for scientific or laboratory use; ultrasonic cleaning instruments for laboratory use; microtitration
instruments [other than for medical use]; teaching apparatus and instruments; scientific apparatus and
instruments; immunostaining instruments [for scientific purposes]; laboratory instruments [other than for
medical use]; pipet jars; microscope slides; lasers for scientific use; microplate readers; lenses for
microscopes; disposable latex gloves for laboratory use; disposable plastic gloves for laboratory use;
macroscopes; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; ultra-filtration membranes for laboratory
apparatus; membranes for filtration [scientific]; artificial limbs for medical instruction purposes [teaching
apparatus]; optical tables; microscopes; DNA microarray; zoom microscopes; polarizing microscopes;
metallurgical microscopes; microscopes for medical use; laboratory mixers; microtomes; laboratory
furniture [specifically adapted]; furniture especially made for laboratories; models for scientific
experiments in laboratories; laboratory oscilloscopes; temperature monitors for scientific use; pipettes;
petri dishes; petri plates; incubation plates for scientific or laboratory use; optical breadboards; laboratory
trays; pipette tips; petri dishes used in laboratory research; prisms [for microscopes]; prisms for scientific
purposes; laboratory beakers; test tubes; chemical reactors; insulating vessels for laboratory use;
reflectors [for microscopes]; hollow glass containers for laboratory use; reflectors [for telescopes];
refractometers; retorts; satellites for scientific purposes; glass driers for laboratory purposes;
centrifuge separators for laboratory use; magnetic separators for scientific use; vibrating separators
[laboratory apparatus]; nucleic acid sequencers for scientific purposes; reusable dispenser syringes for
laboratory use; weapons simulators; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; vehicle drive
training simulators; flight simulators; flight simulators for aircraft; electronic sports training simulators;
electronic sports training simulators [computer hardware and softwarebased teaching apparatus];
simulators for training personnel in the use of firearms; simulators for training operators in weapons
systems control; simulators for simulating the
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operation of aircraft; simulators for training personnel in the driving of vehicles; simulators for simulating
the operation of land vehicles; simulators for simulating the effect of earthquakes; simulators for
simulating the operation of weapons; simulators for training personnel in the flying of aircraft; sports
training simulators; solenoid valves; vacuum probes for scientific use; vacuum probes for laboratory use;
probes for scientific purposes; pipette racks for laboratory use; retorts' stands; operating microscope
stands; holders for test tubes; vial plugs; equatorial telescopes; zenith telescopes; triangles for laboratory
use; laboratory storage tubes; pitot tubes; radiation tubes; glass tubes for scientific purposes; Ion gauge
tubes; body-tubes for microscopes [lensbarrels]; tubes [pipettes] for scientific use; wind tunnels;
ultramicroscopes; ultramicrotomes; filtering units for laboratory use; urinometers; clothing especially
made for laboratories; glassware for scientific use [specifically adapted]; biological glassware; glassware
for scientific experiments in laboratories; lighting transformers. and (11) Fittings for flues; heating
apparatus incorporating flues; flue gas cleaning apparatus; gas recovery apparatus; chimney flues; gas
condensers, other than parts of machines; flues; flues incorporating extractors; flues for heating boilers;
flues for ventilating apparatus; flues for heating apparatus; chimney extractors; telescopic combination
flues; filters for gas extractors; filters for fume extractors; chimney blowers; heat exchangers for the
removal of exhaust gases; heat exchangers for the removal of flue gases; smoke release dampers;
submerged combustion evaporation units; fire ventilators for exhausting gases; fire ventilators for
exhausting vapours; tanning apparatus [sun lamps]; ultra-violet apparatus for tanning the face; ultraviolet apparatus for tanning the whole body; tanning apparatus [sun beds]; tanning booths; tanning beds;
solar lamps; ultra-violet sunbeds for cosmetic purposes; ultraviolet sun ray lamps, other than for medical
use; ultra-violet sun ray lamps for cosmetic purposes; sun lamps for tanning purposes; solaria, other than
for medical purposes; solaria being suntanning apparatus, not for medical purposes; terminal water supply
fittings; filters for drinking water; pressure water tanks; pressurised water tanks; cistern levers; appliances
for water distribution [automatic]; automatic watering apparatus for livestock; hot water apparatus;
aquarium heaters; water supply installations; drinking water supply apparatus; electric water heating
apparatus; fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes; water coolers; water intake apparatus; water
heaters; water heaters [apparatus]; electric boilers; heaters for sink water; cisterns; portable foot baths;
steam baths, saunas and spas; coils [parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations]; hydrants; hydrants
for water supply; fire hydrants; gas boilers for water heating; gas fired back boiler units for domestic hot
water systems; gas boilers for the heating of swimming pools; gas fired boilers for producing domestic hot
water; hot water boilers; hot water heaters; laundry room boilers; boilers for hot water supply
installations; hot water cylinders; cylinders for the heating of water; circulators [water heaters]; water
cisterns; solar thermal collectors [heating]; electrically heated hot water tanks; swimming pool heaters;
water dispensers; chilled purified water dispensers; filter elements for the air vents of water supply tanks;
filter elements for the overflows of water supply tanks; sterilization, disinfection and decontamination
equipment; water heaters and boilers; water heaters for shower baths; filters for use with apparatus for
water supply; filters for sanitary water distribution apparatus; strainers for water lines; filters for use with
apparatus for sanitary purposes; decorative fountains, sprinkler and irrigation systems; water filtration
bottles sold empty; vortex inhibitors; ionic water generators; automatic watering installations for pigs;
automatic watering installations for plants; automatic watering installations for poultry; automatic
watering installations for cattle; watering installations, automatic; hot water installations; heating
installations [water]; heating installations (hot water-); water distribution installations; water conduits
installations; drinking water supply installations; water purification, desalination and conditioning
installations; installations for heating swimming pools; cooling installations for water; cistern lever handles;
water mixing appliances; sanitary and bathroom installations and plumbing fixtures; air purgers for use
with water distribution installations; air purgers for use with water supply installations; shampoo bowls;
pressure tanks [water]; shower screens; clean
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chambers [sanitary installations]; toilet bowls and seats sold as a unit; water cooling towers; spray units
being parts of water supply installations; water treatment units for aerating and circulating water; water
control valves for water cisterns; water control valves; valves being parts of sprinkler systems; hot air bath
fittings; heat accumulators; accumulators (heat -); steam accumulators; feed water heaters [for industrial
purposes]; damping nozzles (parts of fireplaces); damping nozzles [parts of furnaces]; feeding apparatus
for heating boilers; blast furnaces; solar thermal collectors for heating purposes; gas operated devices used
in boiling; fabric steamers; thermal storage instruments [solar energy] for heating; catalytic combustion
heating apparatus; hot air heating apparatus; heating apparatus for containers; heating apparatus for solid
fuels; vacuum steam heating apparatus; heating apparatus for oil; solar energy powered heating
installations; heating apparatus for furnaces; heating apparatus for liquid fuels; heating apparatus for
gaseous fuels; mobile heating apparatus; heating apparatus for use in the home; industrial heating
apparatus; steam heating apparatus [for industrial purposes]; pavement heating apparatus; gas operated
apparatus for heating; heating apparatus for ponds; steam heating apparatus; heating apparatus for solid,
liquid or gaseous fuels; air reheaters; hot air apparatus; loading apparatus for furnaces; fluidised bed
combustion apparatus; burner control apparatus; heated polymerisation units for dental restoration
compounds; gas pre-heating apparatus for industrial use; steam generating apparatus; heat generating
apparatus; heating apparatus and installations; glue-heating appliances; apparatus for vapour producing
installations; evaporators; brackets for gas burners; kerosene heaters; gas water heaters for household
use; gas fired water heaters; heaters for baths; water heaters for industrial use; storage water heaters;
self regulating heaters in the form of straps; self regulating heaters in the form of flexible straps;
electrically energized flask heaters for use in laboratories; water bed heaters; oil fired heaters; immersion
heaters; induction heaters; electric immersion heaters; industrial heaters; depilatory wax heaters; heaters
for heating irons; heaters for laboratory containers; convector heaters; thermal fluid heaters; heating
installations; heating armatures; steam cabinets for the treatment of clothing; gas fired broilers; gas fires;
bunsen burners for laboratory use; coils for heating; coils being parts of heating installations; heat pumps;
heat pumps for energy processing; boilers; gas boilers; gas fired back boiler units for domestic central
heating; gas boilers for central heating; gas boilers [other than parts of machines]; oil fired boilers; boilers,
other than parts of machines; accumulation boilers; heating boilers; central heating boilers; fluidized bed
combustion boilers; furnace boilers; steam boilers, other than parts of machines; industrial boilers; boilers
for central heating installations; boilers for use in heating systems; domestic boilers; boilers being parts of
central heating installations; furnace ash boxes; crowns [parts of kilns]; valves (solenoid controls for
automatically operating-) [parts of heating installations]; valves (temperature sensitive controls for
automatically operating -) [parts of heating installations]; solar thermal collectors for heating purposes;
dirt pans (parts of fireplaces or furnaces); damping apparatus [parts of furnaces); control devices
[thermostatic valves] for heating installations; tubular heating elements; heat regulating devices [valves]
being parts of heating installations; heating elements; prefabricated furnace elements; fuel burner
elements for the catalytic combustion of fuel; electrical heating elements in the form of foil; electrical
heating elements in the form of cables; flat heating elements; stoves; gas water heaters [for household
use]; gas water heater for household purposes; instantaneous water heaters; heating frames; solar water
heaters; acetylene flares; heating filaments, electric; heat generating filaments; filters for use with
apparatus for steam generating; filters for use with apparatus heating; charcoal stoves; electric surface
heating tapes; combined stoves; wood burning stoves; stoves [heating apparatus]; slow-burning stoves
[wood stoves for household use]; gas stoves; electric ranges; portable stoves; stoves for heating; bogie
hearth furnaces; air heating furnaces; induction furnaces; electrically heated diffusion furnaces; electric
furnaces; passage furnaces; electric heat-treating furnaces; elevator furnaces; furnaces for central
heating; solid fuel burning stoves; chambered lid furnace; gas fired furnaces; reheating gas furnaces;
gas stoves employing flames in ribbon-like form; gas
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stoves utilising flames in rotating form; incinerators; chamber furnaces incorporating quenching tanks;
crucible induction furnaces; reheating furnaces; recuperative gas furnaces; solar furnaces; acetylene
generators; gas heat generators; steam generators; steam generators for domestic use; furnace grates;
steel degassing heating rods; sight glasses for boilers; ash conveyor installations, automatic; heating
installations for nitrate solutions; closed circuit heating installations; industrial heating installations; gas
fired heating installations; heating installations for use with gaseous fuels; combustion installations for
fossil fuels; steam generating installations; heating installations for fluids; installations for evaporating; air
heating installations; hearths; kitchen blow torches; heated display units; cooled panels for use with
electrical furnaces; fittings, shaped, for furnaces; shell heat exchangers; heat exchangers, other than parts
of machines; heat guns; electric cooktops; afterburners being parts of furnaces; oil pre-heaters;
propagators [electric]; burners; alcohol burners for laboratory use; gas burners; oil burners; petrol
burners; acetylene burners; alcohol burners; ring burners; fixed flame hardening burners; fluidized bed
combustion burners; fuel burners; gas burners for industrial purposes; laboratory burners; fixed preheating burners; fixed heating burners; fixed compressed air burners; fixed oxyacetylene burners; fixed
after-heating burners; fixed acetylene air suction burners; fixed burners for use in fusion connections;
oxyhydrogen burners; burners for the combustion of gas in boiler units; burners for the combustion of oil
in boiler units; burners for solid fuel; burners for boilers; burners for heating installations; burners for
industrial use; gas fire radiants; flat radiators for central heating installations; heat regenerators;
recuperators for preheating combustion air in heating systems by the use of hot flue gas; water coolers
and heaters; sliding plate fire dampers; sliding plate smoke dampers; dampers for furnaces; cooling tanks
for furnaces; crucible liners; radiant linear heating systems; electric central heating boiler systems; steam
superheaters [for industrial purposes]; supports adapted for use with solar heating tubes; burner caps
for gas stoves; butane torches for kitchen use; tobacco roasters; evaporative cooling towers; boiler pipes
[tubes] for heating installations; evacuated heat pipe solar collectors [heat exchangers]; control units
[thermostatic valves] for heating installations; sterilization units for medical instruments; electric strip
heating units; dampers for fires; thermostatic valves; thermostatic valves [parts of heating installations];
heating rods; wallpaper steamers; electric heating fans; lamp shades; table lamp (lampshades for-); gas
lamps; gas lights; burners for lamps; counterweight fittings for pendant lamps; lighting fittings; flange light
fittings; electrical lighting fixtures for use in hazardous locations; outdoor electrical lighting fixtures; indoor
fluorescent electrical lighting fittings; infrared lamps; fiber optic lighting fixtures; outdoor lighting fittings;
indoor fluorescent lighting fixtures; wall lights (fittings for-) [other than switches]; electrical lighting
fixtures; ceiling lights; electric light fittings; fixtures for incandescent light bulbs; pendant fluorescent
lighting fixtures; fish-luring lights; combined lighting and ultraviolet apparatus; lighting apparatus; film
stage lighting apparatus; computer controlled lighting apparatus; stage lighting apparatus; electric fiber
lighting apparatus; light-emitting diodes [led] lighting apparatus; flat panel lighting apparatus; electric
lamps; lighting fixtures for commercial use; lighting apparatus incorporating optical fibers; decorative
electric lighting apparatus; lighting apparatus and installations; electric indoor lighting installations; wall
lights; sconces [electric light fixtures]; flaming torches; lighting armatures; decorative lighting for christmas
trees; automatic flushing installations for urinals; light bars; bases adapted for the mounting of lamps;
bases for non• electric lamps; glow sticks; incandescent burners; burners (incandescent-); mirror balls
being lighting fittings; lighted disco balls; braziers; opaque casings for lights; lighting tracks [lighting
apparatus]; lamp mantles; casings for lamps; oil lamps; bedside lamps; uplighters; table lamps; floor lamps;
hanging ceiling lamps; pedestal lamps; desk lamps; electrical lamps for outdoor lighting; electrical lamps
for indoor lighting; penlights; electric candelabras; carbon for arc lamps; lamp bases; sockets for electric
lights; chimneys for oil lamps; glass covers for lamps; glass covers being fittings for lamps for sun lamps;
distilation columns; decorative lighting sets; led lighting assemblies for illuminated signs; decorative gas
lighting sets; strings of lights; electric fairy lights; fairy lights for
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festive decoration; diffusers being parts of lighting installations; light diffusers; lighting devices for
showcases; electrical discharge lighting fixtures; lighting fixtures for household use; organic light emitting
diodes (oleo) lighting devices; christmas tree ornaments for illumination [electric lights]; emergency
lighting installations; fluorescent lighting apparatus; incandescent lighting fixtures; filaments for electric
lamps; magnesium filaments for lighting; color filters for lighting apparatus; filters for use with lighting
apparatus; filters for stage lighting; filters for use with lamps; filters for use with torches; strings of
coloured lights; strings of coloured lights for decorative purposes; cord pendants [light fittings]; spotlights;
self-luminous light sources; light sources of electro luminescence; light sources [other than for
photographic or medical use]; full spectrum light sources; lamp globes; lamp holders; search lights; high
intensity search lights; spot lights for household illumination; handheld spotlights; emergency lighting;
display lighting; garden lighting; accent lights for indoor use; security lighting; photocells (security lighting
operated by -); security lighting incorporating a movement activated sensor; security lighting incorporating
a heat activated sensor; security lighting incorporating an infra-red activated sensor; vehicle lighting and
lighting reflectors; decorative lights; decorative gas lighting; outdoor lighting; led underwater lights; lighting
for display purposes; lighting for ponds; lighting being for use with security systems; lights for gas-discharge
lamps; roadlights; led lighting installations; lighting installations; indoor electrical lighting fixtures; fiber optic
lighting installations; fixed underwater lighting installations for swimming pools; installations for street
lighting; installations for lighting christmas trees; illuminated push-buttons; street lamps; lamp standards;
lamps; solar powered lamps; lamp reflectors; arc lamps; arc lamps [lighting fixtures]; xenon arc lamps;
discharge lamps; electric discharge lamps; luminous discharge lamps; studio lamps; halogen light bulbs;
halogen lamps; incandescent light bulbs; miniature light bulbs; light bulbs, electric; led light bulbs; light
bulbs for gasdischarge lamps; illuminant lamps for projectors; aquarium lights; inspection lamps;
laboratory lamps; washstand lamps; mercury lamps; miners' lamps; reading lights; neon lamps for
illumination; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; safety lamps; led safety lamps; vacuum lamps;
uv halogen metal vapour lamps; lamps fitted with extendible supports; hangings for lamps; electric
incandescent lamps; electric lights for christmas trees; strobe lights for discos; stroboscopic lamps
[decorative]; stroboscopic lamps [light effects]; flexible lamps; fluorescent lamps; fluorescent lamps with
low ultra-violet light output; compact fluorescent light bulbs; germicidal lamps; incandescent lamps and
their fittings; incandescent lamps for optical instruments; infrared lamps, not for medical purposes;
aquarium lamps; lamps for christmas trees; lamps for festive decoration; headlamp bulbs; lamps for
electrical installations; flashlight bulbs; lamps for outdoor use; projector lamps; nail lamps; portable hand
lamps [for illumination]; portable lamps [for illumination]; reflector lamps; curling lamps; lanterns; electric
chinese lanterns; flashlight pointers; pocket searchlights; portable search lamps; lanterns for lighting; led
flashlights; freestanding paper lanterns; japanese paper lanterns; portable paper lanterns; standing paper
lanterns [andon]; electric torches; candle lanterns; lanterns made of ceramics; electric hand lamps [other
than for photographic use]; fairy lights for festive decorations; helmet lights; portable paper lanterns
(chochin); flashlights utilising electric rechargeable devices; rechargeable torches; luminaires; high intensity
discharge luminaires; led luminaires; luminaires for security use; chandeliers; chandelier pendants; led
mood lights; mood lights; book lights; inspection lights; diving lights; christmas lights [other than candles];
safety lamps for underground use; roof lights [lamps]; electric holiday lights; electric lights for festive
decorations; strobe lights [light effects]; strobe lights [decorative]; electric night lights; led landscape lights;
night lights [other than candles]; lights for music stands; map lights for vehicles; lights for external
installation; map lights; lights for track mounting; lamps for tents; dome lights for furniture; led light
machines; luminous house numbers; lighting ornaments [fittings]; lighting panels; louvres for light control;
louvres for light deflection; lamp posts; light projectors; laser light projectors; downlights; floodlights;
shades for light sources; ultra-violet irradiators; suspension rails [not electrified] for electrical lighting
fixtures; bicycle reflectors; reflectors for light control; reflectors for
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light deflection; reflectors for wide area lighting fixtures; klieg lights; lamp finials; lampshade holders;
screens for controlling light; screens for directing light; solar powered torches; searchlights; mobile light
towers; discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; light discharge tubes; luminous tubes for lighting; fluorescent
lighting tubes; fluorescent lamp tubes; light tubes being parts of insect killing apparatus; lamp chimneys;
lamp chimneys made of glass; electric track lighting units; light assemblies; battery powered fluorescent
emergency lighting units; battery powered incandescent emergency lighting units; chemiluminescent light
sticks; flameless light-emitting diode candles; electric candles; flameless candles; lamp glasses; barbecue
starters; ovens (shaped fittings for -); wine cellars, electric; heating rings; electric appliances for making
yogurt; gas cooking apparatus incorporating cooking grills; heating apparatus; gas operated apparatus for
cooking; barbecue apparatus; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; apparatus for dehydrating food
waste; apparatus for dispensing chilled beverages; cooking apparatus and installations; smoke generating
apparatus for cooking; heating apparatus, electric; electric egg cookers; electric chocolate makers; electric
tea makers; steaming apparatus (electric -) for cooking; electric egg steamers for household purposes;
coffee machines, electric; apparatus for heating foodstuffs; waffle irons, electric; spits [parts of cooking
apparatus]; plate warmers; milk sterilizers; range hoods; air extractor hoods for use with cookers; extractor
hoods for kitchen.s; hoods (extractor -) for kitchens; range hoods [extractor hoods, for household
purposes]; exhaust hoods [cooker hoods]; extractor hoods for kitchens for household purposes; oven
ventilator hoods; vapour extractor hoods for kitchen stoves; ventilation hoods for stoves; refrigerated food
display apparatus; kettles, electric; tea filters [machines]; electric coffee filters; fire pits; cooking stoves;
gas cookers; domestic gas cookers; gas and electric ranges; oil cooking stoves [for household purposes];
camping stoves; induction ranges; cookers incorporating grills; induction cookers; electromagnetic
induction cookers [for household purposes]; electromagnetic induction cookers for industrial purposes;
electric cooking stoves [for household purposes]; domestic stoves; electric bread cookers; electric
cooking stoves for household use; furnaces, other than for laboratory use; domestic cooking ovens;
cookers having vitreous enamelled surfaces; fondues [cooking apparatus]; chocolate fountains, electric;
kitchen ranges [ovens]; overlying bed ovens for bakeries; ovens; commercial ovens for baking food;
convection ovens; baking ovens [for household purposes]; gas cooking ovens for household use; gas
cooking ovens [for household purposes]; electric cooking ovens for household use; industrial cooking
ovens; gas ovens; commercial cooking ovens; induction ovens; table top ovens; microwave ovens, not for
experimental purposes; bakers' ovens; coffee roasters; electric ovens; electric cooking ovens; electric
toaster ovens; industrial ovens; microwave ovens for cooking; microwave ovens for industrial purposes;
microwave ovens for domestic use; pizza ovens; domestic ovens; hibachis; ovens utilising air frequency
fields for cooking; electric skillets; chip pans (electric-); domestic frying pans [electric]; electric refrigerators
[for household purposes]; beverage refrigerators for use in automobiles; frying machines; deep fryers,
electric; domestic deep fryers [electric]; oil-free electric fryers; industrial deep fryers; warming drawers
for kitchens; cooking grills; charcoal grills; charcoal roasters for household purposes; gas grills; electric
griddles [cooking appliances;] electric broilers; electric outdoor grills; electric grills; electric indoor grills;
barbecues; oven fittings made of fireclay; garbage incinerators for household purposes; automatic
installations for making coffee; heating installations incorporated in windows; heating installations
incorporated in glass; industrial cooking installations; installations for heating beverages; installations for
heating foodstuffs; installations for baking; installations for cooking; milk cooling installations; installations
for the roasting of nuts; installations for tempering; installations for the roasting of cocoa; water filtration
jugs; japanese kitchen furnaces (kamado); halogen lamps for incorporation into electric cookers; domestic
gas fires; automatic bread- making machines for domestic use; electric espresso machines; electric coffee
makers for household use; expresso coffee machines; kitchen machines (gas -) for cooking; kitchen
machines (electric -) for cooking; kebab cooking machines; ice cream makers; bread-making machines;
home bread makers; popcorn
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makers; domestic coffee percolators [electric]; electric panini makers; appliances for cooking foodstuffs;
frying machines for food; bread baking machines; tea making machines; machines for making ice cream;
bread making machines for industrial purposes; waffle irons; cotton candy making machines; roasting
jacks; steam cookers; hostess trolly [heated]; industrial rice cookers; electric cooking pots for industrial
purposes; pressure cooking saucepans, electric; autoclaves, electric, for cooking; domestic autoclave
pressure cookers [electric]; stockpots (electric -); stew-pots (electric -); electric vegetable steamer;
multicookers; pans (electric cooking -); electric rice steamer; pasteurisers; electrical serving pots;
pasteurizers; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; coffee percolators, electric; heat exchangers for the
temperature control of drinks being dispensed; hot plates; hot plates [for household purposes;] electrical
hot plates for food warming; inset hot plates; hot plates for cooking; plates [parts of stoves]; plates [parts
of ovens); plates [parts of ovens0; heating plates; non-electric cooking heaters for household purposes;
grill heating plates; cooking rings; multiple cooking plates; electric hotplates; inset cooking tops; cooking
hobs; glass plates [parts of stoves]; ceramic plates sold as parts of ovens; ceramic plates sold as parts of
stoves; hobs; ceramic plates sold as parts of hobs; domestic plate warmers; tortilla presses, electric;
portable gas burners; catering urns; electric wine coolers for household purposes; electric wine coolers;
wine coolers (electrical refrigerators); electric bottle heaters; electric sandwich toasters; sandwich makers
[toasters]; food dryers; japanese charcoal cooking stoves for household purposes (shichirin); stands
adapted for cookers; hot pots [electrically heated]; stove burner covers; electric toasters; domestic bread
toasters [electric]; bread toasters; electric coffee roasters; roasters; fruit roasters; malt roasters; hot
sandwich toasters; electric sandwich makers; cooking tunnels; smoke drying units; heating units; cooking
units; smoke curing units; smoke cooking units; smoke baking units; refrigerated beverage dispensing units
[other than vending]; chiller units being parts of water cooling installations; electric heated urns; cooking
utensils, electric; heated display cabinets; electric woks; fitted covers for portable fireplaces; fuel effect
ceramics being parts and fittings for fireplaces; simulated coal fires [domestic]; simulated log fires
[domestic]; vapour extraction hoods for fireplaces; ethanol fireplaces; fireplace inserts; cast metal
fireplaces; electric fires; portable electric fires; fireplace inserts in the nature of solid fuel burners;
fireplace inserts in the nature of stoves; heat exchangers for fireplaces; linings for fire openings; apparatus
for filtering drinking water; filters for air conditioning; filter apparatus for water supply installations; filter
boxes for water purification; molten metal filter chambers; filteres for aquariums; water filters
[installations] for agricultural purposes; air filters; electrostatic air filters; air filters for air conditioning
units; air filters for use as dust extractors in industrial processes; air filters for use as dust arrestants in
industrial processes; dust cyclone filters; grease filters [parts of extractor fans]; light filters [other than for
medical or photographic use]; electric water purification filters for household purposes; power filters for
airconditioning; power filters for water purification [other than machines]; electrostatic filters for water
filtration; air cleaning filters [parts of air cleaning machines or installations]; filters for cleaning gases [parts
of household or industrial installations]; filters for water purifiers; filters for cleaning air; water filters for
industrial purposes; filters for ice making apparatus; adjustable coated baffle grease filters [parts of cooker
hoods]; filters for exhaust extractors [parts of household or industrial installations]; filters for air extractor
hoods; filters for gases [household or industrial installations]; filters for industrial installations; water
treatment filters; filters for use with swimming pools; dust filters; filters for waste gas purification; filters
for air purifiers; faucet filters [plumbing fittings]; filters for ponds; filters for use with apparatus for
ventilating; filters for use in aquariums; filters for use with apparatus for air conditioning; filters [parts of
household or industrial installations]; air filtering installations; membranes for the filtration of water; gas
cleaners and purifiers; launders for trapping impurities in molten metal; sewage disposal plants; distilation
apparatus for chemicals; industrial ovens and furnaces (not for food or beverages); sewage treatment
[purification] installations; filters as parts of industrial installations for filtering; installations for the
purifying of gases; oil purifying installations; biological reactors for clarifying
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industrial effluents; refining towers for distillation; heating cushions not for medical purposes [electric or
chemically activated]; heating cushions [pads], electric, not for medical purposes; cushions (heating-), nonelectric, other than for medical purposes; electric warming pads, other than for medical use; electrical
heating pads, other than for medical [treatment] use; heat pads for warming; gas operated devices used
in drying; electrically operated devices used in drying; towel steamers [for hairdressing purposes]; infrared
drying apparatus for the hair; hand drying apparatus incorporating fans; hand drying apparatus
incorporating blowers; hand drying apparatus incorporating impellers; hair drying machines for beauty
salon use; hair steamers for beauty salon use; electric hand drying apparatus for washrooms; hand drying
apparatus [heat drying]; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; hair dryers; electric warming pans for beds;
handwarmers [other than clothing]; hand warmers for personal use; footwarmers, electric or non-electric;
non-electric footwarmers; electric foot warmers [other than for medical use]; warmers [not for medical
use]; bed warmers; hot water bottles; electric hot-water bottles; warming pans; blankets, electric, not
for medical purposes; footmuffs, electrically heated; hot air blowers; pocket warmers; japanese pocket
warmers filled with fuel; electric footwarmers [for personal use]; infrared lamps for drying the hair; socks,
electrically heated; driers (hair -); portable electric warm air dryer; warm air dryers for use in drying hair;
hand-held electric hair dryers; stationary hair dryers; hand held hair dryers; travel hair dryers; hair driers
for use in beauty salons; hair dryers [for household purposes); hair dryers for household purposes; hand
driers; dryers for the hands using a warm air drying stream; electric hot air hand dryers; warm air hand
dryers; electric hand dryers; hood driers; electrically powered warm air face dryers; electrical hair driers;
dryers for the face using warm air; fan heaters; electric fans for personal use; desiccating apparatus; electric
drying apparatus for household purposes; mobile drying apparatus [heat drying]; apparatus for drying;
drying apparatus for fodder and forage; clothes drying apparatus [heat drying]; electric towel warmers;
drier cabinets; air bars for use in dryers; tumblers [heat dryers] for laundry use; apparatus for desiccating;
air driers [dryers]; extraction hoods for fodder driers; drying ovens; ovens utilising air frequency fields for
drying purposes; industrial drying installations; clothes drying installations [heat drying;] plywood· drying
machines; clothes dryers; tumble dryers [heat dryers]; electric dish drying machines for household
purposes; drying machines for agriculture; electric laundry dryers for household purposes; gas laundry
drying machines; electric shoe dryers for household purposes; laundry dryers, electric; electric clothes
drying machines for household use; electric clothes dryers [heat drying]; industrial dishdrying machines;
drying shelves; steam driers; refrigerated compressed air dryers; electric shoe dryers; futon driers [for
household purposes]; automatic linen driers; heated towel rails; electric dryers for laundry use [heat
drying]; garment steamers; electrically heated towel rails; heated towel drying rails; gas operated devices
used in cooling; electrically• operated devices used in cooling; cryogenic apparatus; refrigerating apparatus;
cooling apparatus for liquids; deep freezing apparatus; air freezing apparatus; ice machines and apparatus;
cooling apparatus for moulds; cooling apparatus; ice dispensing apparatus; cooling appliances and
installations; refrigerating appliances and installations; refrigerating apparatus and machines; apparatus
for freezing foodstuffs; ice storage apparatus; chest freezers; display freezers; refrigerating display
cabinets; refrigerating cabinets; refrigerated merchandise display cases; sales counters [refrigerated]; coils
being parts of cooling installations; refrigerating boxes [gas]; ice boxes; refrigerating chambers; walk-in
freezers; refrigerant condensers; freezers; combinations of refrigerators and freezers; electric freezers
for household use; refrigerated shipping containers; refrigerated containers [gas]; cryorefrigerators;
cryostats, other than for laboratory use; cooling elements; cooling evaporators; extraction hoods for
freezers; refrigerated counters; gas refrigerators; domestic refrigerators; cosmetic refrigerators; kimchi
refrigerators; portable refrigerators; refrigerating containers; receptacles (refrigerating-); ice-cooling
refrigerators [for household purposes]; refrigerators; refrigerating installations; cooling installations for
gas; cooling installations for freezing; industrial cooling installations; air freezing installations; cooling
installations; cooling installations and machines; cooling
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installations for fluids; cooling installations for tobacco; combined ice cube making and dispensing
machines; installations for indoor snowmaking; snow-making machines; ice makers; ice cube making
machines; ice machines; refrigerating machines; air conditioning panels for use in walk-in coolers;
freezing plates; refrigerated shelves; refrigeration in the form of benches; aquarium coolers; rice
refrigerators; electric refrigerators; bottle coolers [apparatus]; separators for removing condensation by
refrigeration; coils for cooling; ice rink chiller systems; freezer storage units; commercial refrigeration
units; freezer showcases; refrigerated showcases; regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes;
regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus;
regulatory fittings for water pipes; regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; regulating
accessories for gas pipes and lines; safety fittings for water pipes; safety fittings for gas pipes; safety
accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; pressure relief apparatus forming part of water supply
systems; pressure relief apparatus for use with water heaters; pressure relief apparatus for use with gas
installations; regulating apparatus for gas pipes; regulating apparatus for gas pipe installations; regulating
apparatus for gas installations; regulating apparatus for water apparatus; regulating apparatus being parts
of gas burners; regulating apparatus being parts of oil burners; regulating apparatus being parts for water
pipes; regulating apparatus being parts for water apparatus; pressure supervision apparatus [safety
apparatus for water pipes]; pressure supervision apparatus [safety apparatus for gas pipes]; pressure
supervision apparatus [safety apparatus for gas apparatus]; pressure supervision apparatus [safety
apparatus for water apparatus]; water regulating apparatus; apparatus for controlling water supply;
shower mixing valves; pressure controllers [regulators) for water pipes; pressure controllers [regulators]
for gas pipes; mechanisms for controlling fluid level in tanks [valves]; regulating apparatus for gas
apparatus; air valves for steam heating installations; water pressure reducers [safety accessories]; water
pressure reducers [regulating accessories]; gas regulators; taps for regulating gas flow; valves [plumbing
fittings]; manually-operated plumbing valves; shower valves; water control valves for faucets; plumbing
fittings; shower control valves [plumbing fittings]; level control valves; ball valves; float valves [ball cocks);
pressure relief valves [safety apparatus] for water pipes; pressure relief valves [safety apparatus] for water
apparatus; mixing valves [faucets) for sinks; mixing valves [faucets] for basins; stop cocks for regulating
water; stop cocks for regulating gas; stop cocks being safety apparatus for water apparatus; stop cocks
being safety apparatus for gas apparatus; water regulating valves [safety accessories); water regulating
valves [regulating accessories]; stop valves for regulating water; level controlling valves in tanks; stop
valves for regulating gas; stop valves being safety apparatus for water apparatus; stop valves being safety
apparatus for gas apparatus; safety valves for water apparatus; safety valves for gas apparatus; safety
valves for water pipes; safety valves for gas pipes; steam valves; radiator valves; pressure relief valves
[safety apparatus] for gas pipes; pressure relief valves [safety apparatus] for gas apparatus; water control
valves [level controlling] in cisterns; valves [faucets] being parts for sanitary installations; nuclear
generators; nuclear cogeneration plants; nuclear power plant installations; reactor vessels; nuclear
reactors; draught accelerators; electrical storage heaters; air balancing dampers; combined heating and
air conditioning apparatus; hot-water space heating apparatus [for industrial purposes]; central heating
apparatus; domestic heating utensils; underfloor heating apparatus; gas fired space heating apparatus;
hot-air space heating apparatus [for industrial purposes]; window-mounting airconditioners [for industrial
purposes]; electric air conditioners; room air conditioners; air circulation apparatus; apparatus for
controlling temperature in central heating radiators [valves]; temperature responsive control apparatus
[thermostatic valves] for central heating radiators; air inductor apparatus [ventilation]; temperature
sensing apparatus [thermostatic valves] for central heating radiators; airstream generating apparatus; air
recirculating apparatus; air heat recovery installations; cold air blowing apparatus; apparatus for
ventilating; solar powered ventilation apparatus; industrial ventilation apparatus; mobile ventilating
apparatus; electric radiant heating apparatus; electric space cooling
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apparatus [for household purposes]; aeration apparatus; air separation apparatus; space heating
apparatus; floor heating apparatus; temperature controlling apparatus [valves] for central heating
radiators; space heaters; gas space heaters; forced air type portable horizontally disposed cylindrical space
heaters; propane gas fired space heaters; forced air type horizontally disposed space heaters; forced air
type portable horizontally disposed space heaters; propane vapour-fired vertically disposed cylindrical
convection space heaters; electric space heaters; electric foot warmers; portable electric heaters; radiant
fan heaters; bathroom heaters; room heaters; electric radiant heaters [for household purposes]; central
heating radiators; water distributor armatures for heating; lsothermic cabinets; electric heating cables;
electric blankets; storage heaters; thermal controls [valves] for central heating radiators; convectors
[radiators]; air curtains; air curtains for ventilation; hot air curtains; linear air diffusers; supply air diffusers;
air cooling apparatus; heat sinks for use in heating apparatus; heat sinks for use in ventilating apparatus;
heat sinks for use in cooling apparatus; air treatment equipment; induction water heaters; hoods
incorporating extractor fans; fume destructing hoods; hoods for ventilating apparatus; ventilation hoods
for laboratories; extractors [ventilation or air conditioning]; magnetic filters being parts of central heating
apparatus; coal stoves; magnetic filters being for use in central heating systems; coal stoves [space heaters
for household use]; gas stoves [spaceheaters for household use]; oil stoves; oil stoves [space heaters for
household use]; japanese charcoal heaters for household purposes use (hibachi}; air impellers for
ventilation; installations for central heating; gas fuelled central heating installations; underfloor heating
installations; under carpet heating installations; air handling installations; ventilating installations;
installations for controlling the flow of gases; installations for air extraction; installations for airing;
temperature sensitive switches [thermostatic valves] for central heating radiators; japanese electric
legwarming apparatus for household purposes (electric kotatsu); temperature limiters for central heating
radiators [thermostatic valves] incorporating expansion rods; temperature limiter$ [valves] for central
heating radiators; temperature limiters for central heating radiators [thermostatic valves] incorporating
bi-metallic discs; catalytic oxidizers for industrial air pollution control; thermal oxidizers for industrial air
pollution control; heat exchangers for central heating purposes; radiant ceiling plates; radiators; steam
radiators for heating buildings; radiators, electric; radiators [heating]; electric radiators [not for motors
and engines]; electric radiators for heating buildings; radiators for central heating installations; domestic
radiators; radiator caps; thermal radiators for the heating of buildings; sectional radiators; portable
evaporative air coolers; portable evaporative air coolers; automatic temperature regulators for central
heating radiators; automatic temperature regulators [valves] for central heating radiators; dampers for
ventilating installations; air control dampers; temperature regulators [thermostatic valves] for central
heating radiators; draught dampers for preventing the spread of gases; draught regulators for preventing
the spread of flames; draught dampers for preventing the spread of fire; draught dampers for inhibiting
the spread of fire; draught regulators for preventing the spread of smoke; dampers [heating]; temperature
sensors [thermostatic valves] for central heating radiators; under floor heating; hvac systems (heating,
ventilation and air conditioning); electrically powered· air blowers for ventilation purposes; ventilating
hoods for steam; ventilating hoods for smoke; electrically heated carpets; heated carpets; ventilation
terminals; residential heating units; air distribution units; air handlers; evaporative air cooling units;
extractor units [ventilation]; temperature control valves [parts of central heating installations]; valves for
air conditioners; temperature control valves [parts of central heating radiators]; radiator valves
[thermostatic]; valves as part of radiators; control valves (thermostatic -) for central heating radiators;
axial fans for airconditioning; compressed air ventilators; electrically powered fans for ventilation
purposes; suction ventilators; electrically powered blowers for ventilation; aeolian ventilators; motorised
fans for ventilation; ventilators for heat exchangers; axial fans; radial air fans; ventilating exhaust fans;
table fans; roof fans; uss-powered desktop fans; electric fans with evaporative cooling devices; electric
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window fans; electric fans [for household purposes]; portable electric fans; fans for exhaust extractors;
fans for gas extractors; fans for fume extractors; room air fans; electric firelighters; ventilating fans;
domestic gas lighters; ignition apparatus for gas fires; friction lighters for igniting gas; gas lighters; grill
lighters; friction lighters for igniting bunsen burners; candle lighters; piezo lighters [other than for
smokers]; pyrophoric lighters, other than for smokers; pilot lights for igniting gas fired apparatus.
(540)

PROTEVS (and logo)

(310)

---------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1453496
(320)
07/09/2018

(750)

Apple Inc.

(731)

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A.

(740)

Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way, MS: 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014
(35) Retail store services featuring computer, electronic, and entertainment products,
telecommunications devices, handheld and wearable digital electronic devices, audio products, home
automation products, computer software, souvenir merchandise, and accessories, peripherals, carrying
cases, and parts for such products; product demonstrations provided in-store; arranging and conducting
of commercial trade, and business shows, and exhibitions., (36) Electronic funds transfer and payment
transaction processing; processing, verifying, and authenticating mobile payments, and contactless credit
and debit card transactions, loyalty reward card transactions, and bill payment transactions with retailers,
merchants, and vendors; providing credit and debit card information by electronic means (terms
considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); ensuring
the security of contactless transactions with retailers, merchants and vendors, mobile payments, and of
credit and debit card information. and (41) Arranging and conducting of business conferences.

(510)

(540)
(310)

-----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1458917
(320)

(750)

August Rüggeberg GmbH & Co. KG

(731)

Hauptstr. 13 51709 Marienheide, Germany

(740)
(510)

09/01/2019

RAU, SCHNECK & HÜBNER PATENTANWÄLTE RECHTSANWÄLTE PARTGMBB
Königstraße 2 90402 Nürnberg
(7) Machines for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; machine tools for the treatment of materials
and production; machine operated tools; grinding machines; rotary burrs; mounted points; fine grinding
tools and polishing tools; diamond tools and cubic boron nitride (CBN) tools; grinding wheels and abrasive
cut-off wheels; stationary abrasive cut-off wheels; technical brushes; tool drives, in particular pneumatic
drives, electric drives and flexible shaft drives. and (8) Hand-operated tools and implements; files [tools];
rasps.

(540)

VICTOGRAIN

(310)

----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1461894
(320)

(750)

Hanergy Holding (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

09/01/2019
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(731)

80 Robinson Road, #02-00 Singapore 068898, Singapore

(740)

Amica Law LLC
30 Raffles Place, #14-01 Chevron House Singapore 048622

(510)

(9) Solar panels for the production of electricity; charging stations for electric vehicles; batteries, electric;
battery chargers; photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity; photovoltaic
apparatus for converting solar radiation to electrical energy; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables];
solar wafers; chips [integrated circuits]; regulating apparatus, electric; video screens; electrified fences;
remote control apparatus; photoelectric converters; electronic control installations for the automatization
of power station; lightning arresters; electrolysers; downloadable applications for use with mobile devices;
solar-powered battery chargers; solar cells; solar collectors for electricity generation; solar wafers;
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling
electricity., (19) Refractory construction materials, not of metal; road coating materials; building
materials, not of metal; roofing, not of metal, incorporating solar cells; non-metallic building boards; wall
claddings, not of metal, for building; wall linings, not of metal, for building; roofing tiles, not of metal; nonmetallic prefabricated wall structures; buildings, not of metal; building glass; coatings [building materials].
and (40) Production of energy; generation of electricity from solar energy; generation of electricity from
wind energy; sandblasting services; abrasion; metal casting; refining services; welding services;
decontamination of hazardous materials; water treating; treatment of materials; generation of electricity;
generation of energy; production of energy by power plants.

(540)

Hanwall

(310)

----------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1462321
(320)
24/01/2019

(750)

Swissteach AG

(731)

Hauptstrasse 10 CH-2560 Nidau, Switzerland

(740)

Swisslegal Frick Anwälte, Manuel C. Frick, Fürsprecher
Bubenbergplatz 5 CH-3001 Bern

(510)

(9) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling,
checking (supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity;
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media,
sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data and information processing equipment,
computers; software; fire extinguishers., (16) Paper and cardboard; printing products (printed matter);
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, excluding furniture; adhesives for
stationery or household purposes; drawing material and material for artists; paintbrushes; instructional
or teaching material; sheets, films and bags of plastic materials for wrapping and packaging; printing type,
printing blocks., (38) Telecommunications., (41) Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural
activities. and (42) Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating
thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computers and software.

(540)

Cleveranto (and logo)
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(310)

-------------------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1462349
(320)
24/01/2019

(750)

Swissteach AG

(731)

Hauptstrasse 10 CH-2560 Nidau, Switzerland

(740)

Swisslegal Frick Anwälte, Manuel C. Frick, Fürsprecher
Bubenbergplatz 5 CH-3001 Bern

(510)

(9) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling,
checking (supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity;
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media,
sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data and information processing equipment,
computers; software; fire extinguishers., (16) Paper and cardboard; printing products (printed matter);
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, excluding furniture; adhesives for
stationery or household purposes; drawing material and material for artists; paintbrushes; instructional
or teaching material; sheets, films and bags of plastic materials for wrapping and packaging; printing type,
printing blocks., (38) Telecommunications., (41) Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural
activities. and (42) Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating
thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computers and software.

(540)

-------------------------------------------------------(310)
MD/M/1/1464318
(320)

09/01/2019

(750)

August Rüggeberg GmbH & Co. KG

(731)

Hauptstr. 13 51709 Marienheide, Germany

(740)

RAU, SCHNECK & HÜBNER PATENTANWÄLTE RECHTSANWÄLTE PARTGMBB
Königstraße 2 90402 Nürnberg

(510)

(7) Machines for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; machine tools for the treatment of
materials and production; machine operated tools; grinding machines; rotary burrs; mounted points;
fine grinding tools and polishing tools; diamond tools and cubic boron nitride (CBN) tools; grinding
wheels and abrasive cut-off wheels; stationary abrasive cut-off wheels; technical brushes; tool drives,
in particular pneumatic drives, electric drives and flexible shaft drives. and (8) Hand-operated tools and
implements; files [tools]; rasps.

(540)

VICTOGRAIN (and logo)
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(310)

MD/M/1/1471154

(320)

21/01/2019

(750)

TCL CORPORATION

(731)

NO.19 ZONE, ZHONGKAI HIGH TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT ZONE, HUIZHOU GUANGDONG, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

CCPIT PATENT AND TRADEMARK LAW OFFICE
10/F, OCEAN PLAZA, 158 FUXINGMENNEI STREET 100031 BEIJING

(510)

(9) Data processing apparatus; computers; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer
peripheral devices; monitors [computer hardware]; smartwatches; smartglasses; interactive touch screen
terminals; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; downloadable mobile phone applications;
electronic agendas; face recognition equipment; apparatus for checking hand lines [fingerprint scanners];
photocopiers; facsimile machines; electronic notice boards; telephone apparatus; cellular phones;
navigational instruments; network communication equipment; wearable activity trackers; television
apparatus; cabinets for loudspeakers; megaphones; audio- and video-receivers; sound transmitting
apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; camcorders; portable media
players; electronic book readers; self-motion advertising machine; learning machines; earphones; virtual
reality headsets; tachographs; set-top boxes; cameras [photography]; video projectors; audiovisual
teaching apparatus; surveying apparatus and instruments; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables];
chips [integrated circuits]; light-emitting diodes [LED]; switches, electric; plugs, sockets and other contacts
[electric connections]; video screens; household remote controller; theft prevention installations, electric;
electric door bells; locks, electric; eyeglasses; batteries, electric; portable power source (rechargeable
battery); touch screens; tablet computers; electronic surveillance apparatus.

(540)

TCL Ai in (and logo)

(310)

--------------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1476521
(320)

18/01/2019

(750)

CCBP LTD

(731)

11th Floor, Two Snow Hill Queensway, Birmingham B4 6WR, United Kingdom

(740)

Novagraaf Netherlands B.V.
Hoogoorddreef 5 NL-1101 BA Amsterdam

(510)

(35) Chartered accountancy business services; business management consultancy; auditing, accountancy,
accounting; preparation of accounts; business accounts management; business advice relating to
accountancy; preparation and maintenance of computerized accounting; cost management accounting;
preparations of statements of accounts; information services relating to accounting; providing of reports
relating to accounting information; school fee accounting services and school fee costs accounting
services; compilation and provision of commercial and business information and advice; tax advice and
assessments; preparation of tax assessments; taxation advice, planning and consultancy; book-keeping;
business insolvency services; business management advisory services; research and information services
relating to accountancy; professional advice relating to audit, accountancy, vat, personal and corporate
taxation and corporate finance and corporate recovery; management consultancy relating to business;
preparation of reports relating to all the aforesaid services; secretarial services; provision of initial
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company secretarial services on company formation; payroll advisory services; company secretarial
services; payroll processing services; personnel recruitment services; recruitment and human resources
services; strategic business consultancy; provision of nominee company directors; provision of nonexecutive company directors; forensic accounting; administration receivership and business advisory
services relating to business liquidation services., (36) Provision of services of independent financial
advisers; financial services; financial planning, management consultancy and administration; financial
brokerage; insurance brokerage; commercial brokering; business and personal insurance brokering
services; financial analysis; investment advice and planning; financial and advisory services relating to
pensions; pensions advice and planning; taxation advice and planning; actuarial services; insurance
services; insurance consultancy; provision of insurance and financial information; financial management
relating to insurance; financial advisory services relating to insolvency; financial services relating to
business insolvency and personal insolvency; management of property; real estate management; financial
risk management; asset management; mutual fund establishment; investment management and
investment strategies; investment advice; fund investment; fund management; investment trusts; unit
trust management; financing of loans; lending on mortgages; services relating to residential and
commercial mortgages; provision of advice relating to pensions, investments, insurance, life insurance,
school fees schemes and mortgages; inheritance tax advice; compilation and provision of financial
information and analysis for business purposes by telephone, computer, electronic mail, electronic means
and by means of printed matter and periodical publications; provision of trustee and executorships
services; trustee services; information and advisory services, all relating to the aforesaid services;
professional consultancy services relating to financial, investment, insurance, auditing, taxation, corporate
recovery and accountancy matters; preparation of reports containing financial information., (38) Provision
of access to computer databases, all containing financial information., (42) Computer software design and
programming services; professional consultancy relating to computer security; preparation of engineering
reports; preparation of technical reports; preparation of technological reports; preparation of reports
relating to computers; consultancy services relating to information technology. and (45) Legal services;
litigation advice; litigation support services; expert witness services; legal services relating to
administration and receivership; legal services.
(540)

bakertilly (and logo)

--------------------------------------------------(310)

MD/M/1/1477679

(750)

FRIEDLANDER

(731)

(320)

17/01/2019

550 rue Pierre Berthier, Parc de Pichaury, Zone Industrielle les Milles F-13100 AIX-EN-PROVENCE, France

(740)

GEVERS & ORES, Mme. Ingrid CORVIOLE-PARENT
41 avenue de Friedland F-75008 PARIS

(510)

(6) Metal materials for construction; formwork; metallic pallets and platforms for handling; pipes;
metallic transportable buildings and structures, metallic framework for building; buildings of metal;
transport pallets of metal; loading pallets of metal; steel pipes, steel tubes; pipes of metal, tubes of
metal; branching pipes of metal., (35) Optimization of all operations in the field of project management
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by an integrated computer system., (36) Procurement, rental, leasing of all facilities, business capital,
workshops relating to these activities., (37) Maintenance services in environmental management;
arranging and implementing shut-off units, transfer units or plants with start-up and testing;
shipbuilding; construction of warehouses; organization, management, coordination of all professional
bodies and monitoring of all construction sites including for ships and aircrafts; assembly of mechanical
packages; maintenance of hoisting equipment, public works, handling and transport; installations and
maintenance of oil pipelines; drilling of wells; construction of bridges; underwater construction;
installation, repair and maintenance of electricity networks, telephone networks; radio and
electromagnetic installation protection equipment, Faraday cages and anechoic chambers; cleaning of
structures and buildings; nuclear decontamination; rental of apparatus and machines for lifting and
handling, construction vehicles and machines; boilermaking; heating equipment installation and repair;
assembly, installation and repair of apparatus and pipes in all industries and in particular oil refineries;
assembly of metal rafters and all metalworks and building; landscaping, masonry, plastering, plumbing
works; rehabilitation, maintenance of fittings; sanitation, decontamination, disinfecting,
disinsectization, rat extermination, decontamination, rehabilitation of industrial sites services;
construction of automatic handling systems, non-metallic building materials; implementing, monitoring,
regulating and instrumentation of robots and machines for industrial purposes; pre- fabrication and
assembly of plastic fittings; repair of motor vehicles, transport devices and lifting and handling
equipment, industrial equipment; construction assistance works in controlled zones of nuclear power
plants; decontamination and cleaning of equipment by ultrasound and hydro-laser for functioning
nuclear power plants and in general for all concerned in the atomic industry including production of
special apparatus; building construction supervision; creation, installation of all facilities, business
capital, workshops relating to activities and services in classes 40and 42., (40) Cutting, forming, polishing,
milling, metal coating; boilermaking and pipe work; research and design for central heating, sanitary
services, welding, sheet metal work, copper work, metallic framework and industrial electricity;
assembly and machining a variety of plastic products, hard rubbering and coating in rubber; insulation
work; processing, treatment and waste management, including nuclear, chemical and organic; industrial
effluent treatment; management of purification plants, waste treatment, destruction of fats; automatic
and industrial waste management, waste treatment; municipal management of discharge, and private
waste, namely waste treatment. and (42) Technical, computer and organization studies; engineering
services for the organization by maintenance, by driving works (general business, preparation of stop
production units, production, supervision of large works, prevention security quality control/reception);
direction and management (study) of large projects, by planning, optimisaition carried out by engineers
in all operations in the field of project management by an integrated computer system; services and
advice in computers involving the sale of hardware, computing time; technical support relating to
software and pro-software, management of automatic and industrial waste; municipal discharge
management and private waste; engineering studies for nuclear power plants including their
dismantling; operation of facilities, business capital, workshops in the field of pipe activities, boilermaking, mechanical maintenance and industrial waste management; study services for all
environmental work; automatic handling systems design, non-metallic construction materials; studies
and research of treatment and waste management and sustainable development; information services
relating to scientific research; transfer (provision) of technical know-how; surveying [engineering work];
construction drafting; monitoring and inspection of industrial plants and installations; engineering
services relating to construction, maintenance and repair of all constructions, buildings, plants and
premises for industrial, public or private use; construction engineering works; automatic handling
systems design, non-metallic construction materials.
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(540)

FRIEDLANDER

(310)

----------------------------------------------MD/M/1/1479079
(320)

(750)

QIAN FENG SHENG

(731)

No. 78 Qinxi North Road, Houqian Village, Fangyan Town, Yongkang City Zhejiang Province, Peoples
Republic of China

(740)

YIWU XUJIE SHANGBIAO SHIWUSUO YOUXIAN GONGSI
3/F, No. 178 Zongze Road, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province

(510)

(21) Kitchen utensils; cooking pots; iron pots; crystal crafts; buckets; brushes; toothbrushes; insulating
flasks.

(540)

TORNADO (and logo)

03/06/2019

-------------------------------------------------------------IV. TRADEMARK: CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Mark Name

Registration
Number

Change
FROM

of

address

Change of address TO

PALL MALL (and
logo)

643/1952 of 1209
Orange
Street, BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS) INC.
14/12/2009
Wilmington,
Delaware 251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington,
18901, U.S.A.
Delaware 19808-1674, U.S.A.

CONCORDE

103/1965 of Frederiksplein,
14/12/2009
Amsterdam-C,
Netherlands

PAUL REVERE
(and logo)

114/1965 of Zaehlerweg 4, zug, 6300, American-Cigarette Company (Overseas) Limited
14/12/2009
Switzerland
Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, Switzerland

PAUL REVERE
(and logo)

115/1965 of Zaehlerweg 4, 6300 Zug, American-Cigarette Company (Overseas) Limited
14/12/2009
Switzerland
Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, Switzerland

PAUL REVERE
(and logo)

283/1966 of Zaehlerweg 4, zug, 6300, American-Cigarette Company (Overseas) Limited
14/12/2009
Switzerland
Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, Switzerland

LEXINGTON

464/1968 of Zählerweg 4, 6300 Zug, American-Cigarette Company (Overseas) Limited
26/10/2009
Switzerland
Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, Switzerland

VOGUE

649/1969 of Route de France 17, 2926 American-Cigarette Company (Overseas) Limited
14/12/2009
Boncourt, Switzerland
Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, Switzerland

52

à TURMAC TOBACCO COMPANY N.V.
The Handelsweg 53A, Amstelveen 1181 ZA,
Netherland Antilles
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MONOPOLE
GREEN TOP

964/1972 of 17
Avenue
26/10/2009
Champagne
Epernay, France

de HEIDSIECK & CO. MONOPOLE SOCIETE
51200 ANONYME
42 Avenue de Champagne 51200 Epernay,
France

MONOPOLE
GREEN TOP

964/1972 of 42
Avenue
14/12/2009
Champagne
Epernay, France

de HEIDSIECK & CO. MONOPOLE SOCIETE PAR
51200 ACTIONS SIMPLIFIEE
34 Boulevard Diancourt 51100 Reims, France

CITICORP

1166/1975 of 399 Park Avenue, New CITIGROUP INC.
14/12/2009
York, New York 10043, 388 Grenwich Street, New York, New York 10013,
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

BANDAG

1192/1975 of 2000 Bandag Drive, Bridgestone Bandag, LLC
14/12/2009
Muscatine, lowa 52761, 200 4th Avenue South, Nashiville,Tennessee
U.S.A.
37201, U.S.A.

BANDAG

1192/1975
of
14/12/2009

2905 N. Highway 61, Bridgestone Bandag, LLC
Muscatine, IA 52761, 2000 Bandag Drive, Muscatine, lowa 52761,
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

VISA

1194/1975
of
14/12/2009

500 California Street, San Visa International Service Association
Francisco, California , 900 Metro Center Boulevard, Foster City,
U.S.A.
California 94404, U.S.A.

CHLORIDE

1335/1977
of
14/12/2009

52 Grosvenor Gardens, CHLORIDE GROUP LIMITED
London, SW1W OAU, C/o Ventiv, TOR, Saint-Cloud Way, Maidenhead,
United Kingdom
SL6 8BN, United Kingdom

CAMPARI

1367/1977
of
14/12/2009

Via Filippo Turati
20121 Milan, Italy

TASMAR

1449/1978
of
14/12/2009

One- North, 11 Biopolis VALEANT PHARMACEUTICALS INTERNATIONAL
Way, Helios Block#06-01, 400 Somerset Corporate Blvd. Bridgetwater New
Singapore
138667, Jersey 08807, Singapore
Singapore

GIDEON
logo)

(and 1532/1979
of
14/12/2009

2900 Lebanon Road, THE GIDEONS INTERNATIONAL
Nashville,Tennessee
50 Century Boulevard, Nashville, Tennessee
37214, U.S.A.
37214, U.S.A.

PRELUDE

1557/1979
of
14/12/2009

27, DAVIDE CAMPARI - MILANO S.p.A.
Via Franco Sacchetti, 20, 20099 Sesto San
Giovanni Milan, Italy

15 Rue Cassette, 75006, BELENCIAGA
Paris, France
40 Rue Sèvres, 75007, Paris, France
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MICHELIN

1585/1980
of
26/10/2009

12 Cours Sablon, 6300 COMPAGNIE GENERALE DES ETABLISSEMENTS
Clermont-Ferrand, France MICHELIN-MICHELIN & Cie
23 Place des Carmes-Déchaux, 63000 ClermontFerrand, France

LIKE

1713/1981
of
14/12/2009

Corner
House,20 The Concentrate Manufacturing Company of
Parliament
Street, Ireland (also trading as Seven-Up International)
Hamilton, Bermuda
Swan Building, 3rd Floor, 26 Victoria Street,
Hamilton, HM12, Bermuda

ZOVIRAX

1723/1982
of
14/12/2009

160 Euston Road, Londres THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED
NW1 2BP, United Kingdom 980 Great West Road, Brentford TW8 9GS, MID,
United Kingdom

(and 1761/1982
of
26/10/2009

207, Route d'Arlon, L-1150 Basic Trademark S.A.
Luxembourg , Luxembourg 42-44 Avenue de la Gare, L1610 Luxembourg,
Luxembourg

KAPPA
logo)

WELLCOME
(and logo)

1829/1983 of 160 Euston Road, londres THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED
26/10/2009
NW1 2BP, United Kingdom 980 Great West Road, Brentford TW8 9GS, MID,
United Kingdom

LIKE (and logo)

1857/1983 of Corner
House,20 The Concentrate Manufacturing Company of
14/12/2009
Parliament
Street, Ireland (also trading as Seven-Up International)
Hamilton, Bermuda
Swan Building, 3rd Floor, 26 Victoria Street,
Hamilton, HM12, Bermuda

COLOMBE
(and logo)

3108/1987 of 3125 Clearview Way, San
14/12/2009
Mateo, Calfornia 94402,
U.S.A.
3229/1988 of 416,
Maetan-dong,
14/12/2009
Suweon,
Kyungki-do,
Rep.of Korea

SAMSUNG
(and logo)

Visa International Service Association
900 Metro Center Boulevard, Foster City,
California 94404, U.S.A.
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si,
Gyeonggi-do, 16677, Rep.of Korea

SCANIA

3427/1991 of Fack,S-151 87 Sodertalje , SCANIA CV AKTIEBOLAG
14/12/2009
Sweden
151 87 Södertalje , Sweden

WARNER'S

3692/1993 of 470 Wheelers Farms Road, WARNACO U.S. INC.
14/12/2009
Milford,
Connecticut 200 Madison Avenue, New York, New York
06460, U.S.A.
10019, U.S.A.

LUCKY STAR

3812/1995 of 4th Floor , Ocean House,
14/12/2009
20 Lower Bury Street, Cap
Town, Republic of South
Africa

ST. HELENA BAY FISHING INDUSTRIES LIMITED
9th Floor , Ocean House, 25 Jan Smuts Street,
Foreshore, Cap Town 8001, Western Province,
Republic of South Africa

LOGITECH

4613/2001 of 1143 APPLES, Switzerland
14/12/2009

LOGITECH INTERNATIONAL S.A
Les Chatagnis, CH 1143 Apples, Switzerland
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NOKIA
logo)

(and 4764/2002 of Keilalahdentie 4, FIN- NOKIA CORPORATION
26/10/2009
012150 ESPOO, Finland
Kalakaari 7, 02610 Espo, Finland

CONCERTA

4812/2002 of 1900 Charleston Road, Alza Corporation
14/12/2009
Mountain View, 94039- 1010 Joaquin Road, Mountain View, Calfornia,
7210, U.S.A.
U.S.A.

CONCERTA

4812/2002 of 1010
Joaquin
Road, Alza Corporation
14/12/2009
Mountain View, Calfornia, 700 Eubanks Drive, Vacaville, Calfornia 95688,
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

HELLMANN’S

4862/2002 of 390 Park Avenue, New Conopco, Inc.
14/12/2009
York, 10022, New York, 700 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
U.S.A.
07632, U.S.A.

BRINAVESS

4864/2002 of Chamerstrasse 176, CH- Cardiome International AG
14/12/2009
6300, Zug, Switzerland
Rue des Alpes 21, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland

WORLDLINK

4937/2003 of 399 Park Avenue, New CITIGROURP INC.
14/12/2009
York, New York 10043, 388 Grenwich Street, New York, New York 10013,
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

PARLE-G (and 5024/2003 of Nirlon House, 254-B, Dr. PARLE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
logo)
14/12/2009
Annie
Besant
Road, North Lvel Crossing, Vile Parle (East), MUMBAI
MUMBAI 400 025, India
400 057, Mahsrashtra, India
ALSTOM (and 5564/2003 of , 25 avenue Kléber, 75116 ALSTOM
logo)
14/12/2009
Paris, France
une société anonyme Française
48 rue Albert Dhalenne, 93400 Saint-Ouen,
France
VITALE
BARBERIS
CANONICO

5836/2006
of
14/10/2009

Via Diagonale 296, 13050 VITALE BARBERIS CANONICO S.p.A.
Pratrivero (Biella), Italy
Via Diagonale 296, 13835 Pratrivero (BI), Italy

EURARTESIM

5894/2006
of
26/12/2009

Viale Sarca, 223 I-20216 ALFASIGMA S.p.A.
MILANO (MI), Italy
Joint Stock Company Italy
Via Ragazzi del 99, 5 I-40133 BOLOGNA (BO), Italy

BRUSSELS
AIRLINES

5917/2006
of
14/12/2009

Boomkwekerijstraat 20, B- SN AIRHOLDING, S.A.
1000 Bruxelles, Belgium
Jaargetijdenlaan 100-1002/B30, 1050 Brussel
België, Belgium

RENAISSANCE 5995/2007
CAPITAL (and of
logo)
14/12/2009

Trinity Hall, 43 Cedar RENAISSANCE FINANCIAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
Avenue, Hamilton HM 12, C/o Apex Corporate Services Ltd., Vallis Building,
Bermuda
58 Par-la Ville Road , city of Hamilton HM12,
Bermuda
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PALL MALL

6013/2007
of
14/12/2009

251 Little Falls Drive, Suite British American Tobacco (Brands) Inc.
100,
Wilmington,
de 251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington,
19808-1674 , U.S.A.
Delaware 19808-1674, U.S.A.

KENT

6032/2007
of
14/12/2009

NEXANS

6054/2007 of 16, rue de Monceau, 75008 NEXANS, S.A
14/12/2009
Paris, France
4 Allée de l'Arche, 92400 Courbevoie, France

GROUPM

6527/2008
of
14/12/2009

6 Rue, Heine, L-1720 , WPP Luxembourg Gamma Sarl
Luxembourg
124 Boulevard de la Pétrusse
Luxembourg, Luxembourg

6747/2009
of
14/12/2009

12 cours Sablon 63000 COMPAGNIE GENERALE DES ETABLISSEMENTS
Clermont-Ferrand, France
MICHELIN
société en commandite par actions
23, Place des Carmes-Déchaux, 63000 ClermontFerrand, France

LUCKY STAR 6768/2009
(and logo)
of
14/12/2009

16TH
FLOOR, OCEANA BRANDS LIMITED
METROPOLITAN CENTRE, 9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
COEN
STEYTLER Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
AVENUE,CAPE
TOWN, Province , Republic of South Africa
WESTERN CAPE, -, Republic
of South Africa

ENERGY

251 Little falls drive, suite BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS), INC.
100, wilmington, de 19808- 251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington,
1674, U.S.A.
Delaware 19808-1674, U.S.A.

L-2330

LUCKY STAR 6771/2009 of 16TH
FLOOR, OCEANA BRANDS LIMITED
(and logo)
14/12/2009
METROPOLITAN CENTRE, 9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
COEN
STEYTLER Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
AVENUE,CAPE
TOWN, Province , Republic of South Africa
WESTERN CAPE, -, Republic
of South Africa
LUCKY
STAR 6772/2009
(and logo)
of
14/12/2009

16TH
FLOOR,
METROPOLITAN CENTRE,
COEN STEYTLER AVENUE,
CAPE TOWN, WESTERN
CAPE, -, Republic of South
Africa

OCEANA BRANDS LIMITED
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

LUCKY
STAR 6773/2009
(and logo)
of
14/12/2009

16TH
FLOOR,
METROPOLITAN CENTRE,
COEN
STEYTLER
AVENUE,CAPE
TOWN,
WESTERN
CAPE,
-,
Republic of South Africa

OCEANA BRANDS LIMITED
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa
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LUCKY
STAR 6775/2009
(and logo)
of
14/12/2009

16th Floor, Metropolitan
Centre, Coen Steytler
Avenue,
Cape
Town,
Western Cape , Republic
of South Africa

OCEANA BRANDS LIMITED
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

LUCKY
STAR 6776/2009
(and logo)
of
14/12/2009

16TH
FLOOR,
METROPOLITAN CENTRE,
COEN STEYTLER AVENUE,
CAPE TOWN, WESTERN
CAPE, Republic of South
Africa

OCEANA BRANDS LIMITED
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smuts Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , -, Republic of South Africa

LUCKY
STAR 6777/2009
(and logo)
of
14/12/2009

16th Floor, Metropolitan
Centre, Coen Steytler
Avenue,
Cape
Town,
Western Cape , Republic
of South Africa

OCEANA BRANDS LIMITED
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

EURARTESIM
(and logo)

5894/2006/ of Viale Sarca, 223-20216 ALFASIGMA S.p.A.
14/12/2009
MILANO (MI), Italy
Joint Stock Company Italy
Via Ragazzi del99,5-40133 BOLOGNA (BO), Italy
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V. TRADEMARK: MERGER
Mark Name

Registration
Number

Merger FROM

Merger TO

LEXINGTON

464/1968
14/12/2009

of American-Cigarette
American-Cigarette Company (Overseas) Limited
Company (Overseas) Zählerweg 4, 6300 Zug, Switzerland
Limited

DUBONNET

718/1970
14/12/2009

of PERNOD RICARD S.A

PERNOD RICARD S.A
Société anonyme
12, place des Etats-Unis, 75016 Paris, France

BRINAVESS

4864/2002
14/12/2009

of CORREVIO
INTERNATIONAL Sàrl

CORREVIO INTERNATIONAL Sàrl
Places des Alpes 4, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland

EURARTESIM

5894/2006
14/12/2009

of ALFASIGMA S.p.A.

ALFASIGMA S.p.A.
Joint Stock Company Italy
Viale Sarca, 223 I-20216 MILANO (MI), Italy

EURARTESIM
(and logo)

5894/2006
14/12/2009

of ALFASIGMA S.p.A.

ALFASIGMA S.p.A.
Joint Stock Company Italy
Viale Sarca, 223-20216 MILANO (MI), Italy

VI. TRADEMARK RENEWAL
Mark Name

Registration
Number

PALL
MALL 1952/643
(and logo)
14/12/2009

Valid From 14/12/2019

TO
14/12/2029

of BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS) INC.
251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington,
Delaware 19808-1674, U.S.A.

34

14/12/2029

SPORTSMAN
(and logo)

1962/121
of BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS) LIMITED
14/12/2009
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London, WC2R 2PG,
United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

RCA

1964/21
of RCA TRADEMARK MANAGEMENT
14/12/2009
1-5 rue Jeanne d'arc, 92130 Issy-Les-Moulineaux,
France

6, 7, 9, 11
and 20

14/12/2029
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RCA Victor

1964/22
of RCA TRADEMARK MANAGEMENT
14/12/2009
1-5 rue Jeanne d'arc, 92130 Issy-Les-Moulineaux,
France

VICTROLA

1964/26
of RCA TRADEMARK MANAGEMENT
14/12/2009
1-5 rue Jeanne d'arc, 92130 Issy-Les-Moulineaux,
France

9

14/12/2029

CONCORDE

1965/103 of British American Tobacco International (Holdings)
14/12/2009
B.V.
Handelsweg 53A, Amstelveen 1181 ZA, Netherland
Antilles

34

14/12/2029

PAUL REVERE
(and logo)

1965/114 of American-Cigarette Company (Overseas) Limited
14/12/2009
Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, Switzerland

34

14/12/2029

PAUL REVERE
(and logo)

1965/115 of American-Cigarette Company (Overseas) Limited
14/12/2009
Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, Switzerland

34

14/12/2029

CONTINENTAL
(and logo)

1965/124 of CONTINENTAL
GUMMI
WERKE
14/12/2009
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Königsworther Platz 1, à Hannovre, Germany

9, 16, 17, 14/12/2029
21, 25 and
27

CONTI

1965/125 of CONTINENTAL
GUMMI
WERKE
14/12/2009
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Königsworther Platz 1, à Hannovre, Germany

9, 16, 17, 14/12/2029
21, 25 and
27

PAUL REVERE
(and logo)

1966/283 of American-Cigarette Company (Overseas) Limited
14/12/2009
Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, Switzerland

34

14/12/2029

SILK CUT

1966/1280 of
14/12/2009

34

14/12/2029

TIMEX

1967/440 of TIMEX GROUP USA, INC.
14/12/2009
Middlebury, county of new Haven Connecticut,
U.S.A.

9 and 14

14/12/2029

LEXINGTON

1968/464 of American-Cigarette Company (Overseas) Limited
14/12/2009
Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, Switzerland

34

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED
MILLBANK,KNOWLE
GREEN,STAINES,MIDDLESEX
TW18 1DY., United Kingdom

9

14/12/2029

14/12/2029
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RCA

1968/471 of RCA TRADEMARK MANAGEMENT
14/12/2009
1-5 rue Jeanne d'arc, 92130 Issy-Les-Moulineaux,
France

44

14/12/2029

ORTHO

1968/491 of OMS INVESTEMENTS, INC.
14/12/2009
10250 Constellation Boulevard, Suite, Los Angeles CA
90067-6228, U.S.A.

1, 3 and 5

14/12/2029

PYREX

1968/522 of CORNING INCORPORATED
14/12/2009
Houghton Park, ville de Corning, Etat de New York
14830, U.S.A.

9, 11 and 14/12/2029
21

VOGUE

1969/649 of American-Cigarette Company (Overseas) Limited
14/12/2009
Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, Switzerland

34

14/12/2029

TETAGAM

1970/746 of CSL BEHRING GMBH
14/12/2009
EMIL-VON-BEHRING STRASSE 76,35041 MARBURG,
Germany

5

14/12/2029

MONOPOLE
GREEN TOP

1972/964 of HEIDSIECK & CO. MONOPOLE SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS
14/12/2009
SIMPLIFIEE
34 Boulevard Diancourt 51100 Reims, France

33

14/12/2029

KOHLER

1974/1128 of
14/12/2009

KOHLER Co.
44e rue, Ville de Kohler, Etat de Wisconsin, U.S.A.

6, 7, 8, 9, 14/12/2029
11, 12 and
20

CITICORP

1975/1166 of
14/12/2009

CITIGROUP INC.
388 Grenwich Street, New York, New York 10013,
U.S.A.

16

BANDAG

1975/1192
of
14/12/2009

Bridgestone Bandag, LLC
200 4th Avenue South, Nashiville,Tennessee 37201,
U.S.A.

1, 8, 12 14/12/2029
and 37

VISA

1975/1194
of
14/12/2009

Visa International Service Association
900 Metro Center Boulevard, Foster City, California
94404, U.S.A.

4

14/12/2029

SILK (and logo)

1976/1224
of
14/12/2009

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED
MILLBANK KNOWLE GREEN, STAINES, MIDDLESEX
TW18 1DY, United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

14/12/2029
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TOYOTA

1976/1262
of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as
TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

1976/1263
of
14/12/200
9

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as
TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

STATE EXPRESS 1977/1288
(and logo)
of
14/12/200
9

Ardath Tobacco Company Limited
4 Temple Place, London, WC2R 2PG, United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

STOUT

1977/1295 of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as
TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2009

CHLORIDE

1977/1335 of
14/12/2009

CHLORIDE GROUP LIMITED
C/o Ventiv, TOR, Saint-Cloud Way, Maidenhead, SL6
8BN, United Kingdom

3

26/10/2029

CAMPARI

1977/1367 of
14/12/2009

DAVIDE CAMPARI - MILANO S.p.A.
Via Franco Sacchetti, 20, 20099 Sesto San Giovanni
Milan, Italy

32 and 33

14/12/2009

SAFARI

1978/1414 of
14/12/2009

British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC2R 2PG,
United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

TASMAR

1978/1449 of
14/12/2009

BAUSCH HEALTH AMERICAS, INC.
400 Somerset Corporate Blvd. Bridgetwater New
Jersey 08807, Singapore

5

14/12/2009

GIDEON (and 1979/1532 of
logo)
14/12/2009

THE GIDEONS INTERNATIONAL
50 Century Boulevard, Nashville, Tennessee 37214,
U.S.A.

16

14/12/2029

PRELUDE

BELENCIAGA
40 Rue Sèvres, 75007, Paris, France

3

14/12/2029

1979/1557 of
14/12/2009
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SILK

1980/1218 of
14/12/2009

British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC2R 2PG,
United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

MICHELIN

1980/1585 of
14/12/2009

COMPAGNIE GENERALE DES ETABLISSEMENTS
MICHELIN-MICHELIN & Cie
23 Place des Carmes-Déchaux, 63000 ClermontFerrand, France

12

26/10/2029

HILUX

1980/1612 of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also t/as
TOYOTA MOTOR CO., LIMITED)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, AICHI-KEN, Japan

12

26/10/2029

COMMUTER

1980/1613 of TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as
14/12/2009
TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

26/10/2029

LANDCRUISER

1980/1614 of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as
TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

26/10/2009

TECHNICS

1981/1704 of
14/12/2009

PANASONIC CORPORATION
1006, Oaza, Kadoma, Kadoma-shi, Osaka, Japan

9

26/10/2029

LIKE

1981/1713
of
14/12/2009

Portifolio Concentrate Solutions Unlimited
company
5 Eastgate Road, Eastgate Business Park, Little
Island, Cork, Ireland

32

26/10/2029

ZOVIRAX

1982/1723
of
14/12/2009

Glaxo Group Limited
980 Great West Road, Brentford TW8 9GS, MID,
United Kingdom

5

26/10/2029

HIACE

1982/1727 of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading
as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

26/10/2029
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KAPPA (and logo)

1982/1761
of
14/12/2009

Basic Trademark S.A.
42-44 Avenue de la Gare, L1610 Luxembourg,
Luxembourg

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 26/10/2029
7, 8, 9, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 40 and 41

WELLCOME (and 1983/1829
logo)
of
14/12/2009

Glaxo Group Limited
980 Great West Road, Brentford TW8 9GS, MID,
United Kingdom

1 and 5

26/10/2029

LIKE (and logo)

1983/1857 of
14/12/2009

Portifolio Concentrate Solutions Unlimited
company
5 Eastgate Road, Eastgate Business Park, Little
Island, Cork, Ireland

32

14/12/2029

(and 1984/1955 of
14/12/2009

British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC 2R 2PG,
United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

3

14/12/2029

EMBASSY
logo)

X-TRA

1984/1979 of HENKEL AG&CO. KGaA
14/12/2009
67
Henkelstrasse,
Germany

Düsseldorf-Holthausen,

CHAMPION

1985/2027
of
14/12/2009

British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC 2R
2PG, United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

MATEUS (and logo)

1986/3001
of
14/12/2009

Sogrape Vinhos, S.A.
Lugar de Aldeia Nova, Avintes 4430 Vila Nova
de Gaia, Portugal

33

14/12/2029

MATEUS

1986/3002
of
14/12/2009

SOGRAPE VINHOS S.A.
Av. da Boavista 1163, P-4100 Porto, Portugal

33

14/12/2029

COLOMBE (and logo)

1987/3108
of
14/12/2009

Visa International Service Association
900 Metro Center Boulevard, Foster City,
California 94404, U.S.A.

36

14/12/2029
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COASTER

1987/3112
of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also
trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

TERCEL

1987/3113
of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also
trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

1988/3135
of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also
trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

SAMSUNG (and logo)

1988/3229
of
14/12/2009

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si,
Gyeonggi-do, 16677, Rep.of Korea

6, 7, 9, 11 14/12/2029
and 14

SCANIA

1991/3427
of
14/12/2009

SCANIA CV AKTIEBOLAG
151 87 Södertalje , Sweden

7 and 12

AFRI-COLA

1991/3437
of
14/12/2009

ACB MARKEN GMBH
32
Oscar-Jäger-Strasse 115, D-50825 KOLN &
MINERALBRUNNEN UBERKINGEN-TEINACH.
Bahnhofstrasse 15, 15,D 73337 BAD
UBERKKINGEN, Germany

FEDERAL EXPRESS

1991/3486
of
14/12/2009

FEDERAL EXPRESS CORPORATION
3620 Hacks Cross Road, 3rd Floor, Building,
Memphis, Tennessee 38125, U.S.A.

16, 36 and 14/12/2029
39

F FILA (and logo)

1993/3684
of
14/12/2009

FILA LUXEMBOURG SARL
46/A AVENUE
J.F.KENNEDY,
Luxembourg

25 and 28

14/12/2029

WARNER'S

1993/3692
of
14/12/2009

WARNACO U.S. INC.
200 Madison Avenue, New York, New York
10019, U.S.A.

25

14/12/2029

LUCKY STAR

1995/3812
of
14/12/2009

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
29
9th Floor , Ocean House,
25 Jan Smuts
Street, Foreshore, Cap Town 8001, Western
Province, Republic of South Africa

14/12/2029

TOYOTA 4
(and logo)

RUNNER

14/12/2029

14/12/2029

L-1855,
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EMBASSY

1995/3857
of
14/12/2009

British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC2R
2PG, United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

UD (and logo)

1996/3944
of
14/12/2009

Volvo Truk Corporation
40508, Göteborg, Sweden

12

14/12/2029

LANDCRUISER PRADO

1997/4027
of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also
trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

PRE-RUNNER

1997/4028
of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also
trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

CARINA E

1997/4123
of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also
trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

CROWN

1997/4124
of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also
trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

TOYOTA RAV4

1997/4125
of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also
trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

ORBCOMM

1997/4141
of
14/12/2009

Orbcomm LLC
395W. Passaic Street Suite 325 Rochelle Park
New Jersey 07662, U.S.A.

38

14/12/2029

WESTERN UNION

1998/4249
of
14/12/2009

WESTERN UNION HOLIDINGS, INC.
7001 East Belleview Avenue, Denver,
Colorado, 80237, U.S.A.

36

14/12/2029

PRICEWATERHOUSECO
OPERS

1998/4272
of
14/12/2009

PWC BUSINESS TRUST
1301 Avenue of the Americas,NEW
YORK,10019 NEW YORK, U.S.A.

9, 16, 35, 14/12/2029
36, 41 and
42

PwC

1998/4273
of
14/12/2009

PWC BUSINESS TRUST
1301 Avenue of the Americas,10019 New
York, New York, U.S.A.

9, 16, 35, 14/12/2029
36, 41 and
42
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TUMBACO (and logo)

1998/4297
of
14/12/2009

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS)
LIMITED
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London, WC2R
2PG, United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

AMBASSADE
logo)

(and 1998/4320
of
14/12/2009

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS)
LIMITED
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC2R
2PG, United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

AMBASSADE

1998/4321
of
14/12/2009

British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC2R
2PG, United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

NEWPORT (and logo)

1999/4338
of
14/12/2009

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS),
INC.
401 South Fourth Avenue, Suite 1800,
Louisville,Kentucky 40202, U.S.A.

34

14/12/2029

ECHO

1999/4429
of
14/12/2009

Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha (also trading
as Toyota Motor Corporation)
1,Toyota-cho,Toyota-shi, Aichi-Ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

ECHO VERSO

1999/4430
of
14/12/2009

Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha (also trading
as Toyota Motor Corporation)
1,Toyota-cho,Toyota-shi, Aichi-Ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

VDO

2000/4517
of
14/12/2009

Siemens VDO Automatic AG
Siemesstrasse 12, 93055
Germany

6, 7, 9, 11, 14/12/2029
12, 14, 16,
17 and 20

NIMA

2000/4526
of
14/12/2009

NIRMA CHEMICAL WORKS PVT.LTD
Nima House, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380
009, India

3

14/12/2029

NIRMA

2000/4527
of
14/12/2009

NIRMA CHEMICAL WORKS PVT.LTD
Nima House, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380
009, India

3

14/12/2029

LOGITECH

2001/4613
of
14/12/2009

LOGITECH INTERNATIONAL S.A
Les Chatagnis, CH 1143 Apples, Switzerland

9

14/12/2029

Regensburg,
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TUSKER

2001/4620
of
14/12/2009

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS)
LIMITED
Globe House, 4 Temple Place London WC2R
2PG, United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

TUSKER (and logo)

2001/4621
of
14/12/2009

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS)
LIMITED
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London C2R
2PG, United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

Tobacco

2001/4708
of
14/12/2009

British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC2R
2PG, United Kingdom

34

14/12/2029

IVECO (and logo)

2002/4756
of
14/12/2009

IVECO S.p.A
Via Puglia no.35, Torino, The Netherlands

7, 9 and 14/12/2029
12

NOKIA (and logo)

2002/4764
of
14/12/2009

NOKIA CORPORATION
Kalakaari 7, 02610 Espo, Finland

9 and 38

ABB

2002/4769
of
14/12/2009

ABB ASEA BROWN BOVERI LTD.
Affolterstrasse
44,CH-8050
Switzerland

ZURICH,

2002/4770
of
14/12/2009

ABB ASEA BROWN BOVERI LTD.
Affolterstrasse
44,CH-8050
Switzerland

ZURICH,

ABB (and logo)

14/12/2029

1, 2, 3, 4, 14/12/2029
6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12,
14, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20,
21, 25, 26,
35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40,
41 and 42
1, 2, 3, 4, 14/12/2029
6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12,
14, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20,
21, 25, 26,
35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40,
41 and 42
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ABB (and logo)

2002/4771
of
14/12/2009

ABB ASEA BROWN BOVERI LTD.
Affolterstrasse
44,CH-8050
Switzerland

CONCERTA

2002/4812
of
14/12/2009

Alza Corporation
700 Eubanks Drive, Vacaville, Calfornia
95688, U.S.A.

34

BONJOUR

2002/4825
of
14/12/2009

TOTAL SA
2, Place Jean Millier, La Défense 6, 92400
Courbevoie, France

35, 37 and 14/12/2029
43

KNORR

2002/4855
of
14/12/2009

KNORR
NAEHRMITTEL
AKTIENGSELLSCHAFT
Bahnhofstrasse
19,8240
THAYNGEN,
Switzerland

29 and 30

14/12/2029

HELLMANN’S

2002/4862
of
14/12/2009

Conopco, Inc.
700 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey 07632, U.S.A.

29 and 30

14/12/2029

BRINAVESS

2002/4864
of
14/12/2009

CORREVIO INTERNATIONAL Sàrl
Places des Alpes 4, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland

5

14/12/2029

555 (and logo)

2003/4913
of
14/12/2009

CTBAT International Co. Limited
29th Floor, Oxford House, Taikoo Place, 979
King's Road, Island East, Hong Kong

34

14/12/2029

WORLDLINK

2003/4937
of
14/12/2009

CITIGROURP INC.
388 Grenwich Street, New York, New York
10013, U.S.A.

9 and 36

14/12/2029

YARIS

2003/4990
of
14/12/2009

TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also
trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

ZURICH,

1, 2, 3, 4, 14/12/2029
6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12,
14, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20,
21, 25, 26,
35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40,
41 and 42
14/12/2029

160

TOTAL (and logo)

2003/5010
of
14/12/2009

TOTAL SA
2, Place Jean Millier, La Défense 6, 92400
Courbevoie, France

1, 4 and 14/12/2029
37

SIMPLIFIED HARD (and 2003/5011
logo)
of
14/12/2009

Arhtur Guiness Son & Company (DUBLIN)
St. James’s Gate, DUBLIN 8, Irlande, DUBLIN
8, Iran

32

14/12/2029

FORTUNER

2003/5023
of
14/12/2009

Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha (also trading
as Toyota Motor Corporation)
1,Toyota-cho,Toyota-shi, Aichi-Ken, Japan

12

14/12/2029

PARLE-G (and logo)

2003/5024
of
14/12/2009

PARLE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
North Lvel Crossing, Vile Parle (East),
MUMBAI 400 057, Mahsrashtra, India

5

14/12/2029

KNORR (and logo)

2003/5032
of
14/12/2009

KNORR
NAEHRMITTEL
AKTIENGSELLSCHAFT
Bahnhofstrasse
19,8240
THAYNGEN,
Switzerland

29 and 30

14/12/2029

KNORR (and logo)

2003/5033
of
14/12/2009

KNORR
NAEHRMITTEL
AKTIENGSELLSCHAFT
Bahnhofstrasse
19,8240
,THAYNGEN,
Switzerland

29 and 30

14/12/2029

ALSTOM (and logo)

2003/5564
of
14/12/2009

ALSTOM
48 rue Albert Dhalenne, 93400 Saint-Ouen,
France

9, 12, 37 14/12/2029
and 42

SPORTSMAN

2004/5223
of
14/12/2009

British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited

34

14/12/2029

TRUVADA

2005/5469
of
14/12/2009

Gilead Sciences Ireland UC
Unit 13, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock
Co, Dublin, Ireland

5

14/12/2029

GAVISCON

2005/5475
of
14/12/2009

Reckitt Benckiser Healthcare (UK) Limited
5
Dansom Lane, Hull, HU8 7DS, United
Kingdom

14/12/2029

Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC2R
2PG, United Kingdom

161

BREGUET

2005/5658
of
14/12/2009

Montres Brequet S.A. (Montres Brequet AG)
Montres Brequet Ltd
Place de la Tour 23, 1344 L'Abbaye,
Switzerland

14

14/12/2029

VITALE
BARBERIS 2006/5836
CANONICO
of
14/12/2009

VITALE BARBERIS CANONICO S.p.A.
Via Diagonale 296, 13835 Pratrivero (BI),
Italy

24 and 25

14/12/2029

EURARTESIM

2006/5894
of
14/12/2009

ALFASIGMA S.p.A.
Via Ragazzi del 99, 5 I-40133 BOLOGNA (BO),
Italy

5

14/12/2029

BRUSSELS AIRLINES

2006/5917
of
14/12/2009

SN AIRHOLDING, S.A.
Jaargetijdenlaan
100-1002/B30,
Brussel België, Belgium

16, 36 and 14/12/2029
39

RENAISSANCE CAPITAL
(and logo)

2007/5995
of
14/12/2009

RENAISSANCE
FINANCIAL
HOLDINGS 16, 35, 36 14/12/2029
LIMITED
and 41
C/o Apex Corporate Services Ltd., Vallis
Building, 58 Par-la Ville Road , city of Hamilton
HM12, Bermuda

PALL MALL

2007/6013
of
14/12/2009

British American Tobacco (Brands) Inc.
251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington,
Delaware 19808-1674, U.S.A.

34

14/12/2029

KENT

2007/6032
of
14/12/2009

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS),
INC.
251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington,
Delaware 19808-1674, U.S.A.

34

14/12/2029

NEXANS

2007/6054
of
14/12/2009

NEXANS, S.A
4 Allée de l'Arche, 92400 Courbevoie, France

9

14/12/2029

ACCOR
(and logo)

2007/6074
of
14/12/2009

ACCOR
110 Avenue de France, 75013 Paris, France

16, 36 and 14/12/2029
43

SM (and logo)

2007/6102
of
14/12/2009

British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited
Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC2R
2PG, United Kingdom

34

1050

14/12/2029

162

PULLMAN (and logo)

2008/6187
of
14/12/2009

ACCOR
82 rue Henri Farman, 92130 lssy-lesMoulineaux, France

16, 39 and 14/12/2029
42

EMBASSY (and logo)

2008/6188
of
14/12/2009

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS)
LIMITED
Globe House, 4 Temple Place,London, WC2R
2PG, United Kingdom

34

FACEBOOK

2008/6280
of
14/12/2009

Facebook, Inc.
156 University Avenue, Palo Alto California
94301, U.S.A.

9, 35, 38, 14/12/2029
41, 42 and
45

AMERICAN COLA

2008/6303
of
14/12/2009

Monarch Beverages Paris
33, boulevard Malesherbes, 75008 Paris,
France

32

CAMEL ONE (and logo)

2008/6513
of
14/12/2009

JAPAN TOBACCO, INC.
2-2-1 Toranomon, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan

14/12/2029

DIANA

2008/6518
of
14/12/2009

ANCHOR HEALTH & BEAUTY CARE PVT. LTD
44
Marathon Nextgen, Innova 201, "C" Wing off
Ganpatrao, Kadam Marg., Lower Parel
(West) Mumbai- 400 013, India

14/12/2029

DYNA

2008/6520
of
14/12/2009

ANCHOR HEALTH & BEAUTY CARE PVT. LTD
44
Marathon Nextgen, Innova 201, "C" Wing off
Ganpatrao, Kadam Marg., Lower Parel
(West) Mumbai- 400 013, India

14/12/2029

RAYOL

2009/6673
of
14/12/2009

DIVERSEY, INC
8310 16th Street,
Wisconsin, U.S.A.

3

14/12/2029

ENERGY

2009/6747
of
14/12/2009

COMPAGNIE
GENERALE
DES
ETABLISSEMENTS MICHELIN
23, Place des Carmes-Déchaux, 63000
Clermont-Ferrand, France

12

14/12/2029

LUCKY STAR (and logo)

2009/6768
of
14/12/2009

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
29
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

14/12/2029

14/12/2029

14/12/2029

Strurtevant 53177,
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LUCKY STAR (and logo)

2009/6771
of
14/12/2009

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
29
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

14/12/2029

LUCKY STAR (and logo)

2009/6772
of
14/12/2009

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
29
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

14/12/2029

LUCKY STAR (and logo)

2009/6773
of
14/12/2009

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
29
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

14/12/2029

LUCKY STAR (and logo)

2009/6775
of
14/12/2009

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
29
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

14/12/2029

LUCKY STAR (and logo)

2009/6776
of
14/12/2009

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
9th Floor , Ocean House, 25 Jan Smuts
Street, Foreshore, Cap Town 8001, Western
Province, Republic of South Africa

29

14/12/2029

LUCKY STAR (and logo)

2009/6777
of
14/12/2009

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
29
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smuts
Street, Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001,
Western Cape Province , Republic of South
Africa

14/12/2029

P PATRICK (and logo)

2009/6805
of
14/12/2009

JIMA PROJECTS
MEERSBLOEM-MELDEN
OUDENAARDE, Belgium

42

BE-9700

18, 25 and 14/12/2029
28
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SHOE DEVICE (PATRICK)
(and logo)

2009/6807
of
14/12/2009

JIMA PROJECTS
MEERSBLOEM-MELDEN
OUDENAARDE, Belgium

25
42

14/12/2029

BE-9700

VII. NAME CHANGE
Mark Name

Registration
Number

CONCORDE

103/1965
26/10/2009

of British
American British American Tobacco International
Tobacco International (Holdings) B.V.
(Holdings) B.V.
Handelsweg 53A, Amstelveen 1181 ZA,
Netherland Antilles

TIMEX

440/1967
26/10/2009

of TIMEX CORPORATION

440/1967
26/10/2009

of TIMEX
INC.

MONOPOLE
GREEN TOP

964/1972
26/10/2009

of HEIDSIECK
&
CO. HEIDSIECK & CO. MONOPOLE SOCIETE
MONOPOLE SOCIETE ANONYME
17 Avenue de Champagne 51200 Epernay,
ANONYME
France

MONOPOLE
GREEN TOP

964/1972
26/10/2009

of HEIDSIECK & CO.
MONOPOLE SOCIETE
PAR
ACTIONS
SIMPLIFIEE

TASMAR

1449/1978
14/12/2009

of BAUSCH
HEALTH BAUSCH HEALTH AMERICAS, INC.
AMERICAS, INC.
400 Somerset Corporate Blvd. Bridgetwater
New Jersey 08807, Singapore

TASMAR

1449/1978
14/12/2009

of VALEANT
PHARMACEUTICALS
INTERNATIONAL

TECHNICS

1704/1981
26/10/2009

of PANASONIC
CORPORATION

PANASONIC CORPORATION
1006, Oaza, Kadoma, Kadoma-shi, Osaka, Japan

X-TRA

1979/1984
26/10/2009

of HENKEL
AG&CO.KGaA

HENKEL AG&CO. KGaA
67 Henkelstrasse, Düsseldorf-Holthausen,
Germany

TIMEX

Change
FROM

of

GROUP

Name Change of Name TO

TIMEX CORPORATION
Middlebury, county
Connecticut, U.S.A.

of

new

Haven

USA, TIMEX GROUP USA, INC.
Middlebury, county of
Connecticut, U.S.A.

new

Haven

HEIDSIECK & CO. MONOPOLE SOCIETE PAR
ACTIONS SIMPLIFIEE
42 Avenue de Champagne 51200 Epernay,
France

VALEANT PHARMACEUTICALS INTERNATIONAL
One- North, 11 Biopolis Way, Helios Block#0601, Singapore 138667, Singapore
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MATEUS
logo)

(and

3001/1986
26/10/2009

of Sogrape Vinhos, S.A.

Sogrape Vinhos, S.A. Joint stock company
PORTUGALLugar de Aldeia Nova, Avintes 4430
Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal

MATEUS

3002/1986
26/10/2009

of SOGRAPE
S.A.

LUCKY STAR

3812/1995
26/10/2009

of LUCKY STAR LIMITED

UD (and logo)

3944/1996
26/10/2009

of UD
Corporation

ORBCOMM

4141/1997
26/10/2009

of Orbcomm LLC

NIMA

4526/2000
26/10/2009

of NIRMA CHEMICAL NIRMA CHEMICAL WORKS PVT.LTD
Nima House, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380 009,
WORKS PVT.LTD
India

NIRMA

4527/2000
26/10/2009

of NIRMA CHEMICAL NIRMA CHEMICAL WORKS PVT.LTD
Nima House, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380 009,
WORKS PVT.LTD
India

VINHOS SOGRAPE VINHOS S.A.
Av. da Boavista 1163, P-4100 Porto, Portugal
LUCKY STAR LIMITED 9th Floor , Ocean House, 25
Jan Smuts Street, Foreshore, Cap Town 8001,
Western Province, Republic of South Africa

Trucks UD Trucks Corporation No.1.1-chome, Oaza
Ageo-shi, Saitama-Ken, Japan
Orbcomm LLC
395W. Passaic Street Suite 325 Rochelle Park New
Jersey 07662, U.S.A.

IVECO
logo)

(and 4756/2002
26/10/2009

of IVECO S.p.A

IVECO
logo)

(and 4756/2002
26/10/2009

of FCA Partecipazion FCA Partecipazion S.p.A.Prof. Bavincklaan, 5,
S.p.A.
Amstelveen, The Netherlands

BRINAVESS

4864/2002
26/10/2009

of CARDIOME
INTERNATIONAL SA

IVECO S.p.A Via Puglia no.35, Torino, The
Netherlands

CARDIOME INTERNATIONAL SA
Rue des Alpes 21, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland

SIMPLIFIED
5011/2003
HARD
(and 26/10/2009
logo)

of Arhtur Guiness Son Arhtur Guiness Son & Company (DUBLIN)
&
Company St. James’s Gate, DUBLIN 8, Irlande, DUBLIN 8,
Iran
(DUBLIN)

LUCKY
STAR 6768/2009
(and logo)
26/10/2009

of LUCKY STAR LIMITED

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

LUCKY
STAR 6771/2009
(and logo)
26/10/2009

of LUCKY STAR LIMITED

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa
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LUCKY
STAR 6772/2009
(and logo)
26/10/2009

of LUCKY STAR LIMITED

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

LUCKY
STAR 6773/2009
(and logo)
26/10/2009

of LUCKY STAR LIMITED

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

LUCKY
STAR 6775/2009
(and logo)
26/10/2009

of LUCKY STAR LIMITED

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smus Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

LUCKY
STAR 6776/2009
26/10/2009
(and logo)

of LUCKY STAR LIMITED

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
9th Floor , Ocean House, 25 Jan Smuts Street,
Foreshore, Cap Town 8001, Western Province,
Republic of South Africa

LUCKY
STAR 6777/2009
(and logo)
26/10/2009

of LUCKY STAR LIMITED

LUCKY STAR LIMITED
9th Floor, Oceana House, 25 Jan Smuts Street,
Foreshorse, Cape Town 8001, Western Cape
Province , Republic of South Africa

COMPLERA

of Gilead
Ireland

7115/2010
22/09/2010

Sciences Gilead Sciences Ireland
IDA Business and Technology Park, Carrigtohill
Co. Cork, Ireland

VIII. TRADE ASSIGNEMENT
Mark
Name

Registration
Number

Tranfer of Ownership FROM

Tranfer of Ownership TO

FOX
CRIME

RW/T/2010/007163

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM
CORPORATION of 10201 West Pico
Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90035, USA

FOX MEDIA LLC of 10201 West
Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles,
CA 90035, USA

ORBCOM
M

RW/T/1997/004141

ORBCOMM GLOBAL, L.P. (Delaware) of
21700 Atlantic Boulevard, Dulles,
Virginia 20166, USA

OGLP Acquisition Sub LLC of
395 w. Passaic Street Suite 325
Rochelle Park New Jersey
07662, USA

SHOE
DEVICE
(PATRICK)

RW/T/2009/006807

SHOE BRANDING EUROPE BVBA of
Lindestraat 58, b-9700 Oudenaarde,
Belgium

JIMA
PROJECTS
of
Meersbloem-Melden 42 be9700 Oudenaarde, Belgium
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P PATRICK
(PATRICK)

RW/T/2009/006805

SHOE BRANDING EUROPE BVBA of
Lindestraat 58, b-9700 Oudenaarde,
Belgium

JIMA
PROJECTS
of
Meersbloem-Melden 42 be9700 Oudenaarde, Belgium

DSTV

RW/T/2015/000029

MIH INTELPROP HOLDINGS LIMITED of
IFS Court, TwentyEight, Cybercity,
Ebene, Maurtius

MULTICHOICE
AFRICA
HOLDINGS
B.V.
of
Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS,
Hoofddorp, Maurtius

DSTV
ZAPPA

RW/T/2012/001244

MIH INTELPROP HOLDINGS LIMITED of
IFS Court, TwentyEight, Cybercity,
Ebene, Maurtius

MULTICHOICE
AFRICA
HOLDINGS
B.V.
of
Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS,
Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

LEXOTAN

RW/T/1970/000824

F. HOFFMANN - LA ROCHE AG of CH4002 Basale, Switzerland

Cheplapharm
Arzneimittel
GmbH of Ziegelhof 24, 17489
Greifswald, Switzerland

UD

RW/T/1996/003944

UD Trucks Corporation of No.1.1chome, Oaza Ageo-shi, Saitama-Ken,
Japan

Volvo Truk Corporation of
40508, Göteborg, Swiden

GO TV
MOBILE

RW/T/2014/000068

MIH INTELPROP HOLDINGS LIMITED of
IFS Court, TwentyEight, Cybercity,
Ebene, Maurtius

MULTICHOICE
AFRICA
HOLDINGS
B.V.
of
Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS,
Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

LIKE

RW/T/1981/001713

The
Concentrate
Manufacturing
Company of Ireland (also trading as
Seven-Up International) of Swan
Building, 3rd Floor, 26 Victoria Street,
Hamilton, HM12, Bermuda

Portifolio
Concentrate
Solutions Unlimited company
of 5 Eastgate Road, Eastgate
Business Park, Little Island,
Cork, Bermuda

LIKE

RW/T/1981/001857

The
Concentrate
Manufacturing
Company of Ireland (also trading as
Seven-Up International) of Swan
Building, 3rd Floor, 26 Victoria Street,
Hamilton, HM12, Bermuda

Portifolio
Concentrate
Solutions Unlimited company
of 5 Eastgate Road, Eastgate
Business Park, Little Island,
Cork, Bermuda

FOX
RETRO

RW/T/2010/007166

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM
CORPORATION of 10201 West Pico
Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90035, USA

FOX MEDIA LLC of 10201 West
Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles,
CA 90035, USA

FOX

RW/T/2010/007166

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM
CORPORATION of 10201 West Pico
Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90035, USA

FOX MEDIA LLC of 10201 West
Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles,
CA 90035, USA

FOX
SPORTS

RW/T/2014/000005

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM
CORPORATION of 10201 West Pico
Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90035, USA

FOX MEDIA LLC of 10201 West
Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles,
CA 90035, USA
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FOXLIFE

RW/T/2014/000448

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM
CORPORATION of 10201 West Pico
Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90035, USA

FOX MEDIA LLC of 10201 West
Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles,
CA 90035, USA

DSTV
EXPLORA

RW/T/2012/001245

MIH INTELPROP HOLDINGS LIMITED of
IFS Court, TwentyEight, Cybercity,
Ebene, Maurtius

MULTICHOICE
AFRICA
HOLDINGS
B.V.
of
Taurusavenue 105, 2132 LS,
Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

IX. PATENT
(310)

RW/P/2018/6

(320)

(750)

Patrick NGABONZIZA

(731)

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

(740)

Patrick NGABONZIZA
REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY

26/11/2018

(510)
(540)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
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